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Busted For Fraud'
A loss for Palm Springs
may be a gain for
Moreno valley.

T

he site for proposed S 1.5
million dollar international raceway, originally planned for Palm
Springs, may now be shifted to
Moreno Valley.
After "four years of a lot of
money" spent in attempts to
obtain Palm Springs city approval
for the track, Developer Frank
Arciero of Anaheim and Projected Manager Jim Gutherie are now
taking an interested look at 1,350
acres in Moreno Valley where a
35,000-seat raceway, and 15,000seat amphitheater along with a
200-room hotel may be built.
P/Lase See PQ8e 67

The health plan that makes sense today
With people following so many dtfferent
refer the member to a wide range of specialists,
lifestyles, it's good to know there's a health plan
and arrange hospital admissions.
that can fit their needs.
Our resources are concentrated right where
Employer like the flexibility they have with
our members live and work, giving them conveInter Valley. They can select the program that's
nient, easy access to medical providers.
best for their company and their employees.
If you employ from five people to many
Members choose their own doctor from hunhundreds, just ask your insurance broker about
dreds of physicians in private practice. He can_.: Inter Valley. Or call us at (800) 843-3520.

- --·
----- --

Inter Valley Health Plan
300 outh Park Avenue, Sune 300 • Pomona, CA 9l766 • (800) 843-3520
A Non-Profit, Federall)· Qualified HMO

Chiro Valley Blllk Financial corp. llld
Foothill Independent Bancorp ll1IIOUnCed
tha they u:rminaled meraer neaotiationa.

Mr. D. Linn Wiley, ofCVB Financial
Corp~ llld Mr. J.T. W alkz, of Foothill

Independent Bancorp. 11100mced that the
two companies were not able to reach final
agreement on the tcrmJ of the proposed
meraer, despite good faith efforts on the
pet of both p.nies. It is not anticipated that
the meraer discussiau will be resumed.

Every year, insurance companies pay out millions of dollars in
fraudulent automobile accident
claims. Many of these claims are
perpetuated by organized groups,
consisting of medical doctors,
attorneys and individuals known
in the industry as "cappers."
Vanguard Investigations (specializing in insurance) was recently asked to conduct a background
investigation on a particular doctor. During the course of that
investigation, it was learned that
the doctor had been convicted of
mail and insurance fraud. Convicted along with the doctor was a
capper, who recruited people to
participate in the scheme. It was undercover sting operation.
from this investigation that the
The people recruited by the
truth of many "staged" automo- capper were offered between
bile accidents was learned.
$200.00 and $300.00 for use of
In the beginning, the capper their vehicles in phony accidents.
only solicited people he knew The capper gladly purchased
personally. Howevinsurance for uninsured
er, as time went on Once at the body
drivers.
the capper began to
shop, employees
The next step was
make quite a Iuera- would deliberateto bring the two drivers
tive living, so much
together in a parking
ly crash the two lot where they met for
so that his greed
overcame his good vehicles together. the first and only time.
judgment, and he
This was to insure that
began soliciting friends of later each driver would be able to
friends. This practice ultimately at least briefly describe the other.
led to his downfall during an The capper always used two

I

drivers of different ethnic groups.
This reduced the suspicion of the
collision.
Both drivers were then instructed to write their insurance information on a piece of paper, which
they then exchanged. The vehicles were then driven to a nearby
body shop by two other individuals. Once at the body shop,
employees would deliberately
crash the two vehicles togethM.
This guaranteed that the damage
would match, and hopefully result
in paint transfer.
The two vehicles were then
P/Lase Su Page 52

A Monorail for Lorna Linda?
T

raffic in Lorna Linda has
increased dramatically in recent
years. During rush hours, we have
our own "gridlock" to contend
with, and it's going to get worse
within the next 10 years. Thousands of citizens enter the city of
Lorna Linda every day as students,
employees, patients and visitors.
As new facilities are built, traffic
a n d its atten dant smog and the
costs that go along with both will

increase. How will we cope.
If Dick Schaefer has his way, a
city monorail system . . . his
dream for the past 14 years . . .
will be the answer. While on the
surface the proposal may seem too
ambitious and expensive for Lorna
Linda, consider that the monorail
was touted as "the wave of the
future," by L.A. County Supervisor Mike Antonovich, speaking to
the California Transportation
Commission meeting in Los Ange-

les to consider a wide
variety of transit
issues. In Japan, the
profitable monorail
system bears testimony to thi~. as does the
safe, efficient, aesthetically pleasing,
non-polluting and cost
effective monorail W -llilllili
network linking hotels
and attractions at Disneyworld in
Florida.

Fundin g is b eing made more
available for such a p r oject.
Pko.re Su Page 5
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As the city of Ontario's centennial year draws to a
close, we have much to remember to which we may be
extremely JXOUd. The 1991, All States Picnic and Founh
of July Parade drew more than 12,000 Ontarians to our
city's beautiful Euclid Avenue. The Hispanic community
came out 3,000 strong for Cinco de Mayo, and m<re than
100 residents planted 100 new trees on Earth Day.
We have much to look forward to as well. On November 17, we're celebrating the history of the Ontario Motor
Speedway with refreshments, food and jazz, and on
December 10- the actual dale of our city's incorporationwe're hosting a grand finale birthday celebration.
Because of the success of the All States Picnic and
Parade during our Centennial year, we are already planning to bring Ontario's
famous picnic back as an annual community event
We've looked into our past and have been enriched by it Now, we must continue to work in the present, as well as the future, to make Ontario the place to
live, work and play. 6.
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hc:eway Switch Expected
3 Selling the Workl
12
Site for proposed Palm Springs Raceway on Su Bernardino
Today there are 25 ethnic commumay move to Moreno Valley
nity-based organizations in San
Busted for Frand
3 Bernardino. Find out how these
Automobile Insurance fraud is costing businesses are boosting the area
the industry millions. Find out about economy.
these under-dealings and what's being
Focus on Health Care
13
done to prevent them.
Is California's health care system really
A MOHI"aii for Loma LiDda?
3 that bad7 What's good about the CanadiAlternative plan developed to deal with an health care system? What ails our
workers' comp system? How can small
Inland Empire gridlock.
business ownen choose the right HMO?
Bayiaaimmlaruts a Bad Idea
5 What are the top hospitals in the Inland
An exclusive to the /lllcwl Empire Busi- Empire? These questions and more are
answezed in an exclusive focus on health
IIUS JoiiTfiiJl by Dr. Julian Nava. former
care in Southttn California.
u.s. Ambauador lO Mexico.
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Inlud Empire All Stars
36 America's Future
The results are out! The Wand Empire Too Important to Leave on Hold 57
Business Journal's frrst annual All-Stan We think ours is the best telecommWJicaprogram was a major success. Find out tions system in the world ... but is it?
who were the top elected business leaders What are we missing?
from virtually every industry segment
Life in the Fax Lane
59
With recently expanded service coverInland Empire Hotel
Executives
50 ages in the Inland Empire, an increasing
Get a personal glimpse of three active number of travelling professionals are
Inland Empire hotel executives. What making use of the "mobile office."
are their business philosophies?
War Triggers Teleconferelldng".
61
Making the Most of Your Space 56 Now it Catches on
How is effective space planning giving Businesses spend $300 million per year
businesses a decided edge over their on video teleconferencing. Why is this
competitors? Also, tips for Wand Empire trend becoming so popular?
businesses in designing their offlce.
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Environmental Flrmt
eomputer Rewllers

B

oth the California and the Inland
Empire economies may make slow but
spotty recoveries from the recession
during the fourth quarter of 1991,
according to lhe Construction Industry
Research Board and private
economists.
Housing starts dropped 29 percent
in 1989-90 (as the recession started),
another 23 percent in 1990-91, but
will rebound 29 percent in 1991-92. A
total of 158,000 units is forecast for
1992, according to the CIRB.
The prediction is especially significant because an upswing in housing
starts typically leads the construction
industry out of a recession. with an
upswing in the heavy or non-building
category and commercial-industrial
construction following some months
later.

Heavy construction is up 17 percent over last year, primarily because
of a big increase in streets, highways,
bridges and sewer plants. Proposition!
111 and 108, passed in June of last
year, provided revenues of $18.5 billion over the next decade for transportation improvements.
In addition, 18 self-help counties
(those financing roads and transit
through an increase in county sales
taxes) have a backlog of nearly $20
billion in transportation projects.
Many banks lowered interest rates
by one-half of one percent in September after the Federal Reserve Board
cut its discount rate - the rate banks
charge other banks - by half a percent.
Many private economists, however,
believe the disarray of credit markets
Please See Page 68

Monorail
ConlirwLdfrompg 3

Assembly Bill 2766, passed in
1990, will fund new programs
to control air pollution
through using 30 percent of
the funding from the new
motor vehicle registration fee
to finance innovative programs designed to cut smogforming automobile emissions.
Proposals are being sought for " ..•
truly innovative projects" and priority
will be given " ... to projects that are
high profile and would provide the
greatest potential for mobile source
emissions reductions."
On August 2, 1991, the South Coast
Air Quality Management District
issued a press release announcing $6.7
million of available funding for innovative projects designed to cut auto
emissions, with priority given to projects designed that "Promote multimodal transportation links" (for example, between rail and other transportation services) and that "cross jurisidictional lines to involve subregions."
The Los Angeles/ Coachella Valley/
Imperial County Intercity Rail Feasibility Study (August 1991) prepared
for Riverside County Transportation
Commission, sets forth a recommended program for implementation of
intercity rail service between Los
Angeles and the Imperial Valle. The
study recommends Lorna Linda as the
potential site the only San Bernadino
County station on this commuter rail
line. If the recommendation is implemented, the twin criteria of multimodal transportation links .a.w1 crossing jurisidictional lines would be met,
and a proposal for funding the monorail, which would link the commuter
rail with all major destinations in
Lorna Linda, would be strengthened
considerably.
Schaeffer, a member of the Loma

Linda Chamber of Commerce Board of
Directors, is acting as a private citizen
(independent of his post as director of
community relations at Loma Linda
University Medical Center) to try to
make his dream a reality. With the
backing of the Chamber Board of
Directors, he approached the city of
Lorna Linda in September to propose
initiation of a feasibilty study for a
Disneyland-type monorail system. It
would connect all major institutions in
Loma Linda with civic, business, and
parking facilities, taking into account
consultation with all major institution
and land owners, and various routes
and cost estimates and possible funding sources. The City Council, with
Mayor T. Milford Harrison taking the
lead in enthusiastic support, responded
by (1) authorizing the formation of a
task force consisting of members of
the major institutions and the city; and
(2) directing city staff to investigate
the cost and parameters of a feasibilty
study, based upon the findings of the
committee as to interest and initial
study.
Who knows? Maybe one day Lorna
Linda's quiet residents and students
will be commuting on a quiet, pollution-free monorail. However, time is a
critical factor. And as time marches
on, both the need for such a system
and the cost to accomplish it will
increase. A
By Pc1 Xlutick, Ez«llliw DireciN
1..- UltM ClltMNicr ofC-cc
Ulor. l.pma UW Bepqrt

ror Deceaber laae II
Nonaber lbt
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Immigration is not a free markot,
ecent practices and new pro- but some of its forces are in effect
posals to buy wealthy immigrants and these favor the U.S. because
undermine our American traditions are generally so attractive as a place
and ignore common sense. The pur- to live.
pose of using selective immigration
In the case of Mexico, our agrl•
to bring back money lost through cultural industry has bistoricall
bad industrial policy and declining favored low-cost and unskill
competitiveness is a bad purchase of immigration that would do work
the wrong people. Chickens come fewer Americans wanted. This hat
home to roost, and this practice or worked out well for both Mexicaa
its expansion could distort a practice workers and our economy. Both
thar has served as well for over two courts and immigration official I
hundred years. None of our Found- looked the other way when our
ing Father's families and uncounted employers needed certain types
successful Americans could satisfy workers, and applied our laws whell
such a monetary screening. Over these workers exceeded the need for
time we could lose out by bringing them. This unpleasant part of ou
in the truly less valuable
immigration practice has been
immigrants over the long ..---------. known generally. And, of
haul.
course, Mexican undocuOpposition to buying
mented immigrants (an
wealthy immigrants who
others from Latin America) took lhe great risks to
promise to set up job producing enterprises with a
sneak in because they
million dollars or more is
believed correctly that
not to say we should favor
Americans in all walks
the "down and out," for
life would hire them at a
lower wage that Amerithat matter. Aclually, both
form a subsidy to our
cans citizens demanded.
Jui/MJ!Nv• '- tiN form.r
.
f h
economy. The job creation
u.s. Amb••..dor ~n spite .o t e recent
of millionaire immigrants
toMexk:o.
tmmtgral!on reform act
is matched by the benefits of lower
that legalized several milcast labor that average immigrants lion undocumented workers, the
supply to our industries.
stream of Mexican undocumented
We can already see that some workers continues. barely diminwealthy Asian immigrants are liter- !she?· ~nly more prosperit_y in Mexally buying their way into Canada tco ts hkely to reduce thts expresand the U.S. with money obtained sion of free market forces in labor.
through others, who advance them
Buying immigrants is not wrong
credits and a financial paper trail for in principle, and we alrea~y "buy"
a fee. Consular staff of the receiving them by other means. d1~cussed
country at the foreign capital have above. No g~eat harm 1~ likely to
been engaged in a dirty traffic of come from this commercial transacprocessing papers so as to favor tion either. The detectable graft and
such special immigrants.
abuse does not discredit the policy.
Our laws that favor certain pro- However, the effect on our values
fessions and special skills for immi- and overseas standing is another
gration are much harder to abuse, matter.
and are thus far more defensible. In
Our best interest over time has
these cases we are gaining, at no been served best by placing emphaexpense, the educational benefits sis upon per~onal and human values,
and experience earned in another rather than simple wealth. In today's
country. Almost all countries have world, far too many people have
similar practices. However, both we~lth inherited or gathered by
Canada and Mexico complain that dubious means other than hard work
too many of their professional and or talent. We are better served by
technically trained people immigrate placing our bets on human potential
to the U.S., as matters stand now. than a financial statement. A
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THE UNCENSORED CONTENT OF THIS
BUSINESS JOURNAL IS MADE
POSSIBLE BY
THE CONSTITUTION
AND
THE BILL OF RIGHTS
OF THE UNITED STATES
THE CONSTTTUTION, THE WORDS WE LIVE BY

Tla• pric• of gr••tn•ss is r•sponsibilit'
-Winston C laurclaill

Tolln~~~~nibo~A .. ~ ...:
ConiiNion. Wlllllqlon, D.C. 20006.
1'ht Commillion on 1ht BioenlenriaJ d 1'ht U.S. ConiiUan.
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"Trucking companies pay for their own accident Business Expo to be
clean up, and the railroads should pay theirs," .
CTA's Schumacher said. li

(left 10 rirlll) s_,;,- Hitwlli; B1111y lriiiTrtJ1, _ , Rt~~~
clto Airpofwr; Saki4a Ylllto; IC--.oto T tlkalli; Hid4Wa
TOMOto; S~di M~

Held in Pomona

=

programs.
R.anc:bo Airponer is a fully-insured, door-to-door
slnattle service with top-of-the-line equipment. Service is available seven days a week.
For infonnatioa or reservations, call (714) 6771077, MODday tbrotagh Friday, 9:00am to 4:00pm. A

Groundbreakinc Hails Construction
Landmark

---------~

Coiner Pfwtograpliy Studio

NEWSMAKERS
ConJinued From Page 6

Physical Education Building. Dignitaries participating in the a.m. ceremony included R. James Considine, Jr., a member of the CSU Board of Trustees,
and members of the School of Business and Public
Administration's Board of Councillors.

Providing Quality Business Insurance Since 1976 For.
• Contractors

• Office Complexes

Professional Business Session

You Baalaela Sealoa may be aharecl by
• IIUIDy •

t1uee pencma to •ve money.

"Customers define quality
~.,.....-~
Center in Rivenicle. "Our CUIservice," said Maury Rosas,
tomers like beina served in
vice president of Pacific
Spanish, and they tell their
Bell's Hispanic/Asian Marfamilies and friends to call
ket Group, "and in the case
us."
Pacific Bell chose the
of California's growing Hispanic population, many
downtown Rivenide locadoa
Spanish-speaking customers
because it bad available office
know quality starts with a
space and an exceUent labor
company that respects their
market. Many employees, who
language preference."
work in the Rivenide BilpiDThe increasing demand
ic Service Center, live in the
for service prompted Pacific
.
.
. .
.
Inland Empire. Before trllll·
.
.
ServiCe repruentatwu PJUJ Brwnes, Alic111 Toby IUid
.
•
•
Bell to open the R1vers1de RickLopnservePocijicBellcuOfMTswllopreferto fernng to the Riverside~center.
do IN.sinus wilh t1te company ill Spa11is/t.
ter, they commated 10 Pacific
"The phones never stop
Bell's Hispanic Service Ceoringing," said Toni Laskowski,
ters in San Gabriel and City of COIIIIDeiCe. A
Pacific Bell sales manager for the Hispanic Service

The future home of Cal St~e·s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
School of Business and Public II
Administration, as well as the
departments of computer science
and mathematics, will comprise
133,700 square-feet, accommodate
2,000 students, house 169 faculty
offices and provide self-instruction
computer labs with 288 stations.
Incorporating a "state-of-the-art"
design, the $24,475,494 building
will house a five-story faculty
office wing and a three-story classroom wing. Other design features
include a 180-seat auditorium and
an elevated patio area geared to
provide
opportunities
for
faculty/student interaction.
"The building will make a very
important contribution to the quality of education we provide says Dr.
David Porter, dean of Cal State's
School of Business and Public
Administration. "This building will
have more computing equipment
than the balance of the campus
combined. With the completion of
this building and final accreditation, this school (Business and
Public Administration) will easily
be in the top 20 percent of management education in the country."
Construction of the new facility
is slated for completion in Nov.,
1993. Cal-Pac Construction, Inc. of
Los Angeles, CA is serving as the
general contractor for the project.A

FOI' your Bilek ad Wblte promotional needs such as
bnstneaa cards, tllers, newspaper prtnts, etc. try our

$20.00 includes a proof sheet of 10 to 12
exposures for your files.
Nepdwa• kqJt em file in oar IIUdio for,._ fUIUie needl.
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The Fall Business Buyers' Expo will be held
November 6-7, 1991, in Building 4 at the Los
Angeles County Fairgrounds in Pomona.
BBE will be presented to the buyers in specific
business muket ueaa, with a time-condensed format. As exhibitors in the inaugural Anaheim show,
prime booth space at BBE Pomona is being made
available to buyers on a first- come, first-served
buis until option renewal periods end on July 30.
Because the expo is consolidated into two days,
booth costs have been adjusted to $695 per 10 x 10
($6.95 per square foot) to reflect that change. A
50111 deposit is due upon order, along with a completed contract.
Plans for the November expo include a complimentary breakfut with keynote speaker on opening
day and a boated luncheon and business mixer on
day two.
To reserve space for the upcoming BBE Pomona
show or to discuss the complete BBE show series,
please call Herb Wetenkamp or Stan Chambers at
(714) 489-9292. A

Rancho Airporter, a local airport shuttle service,
wu receatly choaea by The Foundation for International Understanding to transport a group of
JapiDCie exchange students on several excursions to
tourist and cultural attractions.
The excursions to Disneyland, Universal City,
UCLA/Hollywood, a tour of the stars homes and a
day at the beach were the first for Rancho Airporter
since it expanded its services to include day-long
trips to recreation areu, transportation to medical
facilities, wine country tours and designated driver

NOVEMBER 1991

Pacific Bell recently opened ita
sixth Hispanic Service Center to
make it euler for cuatomera who
prefer 10 do buslneu with the compuy in Spuisb.
The new center, located ia
downtown Riverside, Ia staffed by
bilinaual aervice representative•
who take orders for residential
telephone aervice and anawer
biiHna inquiries for Spanish speaking cuatomers in Southern California. The center'a toll-free tele·
phone numbcr-ii'!!-1-~U~. It ia
open Monday through Friday, i
a.m. to 6 p.m., and Saturdays, 8:30
a.m. to S p.m.

• Manufacturers
• Mobile Home Parks

• Apartment Buildings
• Industrial Buildings
• Workers Compensation
• Bonds

• Shopping Centers
• Hotels/ Motels
• Restaurants
• Retail Stores (an
• Umbrellas

Compare! Call (714) 981-.,-....
(800) 444 4844

Hamilton Brewart
INSURANCE
JGENTS

1294 WEST mi STREET

UPLAND 91786
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A State of Shock!

E d i t () r i a I
We're Mad As Hell •.• and We're Not Gonna Comp
it Anymore!

F ew things, besides higher taxes

dollar reaches the injured worker.
• It costs the system $7,000 to
and the recession, have hurt Inland deliver $10,000 in benefits.
Empire businesses these past three
• One out of seven claims is litiyears as much as the dramatic gated.
increase in workers compensation
• The 1990 costs of this system
insurance fraud. These businesses are were $8 billion (with a "B")
mad as hell about the open fraud and
Garamendi stated prior to the
abuse in the workers compensation hearing, "This represents my first forinsurance program. The abuse pre- mal attempt to bring discipline to an
sents itself at most all unemployment insurance system run amok. No longer
benefit offices where recruiters solicit will the insurance commissioner blindpersons on unemployment as potential ly support the insurance industry's
workers comp stress claims. The ads promised rate increases without
run in the daily newspapers and the intense scrutiny. I intend to demand
commercials fill the California air- efficiency and reform."
ways. Where is the reform promised
California business persons have
when Senator Robert Presley got his heard these same words in 1989 when
bill paned to end the fraud and bring the legislature enacted workers comp
equity to the system?
reform and again this year 1991 with
Insurance commissioner John the passage of the Presley Reform
Garamendi this week chaired a hear- Bill.
ing on the Workers Compensation
We do not need an 11.9 percent
Insurance Rating Plan for 1992, dur- rate increase, we do not need more
ina which the bearing beard a request words. We do need real teeth in the
for a 11.9 percent rate inr.reue.
new laws for ending fraud. We need
Let's look at some facts about lawyers participating in the fraud disworkers compensatior• insurance barred. We need doctors involved in
coats:
the fraud stripped of their licenses.
• Medical litigation expense~ have WE NEED AN END TO THE ESTIiocreued 35K in leu than 10 years.
MATED $3 BILLION WITH A "B" OF
• Leu than SK of each premium THE WASTE AND FRAUD! A

I
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iNLAND EMPIRE
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/11 Glltxtlusi~~e illteniew witll tJu

111/atl Empire BusiMss JouriiiJI, Bill
Gordo11, cluJlnfta11 of tile Po1MIIGISa11
GtabrUI Valley Gay tuld Lesbla11 CollliliDII offers laiJ iltslglaa 011 Go~~enwr
Pete Wilso11's rew«tdefeatof AB 101.
IEBJ: What is AB 101? When was it
introduced?

Gordon: We get reports all the time at
the coalition where people are not running out and saying "Hi..J'm gay, deal
with it and hire me." What we're talking
about are people who are already in positions and someone sees them or wonders
if they are gay, or finds out that they are
- -.... gay ... or when people start
· talking about their lives outside of wort, issues surface...

.
1

Gordoa: I'm still in a slatie of shock that
he actually did Ibis. He did everything
he could 10 woo lhe gay and lesbian com-

Gordon: It provides them a legal channel to eliminate this discrimination.

muDity (by saying be would sign that
bill). He all but stood on a rooftop and
said "vote for me and I'll vote for this

IEBJ: What do you see in the future for
the bill?

bill."

Gordoa: This has been an incredible
blow to the gay and lesbian community,
IEBJ: Whal has the reactioD been 7
but it is also igniting us to unity...people
are angry. I was in a group last Dight, we
~ People 1ft livid. and lbere is a were talking about AB 101. There were
lot of ccnii'OVcny ova' how the commu- some people that I've tried to get politinity is reacting 10 it ...it's been hyped up cally active for years. Today they are
so much...we've been taking the streets more involved in situations, like calling
of LA for the last five days, and we're the governor and telling him that we
JOin& to continue to do it
want his support and urging him to vote
for it...now I'm seeing a lot of people
IEBJ: Has aa event lite this ever hap- making much stronger commiunents 10
pened befcft?
become more politically involved. It's a
mMSive vortex of people, who have been
Gordoa: MassacbiiiCttl bad doDe this almost complacent, now they're so angry
two yean aao. and two yean aao we bad that it has become lheir new focus.
50 suits filed apinst employers. It has
not been a finaacial burdeo..•in fact oone IEBJ: How powerful is the gay and lesof the workers' unions that came out bian commlmity7
against us would indicate that it was a
bia issue ID business.
Gordoll: Take a look at the advertisinl
industry. Companies 1ft starting 10 loOk
IEBJ: So if the business community is at the millions of dollars of disposable
not apinst you.••who is7
cash that tbey have with this martel segment, and they 1ft now starting 10 actverGordoa: The only forces against us tise in our publicatiom. 1 also think tb11
wae relipoaa elemeDta. They're IIWI)'I we're makina our way into polilk:IIIIOIIJUinllbat 1bere is a claoice, a dloice 110 nu and the potilicians see it! I think DOW
be lesbiaD or aay. Tbia is totally that we are becoming more visible
uafoanded IDd fOtllly . . . . . by aD lhe (bec:aue there are so many injusbcel).
PIJCboloPcal profeuiou. Now with lhe king-pins are seeing us and tbe)'
... wbole .... (where IIIey found dlf- DOCice lhM we do, indeed, vote. We Ill
ill lhe lnin), we wiD 11ave sci- very. very awa of what politicianS 118
CIIdifical proof that Ibis is DOl the CalC
But CWIII if it wae tbe cae..lhere 11'0 ~ doiDa to lry and lab I!~ !'!*.=i iii will

ren:--
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110 discrimi-

11'0 IDirilalllld Nliaioaa . .
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Close-Up:

Dave K1zapper

by Phillip L Dlment

IEBJ: How is an employer going to find
out someone is gay?

Gordon: AB 101 was introduced several
years ago when it was AB 1, and it was
reintroduced this year by Assemblyman
Terry Friedman. In the very!~!!!~. .beginning, the bill covered
employment, housing and
accommodations (motels,
hotels, etc ...). The accommoIEBJ: So a majority of the
dations were deleted early on
· discrimination you've seen
to make it more palatable for
comes after the hiring?
the usembly and the senate. It
was felt that if these issues
Gordon: Oh, absolutely.
were included, they would not !< tU411111tlllf'IJf
vote for it .. so it went through ~!!!=~~~~· · ~·• IEBJ: What else happens?
the assembly with both hous- .·. ·•· ··
Gordon: Often, after it
ing and employment. They
later pulled the housing to appease the becomes known that someone is lesbian
governor and make it more palatable for or gay, all of a sudden they don't get the
him to sign. Now the governor has promotions they were assured, they start
vetoed the bill, and obviously there has being reported on the most mundane
been an incredible uproar. It's real inter- things or the pressure from management
eating that he caved into the pressure of becomes so great that they are fon:ed to
these small fringe right-winged funda- leave for their own mentality.
mentalist religious organizations...
IEBJ: So what would the bill have
IEBJ: How do you feel about this?
allowed?

c-..........._:.. • ·-

l.E.B.].

ple make a choice, to become married or
not

l!!!!e we've abady got, 4

-by Pltillip L. [)lMIItl

lnlllnd Emplte ~ JoumM

J"

We'u gone from six to

iiiUr~lew

tuluin
witll tlu lllllwl
E•pire Busilt11s Jourul, Dart X11qper,
rie~ prtsidellt 1111d fllltrlll 1f&lllltlftr for
Bisllop H11wk.'s IIIWly-txpatultd 011t11rio
offlu offerr llil iltsigllts 011 succtss iit 1111
trer-tllllllfillf rtllltstllte 11111rlttpl11te.
X1111pper htu 11 btuk.groutul ill toltlmertiiJI
r141 tstDU tlull SJNUIS 21 ]IIJlf. He struted
hiJ tllrttr liS 1111 lltrlllfl SllliSptrSOII lllld
111111 "'llllllftr for RlllltOII's Temecu/11
offkt. Fro• there, KNIPper 1f&OYed t• Coldwell B1111ker, workillf i11 i11dustrilll1111d
i11Yest•e11t sales. Liller lte left Coldwell
BIIIIUr to sem tu 11 Silks INIIIIII" for CW
Cllut ill Stu1 Diego. He retelllly •oved blltl
to 01111lrio to ser~e tu 11 silks
for
Grubb & Ellir QIU/ ill }ullt of 1991, Xlulpper
lfUIIU llil biggest 1f&OH to Bislwp Howl, 141Utf o"' 11 silks stJqfof six persoiiS. His stJqf
grew rapidly to 15 "''lrlbers, ll1ld witll tlte
rett11114U orer of Rtu1to11's 0111Mio dirisiDII, KNipper IIQW 1riiiiiiJIIS II stJq/ Of30.
1111

have you seen the highest performance?

"""'llf"

IEBJ: How would you describe your
recent growth?

Knapper: We are doing more of our
business from a retail and an industrial standpoint ... that has been our
growth area. We have a number of
escrows now open in investments and
a steady pattern of small office leases.

30 people in a five •
month ptriod. lt't a
rapid growth in a time
when the economy is
rather flat, but a high

IEBJ: How healthy is the office market?

level bf client confi·

three grandchildren.

Knapper: Any rumors that the office
market is in a rut is a little misleading. In the last two years, we have
had a tremendous amount of construction and for the first time we really
have "A" quality space in the marketplace. That will take probably a little
longer for an absorption to occur, and
that's why you have the larger vacancy numbers at the present time.

Hobbies: Travel, tennis, following sports-

IEBJ: What about lhe industrial market?

dence has kept us on
the leading edge in this
region.

A closer look ...
Position: Vice president and
general manager for Bishop
Hawk's newly expanded Ontario
office.

Family: Wife, Christine, one Greatest challenge: The continKnapper: We've gone from six to 30
son and five daughters, and ued success of Bishop Hawk.
people in a five-month period. It's a
rapid growth in a time when economy
is rather flat, but a high level of client I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
confidence has kept us on the leading fedge in this region.
tribution center of 400,000 square feet IEBJ: What is your management phias well as all investment sales from Iosophy?
$600,000 to $23 million.
IEBJ: Describe Bishop Hawk's
Ontario organization.
Knapper: We have an organization
that is all encompassing, covering
sales and leasing in all the areas of
commercial real estate within our
region: Thirteen sales people specialize in retail, 10 focus on industrial
properties, four specialize in the
office marketplace, and four people
specialize in investments.
IEBJ: What is your breadth of coverage?
Knapper: From a 600-square- foot
multi-tenant lease to a warehouse dis-

IEBJ: How do you stack up against
other brokerage firms?
Knapper: We have the largest number of specialized people working the
retail marketplace in the Inland
Empire. All other divisions are
focused in particular territories.
IEBJ: What is your sales philosophy?

Knapper: I always strive to promote
a comfortable work space, a comfortable environment, plenty of support
from a research program to a training
program that covers all aspects of
commercial real estate.
I like to
strategize and focus-we maximize
our marketing by supplying the sales
people with all the tools they need to
be the most effective... but we do not
go overboard ... there are times when
you have to operate with a "lean and
mean" attitude, but still maximize
marketing. We consider ours a growing program in a marketplace where
many others are pulling back.

Knapper: Put the client number one
and offer him a variety of services
with specialized people in each area.
Then provide an environment for all
of those people to work IS comfortably as they can.
IEBJ: What sectors of this market

Knapper: There has been a tremendo us attraction of warehousina and
distribution ... as probably the highest
residential growth area in the nation,
we will have no problem supporting
jobs with affordable housing.
IEBJ: How many offices does Bishop
Hawk have?
Knapper: We have established
offices in Sacramento, in Santa Clara
and in Orange County u well IS the
Inland Empire office in Ontario.
IEBJ: H you could name three people
who have made significant contributions to the Inland Empire, wbo would
they be?

Knapper: David Ariss, California
Commerce Centers; Terry Evans,
Coldwell Banker; and Dan Stephenson, Rancon. A

A B l () l t r n fair to Ern pI o ~· e r s
I• • udluiN IUrrlnl wllll tJw IIIMM btfln
• ..._ Jllfll'rMl, LH c~, ..wf'"IM• -t

co.••,..,._,for !lllt'C,_, o\ M•rfed•rrhl«.' ........., ... 101 e.Uftttl

_ , CttllfoniM ~n ill Mfoblll,....

IEBJ: Lou, tell us a little about AB
101.
Custrini: I've never handled an iuue
that bas attracted so much attention. I
ave been on the air, and on TV and
newspaper interviews almost since the
ay that governor iasued his stateeot.
When was AB 101 introduced?
aatrini: It was early in the le&ialative session, and the bill actually says
ember 4, 1990. It was introduced

by Assemblyman Terry Friedman, he's
from Los Angeles.

IEBJ: Now what is sexual orientation
under this bill?

Castrini: It is homosexIEBJ: Why is it so complicated an ual, heterosexual and
IEIJ: Would employ
bisexual. But does this
issue?
cover AIDS expenses?
mean that if I think my
Custrini: Anything that deals with boss is homosexual--that
Caatriai: Yea... bec:aus
people's rights makes it a complicated I, 11 a heterosexual, can
the legislature is leait
issue. It has become very volatile ... bring a legal action
imizina lhiJ relatimullip.
remember that out of the California against him if he passes
It all adda up to men Ut
igation
aad
Fair Employment and Housing Act, me up for promotion?
employer suits.
we're coverin& the hiring, promotion
and termination based on race, reli- IEBJ: What are the
IEIJ: Bat wllat if
gious creed, color, national origin, leaal ramifiCations?
ancestry, physical handicap, medical
bomoaexual has a rea
cue?
condition, marital atatua, sex, or Cutriai: Health care
Lo•
age... and very frankly, we didn't feel benefits would cenaiDly
that we needed another protective cat- be one. For exunple, Adam is livinJ Castrl•l: Go to coanl UDder th
egory in which employen would have with Bruce and Adun aays, "I want Constitution, they cenainly have
to so to coun and fi&ht discrimination Bruce covered by my health care ..." right to libeny and the pumait of ba
charges, especially with this exception But wait a minute, you can't do that pineu.
because we're talking husband and

c..,.,.
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team in August 1991, as new corporate counsel. The company's controller, Janet K. Grobard, recently
assumed additional responsibilities u
director of administration. She is
responsible for overseeing all personnel, office, and administrative functions at Kaiser's Rancho Cucamonga,
Fontana, and Eagle Mountain offices.
Betsy Truax was recently promoted
to director of investor and community
relations.
Kaiser Steel Resources is developina businesses that address long-term
environmental issue• in Southern California, includin& waste management,
land remediation and development,
and water resourcea. ll

araduate of California State University, Northridae. holds a California
Real Estate Brokers License and is a
Cenified Property Manaaer (CPM). ll

Chino Valley
Bank is pleased
\\1t1ltl l1ll1 I llll'!l.ll\1
to annoance the
\ p pI )I II\ ' I{ It l I I \
appointment of
I~ 1 1!1 tl11 I '- ,Ill I~ 1 I II ,II tl1 II tl
Earl Wiesen to
( It IIIII I '-,ill' \l.tll.l:,!ll
ita Ontario Airport
office
Robert A.
located at 701 N. Haven Ave.
Benedict has
.._,1111.1 ( l.111' ' ' ( 11111111~ to
Leavina Bank of America, after 35
been named
IIIII 11 -() 11 .I II "Ill:
years of dedicated services, Wiesen
S
I
n
Pamela Spencer, desianer of "Pambriqs to Chino Valley Bank a record
The Oranae Empire Railway MuseBernardino bra," Barbara Wilcox with "S.O.S.
of professionalism and experience
County sales Printina." Carolyn Douglas of "Com- um (Perria, California) will be hold1011alu after by those within the bank·
manager at puter Nook" have been selected as the ina its annual Santa Christmas Train
ina industry. Amona his many
World Title new director, assistance director, and on December 21 and 22. Santa will
achievements, Wiesen held many manCo., consis- recorder for the Fontana Leads Club arrive at the museum on the museum's
aaement aasipments includina vice
passenger carrying steam train at
tently beginning October l, 1991.
preaident, area manaaer, and branch
r ank ed
Leads Club provides a networking 11 :00 am both days.
adminiatrator where he was responsi- amona the 10 laraest title companies method through which professional
Passengen will be taken aboard the
ble for 30 branches.
businesswomen can increase their train, and 11 the powerful steam
in Southern California.
A resident of Ontario since 1947,
Benedict will be responsible for business referrals in the area where engine chuffs northward, the children
he ia well known in the Inland overseeing the sales activities for their business is located. Meetings will be gathered (one passenger car at
Empire and continue• to live in World Title in San Bernardino County are held on Thursdays, from 7:00 am a time) and taken to a special car
Ontario with hil wife, Joyce. ll
and will report to Lee C. Seiter, senior to 8:30 am at Marie Callender's where Santa awaits them with a spevice president and reaional manager Restaurant, 17039 Valley Blvd., in the cial treat.
I', ,I ' l I, I'· I 'I •I• ·I,)! II,_
In addition to the steam train, there
in charae of sales and operations in Mervyn's Shopping Center, Fontana,
I 'I
I ,,, II"' i l l ( \ IIIII
San Bernardino, Riverside and San California. For more information and will be historical Los Angeles street
Dieao Cooties.
reservations, call Margie Torrence at cars and Pacific Electric red cars to
David PeaPrior
to
joinin&
World
Title,
Bene(714) 987-7339 or Dr. Barbara Stan- ride. Take a step back in time and
cock haa ben
view California as it was as much 11
dict was a sales repreaentative for field, at (714) 822-2014. ll
naaed on-site
80 to 90 yean ago when we bad the
Stewart Title/Riverside Covnty,
asset aanaaer
respgpsible
for
the
Colton,
Rialto
and
I\
.
I
I
'
l
I
'It
l
I
I<
l
'IIIII
l
l
'
best mus public transit system in the
for
Tri-City
Pootana llllritories. He was with Stew- I \p.lliil' \l.lfl.l:,!llllllll 11.1111
United States.
Corporate CenTickets can be purchased on the
art for nearly seven yeara. ll
ue, aaaoaaced
day of the event (SS for adults and $3
l.oy Storaa1li,
for children six-11) and are good for
vice pre1ident
passage on all trains runnin& for the
of bDCOD Aael
The San Bernardino-baaed law
entire day. For more information,
Manqemeat.
firm of Gresham, Varner, Savaae.
Peacock will be reapoaaible for the
call the museum at (714) 943-3020. A
Nolan A Tilden announced recently
dally 1111111,...at actiYides and aeathat tbe firm i1 openin& a new office
'-l.rll l'rt~I!IO\IIllh
enl opendaa ol tbe 153-acre muterin l.ivenide. Headin& up the office
\llllltlllllt t1 l111 l'nliltt 1<1'1.1·
pluDed basiMM part loc:aaed near the
will be Prank J. Delany, Craia 0.
I
II Ill' I II Ill'
flenay iDIIrclllltp oll-10 and 1-215
Dobler. Jay C. Eaeaes and Michael 0.
T w o ...~~
la ... ....,..,.
ll~tfK.u. SIM'-ca,lrc.'•
all formerly with tbe l.lvenidc ..........................
(1-r):
-we an pleued to laave 1 periOD Wolf,
staff
prooffice of tbe law finD Reid A HeUyer.
c.,...
c-...~;
~ Daft't aperdlela dlaqe of ou
motiona
for
poap'a departare from Reid A Dhclttrtf,.,_,._.CG_W,.,.
Tll-CilJ fiOPIIlJ ••, •••, o,en- The
Jill
Lloyd
litMI; 1_, ~. Grobft. Dn:t. tf~
Hellyer wu amicable and aareeable to
~-a.,r.,•Z..,..FU...:W
~• 11114 ••auU. •A• oa-tlle
and Aasociall parties involved.
AMIJM.
atea,
a
- =mar. Daft will be rupoasiMuan. Delaney, Dolber, Eaenes
Kaiser
Steel
Reaources,
Inc.
(NASSanta
Ana
fer nlalialll. liuDClal per- aad Wolf collectively brina more tlwl
,. mce, llile ad COJIInCl lldiDinil- 40 yean of leaal experience to Ore- DAQ: ltSRI) has recently completed baaed marandoa ... dll tfficleat operatlaa of slwD. v.m., Savaae. The Riveraide an expanaion of its middle manaae- ketina firm,
..... piOjecL.
office wUl be 1 fall-aervice operatioD ment team in an effOrt to focus on the have been ._..........
Trl.QtJ Oirpatlle c.re, I dnel- with Meam. Delany, Dolber, Eaenes company'• new developments.
announced.
Slteiltl BllntiiU
. , . . , of Raacoa balty Pddl IV
ltaiser'a president, Daniel N. Lar- Diane Sorensen, Fullerton. hal bell
and Wf apecillizina in services that
. . V, CUI- feihnl jut . . . 1 lacladt l.eal lltate, Buaineu and aon, said the reatrucl1lrin& of the team named vice president of marketiDI
114Uloa aqaan feet of office. .WI, Pbtuctq, Tu, Batate Plannina and will 111i1t in the company'a fatare and previously held the poaition of
arowth. Laraon llid tbe company hu junior vice-preaident and sponaorabif
~~a~~~
A
aa1Mid0Ml2ai1Uea.aclded 1 financial analyst and 1 new coordinator•
cor,onte couael, IDd hu prOIIlOlecl
.lllllllt.,,_ .. f
~ •JIIIJICI wiD
Sorenaen, who haa been with
ull1bta ~ to new poaitiODI of company aince 1988, will overaet dlt
e.JIIIftla
Direaor of Admlnillfldca ud Direc- manaaement of various accouats - '
tar of laYeltar . . ComaailJ lela- auperviae promotional and 1po...,..
d-.
ship proaram1 for the Oranae Co1lJIIJ
Geoffrey de Le1aeps joiUd the Pair, Costa MeaL
...,.., Ia Alpa 1991 u n..clal
Sbeila Barnette, MonDO V lliiJ•
diiJIL Ala fiiUt 111o ~ tile
, . _S. , . I I
I)
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have an insurance professional of
Portland Schicke 's qualifications to
coordinate this unique line of services." 6
\\ill'~ Stll'l'tl'd'

"' l'EO
Coni~

From Page 10

-=:;.....;;~-==:=~

the new junior
vice president
and account
supervisor for
the firm in
which she will
supervise
clients
in
Riverside and
Los Angeles
counties. 6

Diane Sorenson

I ht· \\on) ('ornpan.l Olin'
l'rnll'''ion.tl \\ ritin!!

t
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Torrens, an
accomplished
journalist
and copywriter, bas
founded
The Word
Company, a
business
specializing
in professional writing services.
Designed to provide businesses,
organizations and individuals with a
variety of writing services, The
Word Company offers quality press
releases, ad copy, brochure copy,
company and personal profiles,
cover letters for reports and financial statements and feature stories
for newspaper and magazine placement.
A third-generation Californian,
Torrens is especially interested in
"green" issues includin& water
reclamation, recycling, pollution,
quality of life and the environment
in general. He resides in Murrieta,
California with his wife and three
children. For more information
please call (714) 698-9727. tJ.
"tlillkl \lll11.111 \111
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Temeculabaaed
W.O.
Broou Insurance
Services
has
appointed Portland Schicke to
promote a new
line of insurance
services specializing in equine mortality and relat·
ed liability coverages.
Better known as horse mortality
insurance, equine mortality is a
highly specialized field underwritten by a small number of national

carriers. W.O. Brooks Insurance Services is one of the few brokerages in
Southern California now offering a
full line of equine, farm and ranch
policies.
"This is a highly technical niche in
the insurance industry that requires
not only knowledgeable agents, but
agents with expertise in horses, horserelated events, and the ranch and farm
industry," said Jeff Dickinson, commercial lines manager for W.O .
Brooks. "We are extremely pleased to

L11

allurri

t

CVB Financial Corp . announced
that, on Friday, October 4, Linn Wiley
assumed full responsibilities as president and chief executive officer of
CVB Financial Corp. and Chino Valley Bank succeeding John Cavallucci.
Mr. Cavallucci had earlier this year
announced his intentions to retire and
resigned from his positions of president, CEO and director of the company and Chino effective October 4,
1991.
Mr. Wiley has been in banking
since 1964 and comes to the company

with extensive experience in the
Inland Empire and San Gabriel Valley
markets. Mr. Wiley joined the company and was appointed to the board of
directors in August.
Shares of CVB Financial Corp. are
listed on the American Stock
Exchange under the ticker symbol of
CVB. ll
Porn on;~ I· ir,l I· tlkral
Utrh \in· l'n·,idtnl

Robert D. Nichols, president/ chief
executive officer of Pomona First Federal Savings and Loan Association,
announces the election of Laurie A.
Fridd to assistant vice president.
Prior to joining PFF, Fridd wu
employed at an international importing company in Virginia Beach, Virginia. A

When It Comes To Telecommunications,
Were Already There.
This is the future. At least, it's one
artist's idea of how the future is going to
look. If we had asked ten different artists,
chances are we would have ended up with
ten different ideas.
That's why we
created SmartPark
telecommunications services for
selected business
centers around the
country. Because
American •c-···"
has just as much
trouble deciding
what the future is
going to be like.
By working with
select real estate
developers, we've
built in a telecommunications system that's ready
anything the future
holds. So when you
need the virtually
unlimited voice,
data and video transmission that is capable with a digital fiber optic network
we can install it within days. Without'
incredible cost.
How much better is this kind of a
system for your business?
An ordinary phone line and modem
00
" ...

can transmit one line of text per second.
A fiber optic equipped SmartPark center can transmit the entire 29,000 pages
of the Encyclopaedia Britannica in the
same second.
And because
we monitor the
performance of
this system
24 hours a day,
7 days a week,
You get superior
reliability along
with superior
technology.
But the biggest
advantage ota
SmartPark busi-

ness center isn't
what you can do
today.
This system is

designed to work
with technology
that hasn't even
been invented yet.
So
.
. ify~ like
so many peopIe m Amencan business,
were surprised by mobile phones, fax
machines, modems, fax modems and
personal compu~ take advantage of
our SrnartPark semces.
They make you ready for the future.
No matter which one arrives.

SmartPark- Setvices
1-800-828-7280

t

mE POWER IS Of

GTE Tdcphone ()pcratiOIIS. CAl. IFOR lA CamariDo Koii/Uonard CamariloCcntcr Cemto~; Cem101 Towne Cema- Ci .,.....___
1
Ma)CSI&eSpcctrum.l.onglleach Kiln>) t\JrportCcnta" Ontano·Ccntrdakellusinessl'lrt. TheOnlarioCcntcr OlnnJ ~aa.- .~...-.M.
SanBemardmo TheTfi.OI)Cilf!lOOttt(cnt~ WestCovma Thel.akesatWcstCO\ma WASHINGTO Evercn Harbor'e=~ownCenw
SmanPan rsaregJStrredservJC~:markofGTECorroratiOn
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Selling the World on San Bernardino
Minority bualneaau
spell bill booat for

San S.mardlno area
economy.

m

s we enter the 90s we
experience changes in all
parts of the world. These
changes have had an effect on the
economy of the United States and
how we will be rated in comparison
to the evolving economic powers of
the future.
Due to world situations and
spec:ial immiaration reautations in
the U.S., we have brought the
world to our doorsteps and are see-

focus interest on local community
relations to world affairs.
Today, there are 2S etlmic community-based organizations in San
Bernardino, the most active being
the Pacific Basin. These immigrants have brought a variety of
professional talents to our city.
The Korean business investors
in San Bernardino have rejuvenated
small businesses. We have over
2S,OOO Koreans living in our area
who own SO percent or more small
business enterprises and have their
own business association (300
members).
1 visited Korea in 1987 for the
second time. I met with officials

Mount

from the Ministry of Trade, educa- and enterprise to enrich the econotion, culture and chambers of com- my of their new homeland.
Let us welcome these citizens-merce all of whom were educated
either at Yale University, Harvard business entrepreneurs, educators,
University, the University of students, physicians, nurses and
engineers who have chosen to live
Long-time realdenta of in San Bernardino.
The long-time residents of San
the city now have an
Bernardino now have an opportuniopportunity to crute
ty to create new linkage, to
strengthen old ones and to build a
new linkages.
foundation of mutual understanding
Southern California or the Univer- and respect. A
sity of California Los Angeles.
Today, Southern California has by Thelma PrtsJ, city of San
over half a million Koreans, U.S. Bernardino
citizens by choice who have
brought their business expertise

ina strong multicultural growth'-;~============~~;::========================:::;
in the Inland Empire.
I
To welcome the many multicultural businesses in our city,
we are chan&ina our attitudes to
be more sensitive and providina
assistance when necessary for

How to start
a pl·ckup truck

•

Today ,..,.. .,. 25
etlml.: community·
baaed Ol'flanluflona
In San Bemardlno,
the 1110at active l»ln1
tile Paolfll: 8aaln.

Workers' Compensation Re
Fraud Bill Becomes Le islat
~---~'"'

enrichment of the business community.
The United States trade with
the Pacific Basin exceeds the
trade with Europe, and there is a
arowina aational consensus
reaardina the importance of our
lies to Asian countries.
The recently appointed
Mayor's International Trade
Committee for the city of San
Bernardino will be working
toward a new dimension. The
committee to develop overseas
trade with San Bernardino, as
foreip investment employs hundrecls of thousands of Californi-

au.
Tltis committee's objective

il to sell the world on San
Beraardino aad ita boandless
lnveatmeat opponanities. We
cannot return to the days of
aational self-aufficiency. We
aut IDOYe from hesitant cooper•
.Uoa. born of necessity, to pn-.ine collective effort based oa
COIDIIlOD purpose. The common
pupoae belq to raise our downtread economics situation back
to a namber one level.
The city of San Berurdino
il ric~ la c.ltual divenity. The
Mayot•s lnaenatioaal Coancil of
Jlrieadahip and Goodwill was
or...i&M la 191!1 to JDeet the
MMI of aalalaatloaal la&enc·
dea; to f•Uitate and atlmalate
~ ~d coordiaation in

....

...,...

.~activi

-.

·~

A

fter holding the
budget bill hostage for nearly two
weeks, Governor Wilson forced our
state's lawmakers to face reality the $10 billion cost of our workers'
compensation system is driving busi-

76 percent of the California's companies believe
that workers' compensation i1 a major factor in
the high cost of doing
busineu in California.
ness out of California.
A recent survey by the California
Business Roundtable reponed that 76
percent of the California's companies
believe that workers' compensation is
a major factor in the high cost of
doing business in California, and that
41 percent of those surveyed are planning to expand in another state. As s
result, many busineu owners are
either being forced to move or choose
to relocate their operations elsewhere.
Further research confirms what
California employers have felt sll
along: workers' compensation coats
are among the highest in the nation
both as a percentage of payroll and in
weekly premium per worker. A recent
study conducted by the Director of the
Institute of Management cl Labor
Relations at Rutgers University, John
F. Burton, revealed that California
employers were 66 percent above the

average of other states in their per- splitting the projected savings
cent of payroll for workers' compen- between benefit increases for
sation insurance - 53 percent above workers and savings for insured
the national norm.
self-insured employers. Within
Further, the California Workers' business community, this proposal w
Compensation Institute reports that hailed as both meaningful and fair
the average cost to settle a mental employers and employees alike.
stress claim is approximately $13,200.
Unfortunately, but predictably
Earlier this year, employers held every other interest - including
out hope that they could finally secure chiatrists, vocational rehabil
seeping reforms to the state's costly professionals, chiropractors,
and abuse-ridden workers' compensa- unions, forensic evaluators and,
tion system, when the Governor linked course, applicants' attorneys
his workers' compensation reform opposed this reform package.
package to resolution of the state's
Despite the potential backla
unprecedented $14.3 billion budget against the Governor by Democrats
crisis.
for his high-stakes legislative strategy,
Instead, what emerged were very workers' compensation reform has
modest reforms to: 1) limit "mental- never been so highly championed by
mental" stress claims during an California's employer community.
employee's first six months of Employer support is particularly the
employment, and 2) give the Worken' case for abuse and fraud within the
Compensation Rate Study Commission workers' compensation system with
more time and greater
reference
political indepen"stress" claims.
De1pite the potential
dence to complete its
Accordingly, the
backlash against the
statutory mission to
nation is watchevaluate California's
Governor by Democrat1
ing California
arcane system for setwith an eagle
for hi1 higlt-JtahJ legting workers' com- islative Jtrategy, workers'
eye to determine
pensation insurance
compen1ation reform lta1 the IUCCeU Of
rates. The Goverita next reform
never been so ltigllly
nor 'a reforms were
agenda.
championed by
encompassed
in
AB 971 wu
California's employer
Assembly Bill 971
not the only
(Peace) which bec:ame
piece of legislacommu11ity.
effective on July 17,
tion that wu the
1991.
topic of debate
The Governor's openina salvo wu related to resolution of the atate buda three-pronged worker's comp reform get. Californians for Compensation
package: 1) dramatic "strea" reforms reform sponaored Senate Bill 1218
2) total integration of vocational reha- (Prealey) which wu touted u an
bilitation indemnity benefits with per- example of how the state Legislature
manent disability benefits, and 3) wu addressin& stress-related fraud in
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professional and an attorney.
1
The employment of steerers or
olber persons (such II "runners and
cappers") to procure patients
constitutes unprofessional conduct.
Whether licensed or not, any person
who violates this anti-steerer statue is
guilty of a misdemeanor and commiu
a public offense that is punishable by
imprisonment in county jail for up to
one year for the first conviction, by
imprisonment in state prison for up to
three years for a second or subsequent
offense, by a fine of up to $10,000, or
by both imprisonment and a fine.
• Any qualified medical evaluator
(QME) who mates false or misleadin&
advertising of services or benefits to
an injured worker is guilty of a
misdemeanor, punishable by up to one
year in county jail, and may be
terminated, suspended or placed on
probation by the Industrial Medical
Council (IMC). The IMC may require
QMEs to maintain a file of all
advertising copy for a period of 90
days from the date of its use.
No person or entity may
advertise, print, display, publish or
broadcast any statement concernina
services or benefits to an injared
worker that is false or misleadina.
The state Department of Consumer
Affairs must adopt reaulations
aovernina advertisin& by persons

NOVEMBER 1991

total funds collected will be allocated
to the Bureau of Fraudulent Claims
within the state Department or
Insurance for enhanced investiaative

Ia JaiJ, lit 1r0Jisioar
of AI 1673 (llarrtlia)
lltrl ••••~~~

iatt
Staalt Bill1211
(PrultJ) 11 t r l l l l ••

•o•ai6a.r• aali·fr••~
till l i l t to•l~ It ,lact~
01 lilt GoJtraor'.r ~lit
~Mriar lilt •ill.rl
11111 ta~rt

o/lt
tri.ri.r.

efforts and the balance will be
distributed to district attorneys, apoa
appear identical or very similar to
submission of an application to lbe
odler reporu received from the doctor
state Insurance Commissioner.
or clinic ("boilerplate" reports); 3)
Another issue that became tbe 11wp
focus of public debate was the ratepattern of aasociation between tile
matina process for insured employen.
same physician and attorney in
handlin& injury claims; and 4)
The insurance industry may have
lllCCeeded in removin& iuelf rro. tbe
treatment ia directed to a separate
r · 11 "free fi1re zone" this year, IMit
facility in which the referrin&
po lhC
pllJsiciaa bu a fiuncial interest
the "minimum rate law" iasu wlll
With thil information, CCR
become a key focal point in the
developed leaislation to address the
workers' compensation wars of 1991
problema associated with fraud and beyond. This observatlta la a
·
particularly •uavory solicitation and
certainty, given the fact &Ita& tile
•tictblct• acllemea, aa well u other lban physicians and attorneys no Workers' Compensation Rail Stady
lllilleadlq radio IDcl newspaper ada later lb1n 1993. A violation of this Commission will submit ita fiMiap
paid for by adnrtiain& cooperatives stature is a misdemeanor, punishable and recommendations on this IUject
(or •aro•p• adverthin& referral by impriiODIDint in county jail for ap nut March.
ae"lcea). Conaeq.ently, Aaaemto one year, or by a fine of up to I
b)JIDIIl)bqollll iDlroclKed AB 1673. $10,000, or both.
• Except u otherwile pennittecl bJ
Ia J'lly, die prcmaiou of AB 1673
law,
any peraon who offers, deli•en,
(MaqollJl) wae lllllllded into Sfllllte
receives
or accepta any rebate, refud,
Blll 1111 (Presley) to create an
commission,
preference, patronage,
•..ubaa• IDli-fra•d bill that could
be pli4M oa lite Governor's deat diYidend, dilcoant or other
_... 6e alUt of the state b11d&et "consideration" 11 compensation or
indacement for referrin& clienta or
'IIIII lllnllt ll 1 11UD111UJ of tbe patieau to obtain services or benefita
. . . ~of Seuae Bill 1118 ia 1 public offense, puialaable lty
impriacnunent for up to one year for
(ltiiiiJ):
tile first conYictioa, or by
....... , . . . , l, UtJ:
• eifidul ,_. ll committed if .......... in ............... bya
a,O'il - -..elhr a llceaaed fine of ap to $10,000, or by botll
iJaprllouaeat or I fiDe. A IICOad W
···~
1J
••••
..,UCU.-makea
ableqaeat
coa•lctloa il puillaable
......... .., ........,. falu
by . . . . . . . . . Ia ltateprila
• 11.'1!. --~· . . . . .
• To fud lacreuecl ia••tlptlta
........., wldl 1111 ,.an wllo
ud
proHC•tloa of worten •
.. a'
friiiL
GQ
'*"'\e capeuadoll frud, ..,aoyen ..,
be ....ltd by die Prucl Auns ,..
1
rlll...,jlilfar . . Coaalsaloa (coapoaed of twt
.-.ll:a1"11t.-.. . . . flllea far ., 10
w
rfluof•pto represeatadns of aelf-luu..
• ·iM'11,... .,._. •plo,.J, oae represeatall•e ef
Pt~~cl3

politics of workers' com
reform this year, it is this.
this policy area givea
Democratic-controlled Leaisl
subject to intense pressure by an
or hi&hly mobilized,
interest groups other than
- can only be secured throap
arduous, frustrating, incr
process of negotiations ... even
the Governor of this state is
expose himself to severe
criticism for using an nnrlri!!!!~.M..
state budget crisis as
leveraae to secure dramatic
business reforms.
Needless to uy, the
compenaation reform
continues. In fact, before the
Indutrial Relations
representatives of both orJta•lflll
labor and CCR made ~OIIIIDIIWIIIJIII!!•
retum to the bargaining table
end of lbia year with lbe
introducina expanded reforms
seaaion. 41
lMi c.
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·rop llospitals in the Inland Ln1pirc

aaauaace la alao
t.iMWttaat

la bow pbyalcliDI are

acre•~e141. Por ellaaple, aoae
, __ _ _,. . , .. . . . . . . credeatial-

• • speclallata wboae job Ia to

ftrifJ dW ........... COIDID1IIli-

of repluly commwlicatiDI with
compuiea it coatracll witb, teepiDI tbem iaformed Of ChiDJel iD
procedure• aad aew aervicea?

• Wlaat l1 tlae duratloa of tbe
rate paraatee from tbe
HMO 1• are coaslderiaa?
II tbe admiaiatration of the

,au eoll-eftectlve?

lJ pllyalciaaa •eet aa approved
All CJidlele factors are imporaet of ataadarda. Tbia type of
IUlt lO couider WilD IIIOIIinJ
approacll ia u iDdicatloa tbat m
wbiclliDIO wUI be belt for your
HMO i1 commited to providiDJ
.-ployeea, but
education and prevention prOJfam com,..J
qaality laealtb care.
it
'a
up
to
JH
wltlcll
plaa you
It 'a
a lao reduced the injury rate by 2S perthink
beat
nlte1
ceat
and
aaved
about
$10
million
helpful
to
It 'a worth noUaa t1tat 1 few
taow
that IDDUIIIy. (L.A. Times 9/29/91).
years
ago HMOa were . . . 11 1
wb•ID HMO
paaainJ trend. But todaJ, .0 ,.._
ceat of California emp1oJera
.,:C0-~.1 U0. dW tlaia c• meaD I health

ad,_.

,_Midi.

F

ew areu of the country can bout
of bavin& the wide selection of medical choices u those available to residenta of the Inland Empire. Intemadonally-recoanized medical facilities,
Rch u Loma Linda University Medic:a1 Center and the Veterana Administration's Jerry Pettis VA Memorial
Hoapital, are located here, Ilona with
ltalter Permaneate'a Fontana hoapi-

countiea, Loma Linda features a
"Level One" Trauma Center where up
to 25-percent of its patients receive
care in nine intensive care units: sur&ical, neurosuraical, thoracic, coronary, respiratory, neonatal, pediatric,
pediatric cadio-thoracic suraery and
trauma.
AI impressive u its services is the
dedication of its staff. This center is
widely well known for its humanitarian concern and patient care.
Utilizin& I multi-disciplinary
approach for its well auperviaed tervicea, tbia same approach also servea
Loma Linda Univenity's medical edacational proaram. aecond lar&ell in the
nation.
The world's first proton beam

accelerator, dedicated to medical
service, cancer
research and education,
beaan
treatin& patients
here Jut year. This
facility also servea
the
Children's
Hospital and the
nearby Jerry L.
Pettis Veterans
Adminiatration
Memorial Hoapital,
alao located in Loma Liada. Loma tal. Reaeucll c:ollaboratloa betweea
Linda ia widely reapected u a teach- tile two medical c:eaten
Tile
iq ceater and each year, aome 200 Jerry L. Pettla VA facility ia widelJ
Loma Liada UDiveraity iaterna wort actnowledJed iatert'•tioaaliJ 11 1
beaide VA phyaiciiDI at tile VA holpi-

11....,.

rr================================================~=======n====s.==~=,.,==~=======;

tal.

ID1and Empire patients are fortu11118. Por along with these top med-

ical ceatera with their welleqaipped hospitala, are aome unique
medical retearch and medical care
facilities.
Amoq tbeiC paceaetten is Loma
Llllda Uai•enitJ Medical Ceater,
located iD the city of Loma Linda.
Peaded iD 1905 u pan of a worldwide aetwort of laoapitala aad
IIHltll cue uita openaed ' ' tile
hY•da DaJ AdYeatist cbarcb, lhil
627-lled llolpital llld teacbiDJ cell·
ar it llceaaed bJ tile Callforaia
.......... of Ileal*· II ''"''

. . . . . . 22,400-..,......,..
la ·J~MlldOilO Ulnlltdt Of

.........-.,............

......................
...

-;~~. .•- ~•wia~JdM

~

•a•t•IM•rtl CCI I
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Is th~ Canadion Health Cart System Ftasiblf for thf U,S .. ?

l ' H E l ' . S . H E A L T H C A R E S Y S 1' E M :.
:\OT AS UAll AS IT SEEl\1S
O•r laeoltla core syste• is one of tlat Ji•ut iJt tltt world. Every effort
slao•llf be aadt to sohare as aacla of it os possible i11 its prestltt for• .
whole host of rules and regula- complicauons; JUSt 15 years ago, $620 billion a year on health care
services by a $5 trillion economy.
tions limiting the way they pro- 70 percent of them died.
vide care.
These growing numbers of Nor is there any reason a $6 to $7
Just how far are these physi- senior citizens and healthy pre- trillion economy should not spend
cians expected to go? (Not every- meeies are a glowing tribute to the S I trillion or more for its health
one agrees that physicians should quality of the health care system care. At the heart of the issue is
function as paid employees of which has con
whether or not
f a poll were to be held today, some monolithic national health tributed so much to
the U.S. econoit is likely that most everyone payor).
their well being.
my will grow in
Just how far are
would agree that the current health
As to the inadequacies of the
There is also con
the
decade s
care system in the United States United States health care system, siderable statistica
these physicians
ahead, such that
and the Inland Empire should be they pale in significance when evidence that more
expected to go?
it will be able to
(Not everyone
cover a r i si ng
revised. It is also likely that many compared against its strengths . people travel to the
people would hold the view that This 'inadequate system' success- u.s. for their health
agrees that physihealth care bill
there is nothing meritorious about fully accommodates nn .. '-; 11;,..., care than travel to
•
h
ldf
and still have
""""""'- .l£lllllLII
c1ans s ou
uncthe existing system, and that it ambulatory care visits per year. all other countries
ad equ a te fund s
should be replaced in its entirety There are l l milli2n patients who in the world com
tion as paid
rem aining f o r
by a single federal payor. I strong- are confined to a hospital each bined ;
this
is
employees of some
o ther socia ll y
ly question the validity of the sec- year, with an average length of because the U . S
monolithic national n ee d e d proond viewpoint and would argue stay of 6.5 days; this translates has the l.lD.b:. he alth
health payor).
gr am s."
His
instead that our health care system
into another W
care s ys tem in the 'iEB~ml!Eimii!BmlmE!iil!liil~ sta tement is of
is one of the finest in .lllllllllalllllllllliiiiiJI million physician world that offers • u;
• c onside ra bl e
the world, and that
encounters each advanced, timely, high -quality merit and bears ser ious consideraevery effort should be
That our system year.
medical services.
tion.
made to salvage as
has its flawsWhat do these
Many people have also suggestAmericans want more high-techmuch of it as possible
and certainly
numbers demon- ed that we replace our existing nology medicine and will not tolin its present form.
the lack of uni·
strate? Significant health care programs with a single erate the rationing and poor qualiThat our system has
-versa/ access is
access to quality payer government-sponsored ty of medical care found in other
its flaws - and cercare by a substan- health plan. Considering the gov - countries, such as Canada. The y
tainly the lack of unione of them tial portion of this ernment's track record, it is diffi- insist upon and demand only the
versa! access is one of
is undeniable.
country's populace. cult to find any merit in this sug- finest in health care services.
them- is undeniable.
Also, the pos i- gestion .
Notwithstanding the need for
The fact that it needs
tive impact of our health care sysIn 1965, Congress enacted legis- change and improvement, what we
lObe fiDe-tlUled ia also not ques- tem on the elderly and the very lation creating Medicare, a pro- have today meets these crite ri a
tioaable. However, the l&&&eation youna has been truly amazing. gram intended to provide our and we should not cast it away and
t1aal i\ reqairea radical nrcery or Aeeordin& to the JoKrllal of alae senior citizens with readily acces- replace it with something that will
allCMllcl be ctlacarM4 ancl replaced AMcrica11 Medical Auociatioll sible health care at an affordable inevitably be far less desirable. ~
by a &O'¥ernmeat-raa national (lAMA), the number of individuals price. At the time it was created,
health inaarmee plm is not only over age 6S years will increase to aovemmental analysts forecast a
invalid, but ita implementation S2 million by the year 2020, and total cost for this program of $8.8
would be a mistake of uagic pro- to 68 million by the year 2040. billion by 1990; the actual figure
The population over 85 bas will most likely exceed i l l .lill~
portions.
Let's examine this issue from increased by almost one million in llim...
several different perspectives.
the last nine years. In the next 10
Medicaid, a subsidized health
First, today's media seems years, it is expected to increase care program for the indigent and
obsessed with the purported inade- from today 's 2.9 million lives to disabled, is a far worse story; it is
quacies of the U.S. health care almost 5 million lives. By the year underfunded, politically manipuaystem. They are not alone. Busi- 2020 this number is expected to lated, poorly administered and
ness leaden, bureaucrats and reach 8.6 million Americans and generally a national disgrace.
politicians seem to delight in por- 17.8 million by the year 2040.
Do we really want these people
running
our
traying thiS system as
an utter failure and lay
national health
During this era of managed care, physiparticular blame for its
care program ?
cians ha-ve made significant compromises
supposed shortcomings
Perhaps those
on physicians.
and ha-ve engaged in major trade-offs in the individuals who
However, where have
advocate
a
way they practice medicine. They ha-ve had
these reporters been
national
health
to be rtsponsi-ve to utilization re-view, peer
biding? During this era
system adminis Frederic King is Executive Director of
re-view, quality assurance, incenti-ve pools
of managed care, physitered by the fed- To"ance-based So!Uh Bay Independent
cians bave made signiferal government Physicians Medical Group,IIIC. a prufesicant compromises and
are the same sional corporadon of400 physicimts. Mr.
bave engaaed in major uade-offs
On the opposite end of the age individuals who love our postal King has more than 30 years experience
in lu!alth care administration, and has
in tbe way they practice medicine. spectrum are the statistics pertain- service.
Tbey bave bad lO be reaponaive to ing to children born prematurely.
Dr. Eli Ginzberg, in the April 4, previously served as Vice President for
atilizatlon review, peer review, Today, more than 80 percent of 1991 issue of lAMA, concluded FiMnce, Cedars Silltli Medical Cemer,
.-&ilY uavance, incentive pools, newbom babies bom between 1.2 his article on health care technolo- Los Allgeles; Director ufFW.W:..
dlacoanted fee-fOI'·Mrvice, maxi- to 2.2 pounds survive with few gy by stating that "there is nothing
• • • allowable cbara•• and a lu&ucea of morbidity or serious inherently wrong about expending

I

•••••••••lli•li•••••••IIIIIB•II

••••••••• • •• • ••Health Care Crises Hits United States ••••••••••••••
the ratio averaging around 50/50. The tal services; increasing public demand control or guarantee accessibility. It is
federal Ministry of Health finances for sophisticated services; inability to sensible for Americans to look at the
the care for the needy and welfare, fund new technology; an insufficient Canadian system, but they should not
giving more to the poorer provinces number of long-term facilities; and be blind to the risks inherent in a govand less to those with higher revenues. long waiting lists for non-emergency ernment-controlled monopoly, nor
and elective medical procedures.
should they ignore the evidence sug In an article by Adam L. Linton, gesting that we [Canada] can no
Canadian Health Care
M.B ., F.R.C.P.E., F.R.C.P.C, a Canadi- longer expect current structures to
Problems Emerge.
enry Kissinger once said, "The
In view of the United States' prob- an physician and member of the control costs."
~ history of things that didn't hap- lems, it's understandable that the Ontario Medical Association, Tht New
According to Linton, negotiations
pen has never been written," and from
over
physician's fees are becoming
England
Journal
of
Medicint
discussCanadian system appears simple and
all indications the great health care
appealing. However, new stresses and es some of the flaws being exposed in heated as the governments attempt to
reform for the United States in the
cracks within the system have the Canadian system. "Canada's health make doctors absorb the cost of
1990s may end up as unwritten pages.
emerged increasing costs compounded care system may have given us a few increased use of services. In fact, five
Yet, within what appears to be the
by funding problems within the years of universal, affordable health of Canada's provinces have imposed
United States' unwieldy health care
provinces; accelerated medical care care during a period when the U.S. some type of cap on expenditures to
system, lies the potential solution to
inflation rate; overutilization of hospi- experiment with competition failed to
Pkase Su Page 20
our health care crisis.
Certainly no one will question r-L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..J.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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America's necessity for health care
reform. The nation's total health
spending now exceeds 12 percent of
the Gross National Product; 35 million Americans have no health
insurance; 60 million Americans
are underinsured; administrative
costs run 60 to 90 percent more
than other developed countries;
and, if the trend continues, the
nation will be spending in excess of
$1 trillion, or $3,900 per person, on
medical care in 1996.
Is it any wonder legislators,
insurance companies, health care
professionals, and the American
people themselves look longingly at
the health care systems provided in
other countries? Probably the most
discussed program among Americans is the Canadian National
Health Program, likely because the
two countries share language and
cultural similarities.

The Appeal of a
Canadian System.
In Canada, the health program
provides universal access to almost
all essential health care with the
government picking up the tab.
Physicians are paid fixed fees and
are not allowed to charge patients
more. The system enjoys the benefits of monopsony purchasing
power, along with a single, unified
billing and reimbursement plan.
Health care services are provided at
a lower cost per capita and a smaller percentage of the GNP than the
United States health care system.
Developed on the premise that
hea lth is an individual's right
regardless of his or her ability to
pay, the Canadian system guarantees equal care to all citizens.
Patients are not restricted in terms
of frequency of visits or consultations with other physicians.
Although each of Canada's 10
provinces has its own hea lth care
system which has been designed
around the demographic needs of
its population , all provinces are
required to meet federal mandates
regard ing services, coverage and
administration. Health care funding
is handled jointly by the federal
and provincial governments with

r
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At Chmo Commumty Hospital. your good health is our pnmary concern. but we know too that vou hare
other concerns of your own. hke whether or not we honor your 111surance plan. Well the fact of tl{c matter is
there are so many plans available today, we thought rou'd appreciate It if we published a list of those plans
that the hospttal accepts. And by all means. tf you don t see your pl:tn hac call us and we'll do the rest ,
lwcause at Chino Community Hospital your concerns are out'. too.
• \ftldml \ldJontlld
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a •iable option for brin&ing OW' medical care crisis under control. Today,
some 14 percent of the populatioa
beloag to Managed Care programs
acrou the country. Managed Cue systems, iacluding the popular Health
Mainteaance Organizations (HMOa),
provide comprehensive health cue to
voluntarily-enrolled memben on a preC.i&JIIIF,_I'•19
paid basis. Patients are seen at con1ltlp coatrol tH powth ill tH nuaber tracte4 hospitals and facilities by conf
...u
trac:te4 physicians and health cue pro0 alae a-.cal Mnicea deli•ered by feuionala.
J*yaiclau. WileD tH cap il reac:lled,
When the health care figures for
ao fudler fads ue a.ailable.
AldMNp &lobal fudiJa& for boapi- HMOs are extracted from the U.S. 'a
plrDIIII aa me-e. keeps Rd- total health care figures, HMOa lbow a
1111
Jill lea ad Rll dOWJlcaldaiailtra- lipific:ant reduction in costa and hotthe CG111, lt allo p1acea c:outtlillta on pital utilization. Unitecl States HMOa
operate at u even lower coat level tllu
uw tecboloiJ. May fGnll of medi- th "·--eli
bl'
....
"th 1
caliiCDoloiJ
readily a.aUable la Cau4a. ud the euiroluaeat
doea Hale to acouqe iuo•atica.
AI alPt be •pec:ted wileD medical cue costa area 't shared by ~~
patieat ud fee-for-senice pbysiclua pro•ide tile care, onntilizatloa of aenlcu becoaea another
,....._ ~ dae Caadia IJitea.
Ia ....... Caadtau a aore likely to • a pllJik:ia. . . . llbly to
...... •lhef.Jidlf •• willl!pllld

per capita expenditure, physicians vis- opposed to split among hundreds of

physician groups and hospitals in the
fee-for-service sector.
All in all, America 'a interest in the
Canadian health care system should
represent only one of the many dimensions our nation should explore. No
existing system will solve America's
health cue crisis without a great deal
of cooperation. Only with effort and
understanding will the pages of history
record America's own unique reform
plan, a plan that takes into consideration our individuality and gives us
recoanition 11 the innovative nation
we've always been. 4.
,., flll1iall A. W1J1 •

''*' v.a., H,.,. ,,.

r;!::e=~==u:pu:::'c=sy:...,::m:w:t:::ow:e:r:::::-======::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::;

a._

....... aHUU,aaore

ita, iapatieat days per capita, and averaae leagth of stay. By servina as the
insurer as well as the provider oa a
capitated basis, Managed Care Programs have a built in incenti•e to coatrol costa and to improve the health of
their memben.
With some 24.1 percent of today'a
health care expenses in the United
States beina spent on regulations,
paperwork and administratoR to ensure
that all the rules of different insurers
and aovemment proorams are followed,
...
Managed Care programs are designed
to eliminate many of these overwhelmin& administrative costa. Billina. !aboratoriea, supply purchasina. advertiaina
and other administrative functions ue
shu·.. in a Managed Care system as
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The fountain of youth lsn 't a fountain at all ••. It' a book. And heiW It 1•.
•
book addressing a more
fulfilling retirement life for
mature Americans has been
authored by a brilliant Califore e e /: II II f. f< ( I I (' '' e e e nia physician who tells his
readers not to back away from
life and not accept what is
Old •g• i1 som.tlai11g
often seen as a demeaning
w• would lib to ,.,,.
"senior citizen" status as they
face retirement.
latlpp•ll l•t•r-1101 }UII
The book is titled, "Achiev11111 lo11g•r.
ing Agelessness" and the
author is John J. Deller M.D., a
widely known lecturer who
deals with the pitfalls of age
Your r•tir•••11t , . , ,
and bow to avoid them.
do11't ,.,,.to b• 11 dow,
Dr. Deller is a member of the
senior staff at Eisenhower
UIICOMfOrltlbl• proc•11
Medical Center, Rancho
of bt~cki11g tiWtiJ fro•
Mirage, California, and presilif•· Rt~tla•r, r•tir•••"'
dent-elect of its medical staff.
COIIItitut•l II br1111d ,..,
A specialist in gerontology and
he also serves
endocrinology,
cu••r-11 c•• b• •
u medical director of the hos••g~tiflc••t
tla11t
pital's Center for Healthy Liv1011 slaoald pl1111for,
ing and the Eisenhower Diabetea Program. He is a member
lir• i•, •11}01 b•tt•r
of the prestigious Annenbera
,.,,. ""' otla•r II•• of
Center at Rancho Mirage.
JOUr lif•·
He begins hia book by aayins, "old age is aomethins we

li••

u.

................... Ia ... UaW
.................... 111
of dala Ia ••• at a lower coat per
cap11a ... a •aller pen:eatage of

daeOIIP.
CIMII&'a lewr alllicll C8 CGIII
..., .................. aaj.
_ _ _ ......, ... p ...

_.are. •..,......n,...,ltala
- ...... . , 1lloct ,....... rallllr
....
,
,.,,.

............. . ....
.. ..........

would like to have happen
later-not just last longer."
And he goes on to show irrevocably how to make that happen.
"Your retirement years don't
have to be a slow, uncomfonable process of backing away
from life," he says. "Rather,
retirement constitutes a brand
new career-it can be a magnificent time that you should
plan for, live in, enjoy better
than any other time of your
life."
Dr. Deller's book ia briaht
and brilliant and fun to readbut it's absolutely serioua
about mature yeua, retirement
life, and the yean that immediately precede it. Dr. Deller
sives us a new, meaninaful and
valid way to think about every
facet of life at fifty and
beyond.

Your new retirement cueer.

fifty and beyond-bealtb, the
stresaea one encounters,
financea, a continuina sex life.
Dr. Deller asks readers to
examine what they want to do
with the rest of their lives, aad
then proceeds to ahow them
bow to do it.

"Ac .. eviaa Aaeleuaesa"
answers questiona about: How
to beat stress in the mature
yean; Your continuing sex life;
Healthy astns and bow to
achieve it; Chartina your
course toward a happier life;
Taking charse of your life;

"Aelalevla1 Aaelusaea" il
available from Harbor Ho••
(West) Publiahers, P.O. Box
2545. Rancho Mir11e. California 92270 for $9.95 plu $1.45
postage and handlinl or at
many boo.katorea la Soathera
California. 4

"Achieviaa Aleleuaess"
looks at each facet of life at

lola J. IHU..MD.

aa& la " ' aia&le p•rclluer of

Keeping You Healthy for Generations
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Llvlog with conatant or recurring
back pain Ia debilitating and may be
unneceaaary. If you're aufferlng with
chronic bedc or neck pain from an accident,
prtor Injury, or muacle atraln, relief may be

- c:loM-. . Neurol8plne Ceneer.
AI ... Center, you get a complete,
preciM dlagnoatlc work-up to find the
aource of your pain. Then your Individual
prolll1me ant evaluated for con. .rvatlve
.......... Alt ln-GIIIae praced&n combllled
. . a mueale ........... program nllax
.......... qulaldJ . . . . . ..

Our capabilities also Include the
newest, state-of-the-art microsurgical
procedures. The advanced technlq--. may
alleviate your pain, Increase mobility and
reduce recovery time. Even failed back
surgery may be corrected.

For more
Information

o • o

Looking for the cure

to your banking
ailments... ?

~GB
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by reqairin& employers with five or
more employees to provide a minimilD pac:Uae of health iuarmce benefillto all worten.
Under the plan, employees woald
be expected to pay about lS percent
-...11 of the costa aDd employers another 7S
percenL The rut would be financed
throqh a variety of tax hikes includin& •sin tu.ea• on items nch 11
tobacco aDd Uquor. Proponenll of the
plan have indicated it will also
iaclade a namber of so-called coat
CODlaiament proviaiou. These proviC1100SIKG
aiou, however, woald simply shift
COlli from one aroup to another and
WCMIId only apply to iDiuance uoderCn~rouiA's
wriliD& practices-not to the docton

TID
RIGBT PuscaimON
ro
n CAal Cauls

.......,.,........ ,.,,....
...
.,.,II..,_,.,_.,
*......,.
,......,........
...........,

,., a ..,.,,. ta H /U e.mr
II
uwrl:dll

.........

Tile actiou of Vote Health Coalition and CMA reflect a arowin&
movement to reform the state 'a ailin&
health care system. But while moat
propoulladdrua the buic question
of providin& coveraae to the aainAJ'ed. ICDe ipore the critical need to
pet I lid on riliq medical COlli. By
treatiq abe IJIDPlOml rather than abe
caue, tbele propoull will DOt do abe
job. Widloat effective cost contain-

.........

- . . . . . . , . _ . , DO propul will be

....................
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Health Care Ne\\·s
of Directors
of Riverside
Medical Cliaic (CA), was
elected to the
C. Patoa.
Board
of
cllaha
Trustees of
aa4 cllief
the American
eaecutlve
Oroup Pracofficer of
lice AlaociaBl\ae Sllleld
&ioa at the
of Callfor42ad ADDIII Coafereace of the
aia,
llaa
AOPA ill Hoao1111.. HI.
aaao•aced
Dr. l.lnoa received his mectical
u wW retire 11 ceo December 31. depee
from the M. .cal Colleae
Patoll Ita AI'Vecl 11 dae lleba of
of
Wiacoalia
and M.P.H. from
~~ orpaiutioa for the past 2!
Loma Liada University School of
yeua. A& tile compaay•a board
Public Health. He la ce11iftocl by
meetlDI
this weet. it was
approved &hat lle will coatiau aa the Americaa Board of lateraal
cJWrmaa of &he Blue Sltield board Medicine and the American Board
of lafectioaa Diseases.
of clirecton.
Ia addition to hia poaitioa ••
Tile bolr4 of ditecton also des·
ceo of Riverside Medical Clillic,
. . .,• .,v. CUrlea W. Stewart. Blae
Dr. Laraon ia a hospital health
chief
"'•lL.• •~11J• ,aacl epidemiolo&iat at
Jll~rtQIJCltl CODlDilUDity Hoapital,
lfltitJtiJiil>CJllBIIC:aJ profeiiOf Of
Llada UaiveraitY ~lc*MII !DU.edicm~e. director of
Ia.l~icltlbllt J)l~aaa•a• Clinic aa

A ••• twist to '"' pllr•s• "1•••r•ll1 att''''~ eee•••tl•6 ,rl•cl·
pals» loo•s •••r llt1 ltorl,o• for

•••1 •••I••••••·
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new twist to the phrase "generally accepted accounting principals" looms over the horizon for many
busineues. It will have a substantial
impact on how those busineues
address the issue of paid health benefits for their retired employees. It also
creates opportunities for suppliers of
continued medical care, especially
HMOs.
This new twist is Financial
Accountin& Standard 106, or FAS
106, developed by the Financial
Accountin& Standards Board IFASBI. PASB is an ann of the American
Institute of Certified Public
Accountanll and is involved with
establishin& accounting standards
for all industries. Most FASB standards are adopted by the Securities
and Exchange Commiuion.
Accountants are also required by
various professional oraanizations
aad some state laws to adhere to
these standards.
PAS 106 chanaea the way firms,
which offer paid health plana for
their employeea and retirees, carry
that liability on their books. Moat
firma presently list that expense on
I pay-aa-you-ao basis. PAS 106,
which will be implemented in 1993,
rec:opizea that these premiums are,

~~~~~~··.... VOlin real. . . . dial otrir blluced

.r.... .,.-

r..... ,aod.

employee.
"Retirement health care pact.aaea
are not goin& to ao away, • confmned
Deborah Haaar of Haaar cl Allociatea, a manaaement conaultin& fum in
San Bernardino that specializes in the
health care industry. "'lbere are aafeauarda preventiq thaL But compaaiet
are aoin& to look for ways to scale
down those COlli."
HMO. have aeversl advantaaes over
traditional indemaity plana, especially
11 PAS 106 starts to play a bi&&er
role. Pint, HMO. bave a lower price
liJ and their annual premium increaaes are at a aianificantly lower rate

p,._ s.,.,. 24
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abolialtiq private healtll care iaauaace iJl favcw of a ataae-ru ayatem il
80l utely to renlt in a more effJCiat
• coat-elfecdve propam.
To avoid a Propoaition 103·
a. apouon of bealdl

. . dUIIRit
tMIIIjor
eMU for

The immediate impact of FAS 106 baby boom, means that the competiis going to pose enough of a problem tion for the good workers is goin& to
to many firms, but the real thundercloud lurks over the mountains in 10
to 20 years when the first members of
the baby boom generation start to
retire. That group of individuals will
swell dramatically for much of the
first part of the next century, causin&
serious problems with the financial
statements of a lot of companies.
So how can HMOs benefit from
FAS 106? There are several ways.
Retirement benefits are still a vital
part of the package that firms use to
attract good employees. The aging
workforce, another by-product of the

Ia fact, an onaoia& expenae to
whicll die firm il coauaitted. Tlaerefonl, PAS 106 •andat• daat an ead·
aate of these prelli.... buecl OD
... projected lifespan of a firm 'a
fOOl of relinea u well u ita car. _ ....,..., IDUt be lilted U I
na.ilitJ oa &he fina•a fiaucial

·u,.
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vide health care for the UDinsued and acriber to an HMO, get treatment if I and dollars and the bottom line in a
allowina amall employers to buy into am far from home? Many HMOa have company's financial report. But indiworted oat reciprocal agreements with rectly FAS 106 deals with health care,
the program for their employees."
The onus ia on HMOa, then, to other HMOa to provide medical cue an aging population, the changing
develop compreheaaive and cost-effec- for each o1Mr'1 clients. But the indaa- demographics of the health cue customer, and perhaps, even some day,
tive programs for retirees. The profit
being able to offer everyone quality
maraiDI may not be the same as more
health cue, whether they can afford it
mainstream HMO programs; however,
or not, through a combined effon of
thete lower profits can euily be offset
the private and public sectors. How
c rf rl p,.. ,_,. 2J
by the huge volume of retirees who are
HMOs position themselves as this new
daaB 11141ltl.W iDdeamity plana. Set- aoina to be flooding the system in the
atandard comes into play can affect
aad, u die baby bocllll begiDI to retire, next few decades.
their growth, both now and in the
daole ndnea wUl inclacle a nbltuEmployers are not JOin& to come to
da1 . - . of people who have spent the HMOa, thoup. HMOa are goin& try baa not necessarily done a good job future.
Financial Accounting Standard 106:
al1lolt an of their adtit nvea, if not to have to market themselves and communicating this message. Employboth
an opportunity in disguise and a
all dleir Una, ia HMO programs. debut the myths and half-trulhl that en also have a false image of an HMO
Soae of them may have nry well are ao prevalent. One of the demo- cauain& them a lot of paperwork. harbinger of the future. A
Hell Mm 08 an HMO program. These graphics of the retiree ia a peraon who Again, this ia an area HMOa are goina
Repri11ted witll permissio11 ojl11ter
people wUl continue to demand HMO travels more than normal. This raises to have to combat with education.
~ams.ThinU~aincemostretiree;•~th----e_q_ue_•_ti_o_n_o_f_w_h_e_re_c_an
____I_._u____a_s_ub_-~____D_i_re_c_tl_y,_F_A_S____l06
____i_s_a_bo_u_t_n_u_m_b_er_•~-------------Vi-al_Ie_y_H_e_a_lr_II_P_la_"_____________
Uve on a fiXed income, no premiums
llld a low co-payment are attractive
iacadv11.
BU bJ far the biueat advantage
JDIOa llan over other insurance
.,t.tell!lil their compatibility with
aiaple terma, for those
.-aJifJ 10 carry Medic.-ano&i. Medicare will
plli1111l the

COIIIiNied From PDge 17

leader in medical research.
The VA Medical System boasts two
Noble Laureates in Medicine. Among
the highly-advanced medical research
and development programs underway
at this VA hospital, are three on-going
major areas of study: neurological,
cardiovascular
and
mineral
metabolism research.
Dr. W. Ross Abey, M.D., formerly
25-years with the University of California at Los Angeles has been work-

Providing medical care for
people from throughout
Sa11 Bernardino, Riverside,
Indio and Mono counties,
Loma Linda features a
~'Level One" Trauma Center where up to 25-percent
of it1 patientl receive care
in nine intenlil'e care
units: surgical, neurosur·
gical, thoracic, coronary,
r11plr11tt,ry, neonatal, pedi·
lUrie, pediatric cadio·tho·
r11clc ,,,.,.,., and trauma.

•••Ia

··
- ·

eo.

ing on the effects of non-ionizibq
electrical fields, or microwave, on
biologicalaystems.
The Jerry L. Pettis Hospital is
among the most modem health care
facilities in the Department of Veter101 Affairs. With 1 capacity for 380_
&eneral medical and surgical beds and
60 psychiatric beds, it also has 120
nming care beds. The hospital staff
of 1,300 full-time employees cares for
more than 10,000 inpatients and
190,000 outpatients annually. The regular staff is supported by 150 consultin& and 1 tt d'
h . .
.
en. mg P yaaca~s, a.s we11
!!rr~~tdent an suc.h apecaa.lues 11
& y, aneathesaology, mtern~l
::nci:e, n~~rol~gy, P 1t_h~logy, ra~IJ, ebabilitau~ ~edicme, paycbiatry! nuclear medacane and aeneral

~liltri- .

.

ta~ Qutnto, VA hoapual rea~arch

administrator, says that of the nauon'a

55 research VA centers, this hospital

(osteoporisis) research. There are
R e cognized
many other research projects, includ- among the top
ing those focusing on arthritis, eye choices for cardiac
disease, alcoholism and AIDS.
care, especially in
In 1988, the Lorna Linda Veterans the Coachella ValAssociation
and
Education, ley, is Eisenhower
(LLVARE), a California "non-profit" Medical center and
was organized here to facilitate Eisenhower
research efforts.
Memorial HospiWhile research programs continue tal.
With 239
to expand in the Inland Empire, so do acute care beds,
new medical facility choices.
Eisenhower has a
j
In this area where some 300,000 staff of more than ..
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan mem- 200 physicians
Dolores Hope OMipDiiml C•e CetUr
Plroto cOMTtesy tf Eisenllower Metliall Celller
bers take advantage of a number of representing more
Kaiser health center and medical than 40 specialities
known for providing national and
office, Kaiser medical services contin- and sub-specialities in medicine. The international communication forums
ue to expand.
hospital has a staff of just under for the examination of issues vital to
health and medical sciences.
The Fontana Kaiser Foundation 2,000.
Hospital, with 459-beds, offers the
Located in Rancho Mirage, EisenEisenhower Memorial Hospital
services of some 300 physicians, from bower Medical center is nationally recently expanded to include the
a variety of disciplines, and a staff of recognized and encompasses, the Bar- Dolores Hope Out-patient Care Center.
3,200.
ban Sinatra Children's Center, the Both Dolores, and her famous bus-·
Expansion plans for this Kaiser Annen berg Cc;nter and Betty Ford band, Bob Hope, are on the Eiaenhowmedical center include a six-story, Center.
er Board of Directors. Last year,
326,000-square-foot medical office
The Betty Ford Center is a 80-bed 24,000-square feet of space wu
building and a five-level, 1,774-space chemical dependency recovery facili- added to the Mary and George Storer
parking facility, both due for comple- ty, offering in-patient and out-patient Emergency Department. The Eiaention in fall, 1993.
care.
bower Medical Center continues to
There have been three recent Kaiser
The Barbara Sinatra Children's expand the choices in health care,
medical offices opened: in Loma Center (whose originator is Mrs. while gathering the support fQr
Linda, Claremont and Rancho Cuca- Frank Sinatra) is nationally recog- medicine from famous people who
monga.
nized for its innovative care of sexual- lend their names and fmancial suppon
Another choice for medical care in ly and physically abused children.
to 1 growing variety of medical serthe Inland Empire are the community
The Annenberg Center for Health vices.
hospitals. Among the best known of Sciences supports health professionThere are many more exceJJent
these is Riverside Community Hospi- als, offers patient and community edu- health care choices available to those
tal with more than 300 active and cation health promotion and preven- here in the Inland Empire. It's nice to
usociated physicians on staff.
tion and management of illness. It is know that these choices exist. 4
With a wide range of services, lhisi--------------------------------------------------L------------------------------------------------hospital has 445 beds and offen care
for everyone from birth on.
Maternity services include a "Family Birthplace," offering privacy and a
home-like setting for the arrival of a
new family member. Immediately at
hand are all necessary medical aervices and a highly-trained, caring

a:,::::=::._ _:=.___________

st~~ong Riverside Community ~oa
pital's services are 24-bour emergency

services and a Level n ~auma cen~er,
oncology (cancer) servaces, cardaac
. services, including surgery and rehabilitstion; chemical dependency treatment program outpatient auraery
home health s~rvicea and adult and
adolescent psyciatric services.
The hospital also features 1 Unique
Sleep Disorders Center.
The rehab center at Riverside c010_
.
munty Hospusl offe~a hope .f~r the
future for those senoualy tnjured
patients moving towards a better way
of life.
Outpatient services in the "Surti"--·-·
..._ a choice aor
~ pati-··
_.,_ prova_.
_..
to inpatieQt hoapitaliaadoa. ~ere,
reduced colts aad coaveateac:e
~ a chOice for llllllJ adeqo-

ch pro
leads in the n mb 0 f
u er reaeu
A &.ood rti
f th VA'1 $200
po on o e
fnda
ao for prolliUion
research
at thiJ hospital
VA rete~ h
=t~~: "ll4 DOt c
IIIDJ otberi widl belle~~~:: beJ'OII4 ~ aoiq to Ia&
~ raaalu rr.m
Ci
!ettfiDt aad &lioN from :::':c.:t'e~":
·UIIIJ111Uit.
ortbodopedic ••racry, vroltalcal
pludc ..,.,. lid other ...
JI'UU
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Healt h r r isis : .-\ Business Sur" i"a I Guide

As cost pressures increase on health care providers, the result will be a
decrease in the quality of care provided.

0 .. -=-

sa

... ·;:;.;··:~t.(~••··c~,._
an llllflltiq
for
1111 ,.... care.aspollllbility
Tile popalatioa
"'fflelltlall aama. We are tiYlill

l.l:r~I!I!!W'!IIl u4 ~medical care_..
1',¥•-•· By lbe YNr 2030,
d be

elderly
IIIOaat
WllcJa ..

I
ouSiness 1ourna
L_I~LAND EMPIRE

have a decided advantage in determin- tica?
local busineaa coalitions. Of those
iq what mipt have been "appropriBuailleaa leaden muat embrace pre- executives whose companies are not
ate, qtality• care. How do the health vention as a concept which not only members of a coalition, 4S percent
applies to safety and environmental would like to become members.
care pruriclen respond?
These reviews and the constant issues, but also applies to health
H11dtla care expenses
threat of malpractice lawsuits, has issues. To avoid a larae employee
resulted in widespread "defensive health care bill in the future, buainesa
now consu•• an esti·
puc1lue.., . . . . .
practices.• Physicians order leaders need to invest in prevention
feriedlcal today withoat findin& at medical
••t•tl 45 percent of
extra testa and other treatments that activities today. These activities need
leaat one article focased upon the are not thought necessary baaed upon to start with the education of thembusi11ess profits.
arowlD& health care crilil in AmericL their professional judaement. This is selves and their work force about the
Coats usociatecl with obtainiD& and done in order to protect themselves facta associated with preventable disdeliveriD& healtll care servica are a against future, retrospective review. eues or illness. This is followed with
arowin& coacem of buineu, aovern- Recent studies published by the Cen- manaaement's commitment to model a
Increase your knowledge
and health care leaclen. As coat tnl Florida Health Care Coalition fitness lifestyle throuah their actions.
pressures increase on health care ahow that as much u 30 percent of all Then the work environment is After the initial research and purchasJII8Yiden, tbe ruult will be a decreaae hospital costs and 4S perce.u of all desianed to supporft commitment to in& decision about health care coverIll the C[lallty of care provided. II thia h o a p i t a 1
prev.ention throuah aae, most businesses leave the adminjust one new issue to occupy the inpatient
activities
which istration of their plan in the hands of
American public for a time and fade days
are
include employee their insurance carrier. As such, we
iDJo oblcarity in the DCXt moment? 1J unneceuary.
assisted proarams for are sheltered from the realities of the
the healtll care crisis real? What can If ~e aovamokin& cessation, health care issues. Seventy five perbusineases do to control the costs e r n m e n t
wei&ht loss, on-site cent of all paid health care payments
UIOClated with health we benefits?
health screenina, and are by third parties, insurance compawon't reimlD 1911, U.S. medical expenses burse the
in-house or out-of- nies or government programs. If prialmolt
bilUon, nearly 12 health care
house employee fit- vate business does not take an active
pro v i d er,
ness centers.
role in mana&in& the health care envi-else
Of
those ronment, the government will step in
will, uuUy
reapondin& to the sur- or we will be forced to participate
iillili••r tl•:t ~ Rlblels.
vey, 69 percent of the businesses had throuah labor contracts. In 1989, there
A sec:Oild factor addin& to private aome type of employer sponsored were S3 major strikes involvin&
buinas' risiq bealth care costa are wellneas proarams. Proaresa varied in 4S2,000 workers resultina in 17 milthe llealth care options available. The the dearee of on-aite health screenina, lion lost work daya. Of those strikes,
ue of HMO and PPO, Health Mainte- health risk assessment, and stress 78 percent were confrontations over
nance Oraanization and Preferred reduction proarama offered. The effec:- health care. Unions have had to accept
Pnmder Orpaization, plana by lqer tiveness of th~se three activities in chanaea in workin& conditions and
buiDessea pus additional costa aloq achievin& wellnesa aoals wu rated by smaller wage increases to keep their
10 die ..Uer buinelaea. These plana respondents u 43 percent, 33 percent health plana intact. How should
Ml ap pnaeaotiated ratea, lite aov- and 13 percent reapectively.
employen become actively involved?
enameat Dlt.Gs, for businesses with
Of those who participated in the
Employers need to develop health
die ~CGMB~ies of scale to participate. suny, 44 percent who currently do care strate&ies to include:
What is the ren1t for smaller busi- not have a llODIIDOtiq policy plan to
• Sappon of prudent health care
......, S..U flfllll pay 10-40 pen:aat instit•te one within the nut two reform leplation,
_ . few 11111111 blnnDce tlwl laqer years. Of tllose respondents with a
• Opposition to the uneceaaary
...,._... Bow c:an private buiJiell.. non-IIDOkiq policy, 41 percent awt- additiOB or duplication of health care
• eun- ..ural over their bellda ed a pelicy one to two yean aao, 33 facilities, equipment and services in
perceot beaan die policy tine or more the local c:ommunity, and
years aao, and 25 percent started a
• Analysis of hospital cost and utinoUIIlotina policy witllin the past lization data to identify and reward,
year. Bow does a lnasiness institute throup ~elective referrals or contract. . , 0111 of these prevendon oriented iq, those providen wbo consistently
acdvidel'l Tile healtll cue proviclen npply qaality, coat effective healtll
wl~ JOU COJIIIDDity are the place care.
10 start yoar research. 'l'lleJ wiD llelp
Tile heallll are crisis in America is
,.. plan die proper acdou to be&ia the 111pC1111ibUity of everyone. Each of
, _ . . . . . JIIOiriiD.
u CCIDirilMates, either by our actions or
inac:tioa to cviDtl. We can continue to
rt., our lluds and t.aoaa eu fate, or

....
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Once a Raceway, Now a Community

Inland Etnpire's Larg,est ()ffice Projects
1 ,allkl d ll\ l'Olllpkted l11t.al ~qu.arl· l11ot.a~t·

Year

Stories Ia

Total
A'ftllable

ProJect

Tallest

SqunFeet

S1arted

Bulldla&

Leu1111 Apat
Compaay
PboMIFu

R111t7 Woodl

AmlriciD Trldiaa Real &t.re Propu.. IDI:.
01<4) 94l.SSS5/466-1526

MU'k McAclams
Cuslmln ol: Wakefield
(714) 381-5301/885-7127

J.Nalalc. • ........,.
Grubb A '1!1&
(714) 181-<tM0/711-9942
MU'k McAa-ID. Beraer
Cushm111 ol: Waltetield
(714) 980-7788H89-4440

by Philip L Dl,_,t
lniMd Empire Sue/- JoufMI

Grand Prix every weekcnd .. . it just market, and I frankly don't know
wasn't economically viable. The bonds another market in the country that can
went into default and the property was say that it is still leasing its office
offered for sale, and we came along space at a rate that is not too different
Ontario Center to
include every business you and bought it. I got out here when the from a year or two ago . That would
larger earthen berms were still here in indicate to me that it is far from a weak
could ask for
1986 and 1987. We moved most of the market.
T/ae OlllllriD Celller is, 110 doubt, OM of berms, and put the dirt back where it
t/ae premkr mixed-IUe success stories ill was and then seeded it with drought- IEBJ: Is it overbuilt?
1/ae Illltuul Empin. It is bordered b1 the tolerant material.
Morris: Yes it is, and that is fairly
1-10 tmd 1-15 freeways 011 the southwest,
l1111utd Empin Bll'd and T~m~er 011 the IEBJ: Tell us a little about the Inland characteristic of rapidly developing
markets which have a small base. It's
southwest, Fourth and Tur11er 011 the Empire commercial market.
one of the most overbuilt markets in
northwest, and Fourth a11d 1-15 011 the
11ortlleast. 111 a11 exclusi11e inter11iew Morris: It's by no means a weak the country, but by the same token, the

(714) 788-37771788-8101

IEBJ: What about financing?
Morris: We will reach a point where
Ple4u See PQ(le 32

wltll the l11land Empire B usi11ess r:p;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Jourllal, Skip Mo"is, preside11t of II
Tilt 011tario Center offers 1111
lulgllll 011 pla11ning for success i11
1/ae 90s.

V. BatooiiJIP/P. Woodford
Coldwell Blllker

absorption remains strong so that the
ability to work off the vacant space is
relatively shon. That would indicate to
me that there is really nothing to worry
about. Keep in mind that while highrise buildings may take a little longer
to fill, they arc catering to a market
which is anticipated to be developing
out here in larger, prestigious spaces.

IEBJ: When people hear the words,
"The Ontario Center" what should
come to their minds?
Morris: The premier mixed-use
development in Inland Empire West.
It is the place for office,
entertainment and shopping.
Everything is there and it's
convenient.

Meehailiea
National Bank

* Rated a Super Premier Performing
Bank in California

IEBJ: What are some of the major
growth spurts the Ontario Center has
seen in the last decade?
Morris: Well, of course, the last
decade was fueled by growth spurts
everywhere. The office market
developed more rapidly (in terms of
net absorption), and, more
interestingly, it developed in terms
of the product that developers
wanted to build. It developed very
quickly into a larger market than we
had anticipated ... taller buildings
than we had surmised.

IEBJ: How many acres of land docs

*Awarded a Four Star Rating
CONSTRUCTION
LENDING
Our experts Can Help Get
Your Projects Started...FAST
Call Today!

The Ontario Center cncompus?
Morris: Originally, we had about
S10 net acres. We have sold such
that we only have 2SO acres which
raaaiD unsold.

IEIJ: Tell us a little about the
Ontario Motor Speedway that used
to be located where the Ontario
Center stands now?
Morris: The site wu developed In
tile 60s as a major attraction with a
lot of mystiquc... about two million
cubic feet of dirt were scooped up to
make it...latcr the Speedway came to
I downfall.

IDJ:

Wlay?

IIWrls: It rapWIJ beclme appiUOilt
lbl tke debt oa the p•bllc boads
wlicl ,... for all of daia, coUda't
h ~...yn'd bn to ru a

Rob Little!ohn
(213) 531- 120

OURSUCCESS
SPEAKSFOR
ITSELF!
SMALL
BUSINESS
LOANS

We are the # 1 S.B.A.
Bank Lender in the Southland
Jerry Morita
1-800-MNB-4-SBA
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Tile Stn:ngtlls and \\'eaknesses
0 I T II (' •.\ a t i o " -·' t a 1e · C a/ ifo r 11 i a
rashing California is an
Bastem way of life. Ironically, internal forces are doing
more damage to its future than
any Bastemer's .. voodoo doll."
The key factors will be:
Politics: The State Supreme
Coun's Mammoth decision in the
19701 created a new sensitivity to
environmentalism. Its manifestation can be seen in the prevalent
.. antigrowth syndrome."

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL -¥AGE 31

Future employment, which
should add 200,000 to 300,000
Deficits: California's new taxes
jobs annually, will depend upon will displace some employment
sufficient affordable housing. How and population. There's disapCalifornia will meet this challenge pointment, but at least the politiwill determine where and bow cal will exists to do something. A
many jobs there will be.
cut back will hit growth and
infrasuucture.
Traffic & Transportation:
The problems will be intense
Access is the key to real estate this year and next, but the future
development. The need for better, will be a dynamic one impeded
more sophisticated traffic mitiga- only by poor leadership (it is
tion and "people moving" will excellent now) and never-ending

Downtown San Bernardino Gets a Face Lift
The city center now resembles one vast'and seemingly endless construction site
with frenzied activity taking place in every direction.

•

Asares~t.~eeconomics~l~;~~s~o~c~h~u~g~e~g~e~o~g~ra~p~h~~~g~r~o~w~tb~.~~c~o~u~r~tb~a~t~tl~~~o~v~e~r~~~n~d~u~s;e~.4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

land bas been made into a politi- 1.
cal game. If you cannot do pro
forma on how you feel the land
will be entitled, how can you
judge whether the land can be
ued at all? This political combat will gain more suengtll as
population density and traffic
iJcreases. Nationally, this
. . . wiU be oae of ecolol)'
• • • • • • eMalinl -aoble

,....., ... .,._ widl p~•i•tlina

jtclD& h1Mfii&J111e liD. . . . .

Inland Empire Business Journal
Allcl

University of Riverside
Graclaate BulDea 8cllool
~Db---------------------,

1992 Econo!Qic Forecast Conference
for the Inland Empire
To update the local busineSs executive on what they can expect. and how each of
the IssueS listed below will effect or beneflt their business.

Virtually overnight downtown San
Bernardino seems to have taken on a
whole new look. From what was previously a relatively ordinary looking
cenual business disuict, the city center now resembles one vast and seemingly endless construction site with
frenzied activity taking place in every
direction.
In the streets, concrete cutters
carve shapes in the sidewalks, jack
hammers pound concrete into rubble,
and intersections are tom up while a
sea of orange beacons and miles of
yellow warning tape suetch in every
direclion as far as the eye can see.
Consuuction is finally underway on
the San Bernardino Downtown Main
Slreet, Inc. Sueet Scape project.
Three years in the planning, Main
Sueet's project will see the installation of uaditional style street lamps,
tree grates, benches, and uash receptacles. Intersections along "E" Sueet
are being paved over in decorative
brickwork. In a coordinated joint venture with OmniTrans, new bus shelters are being simultaneously
installed to coordinate with the over
all Street Scape theme. Over 260 new
lleel are to be planted to complete the
uppade work.
While much of the impact is obvioasly aesthetic, Ann Harris, Main
Street's Executive Director who bas
been responaible for the entire project
from conceptual to ground breakinJ,
ltas been adamant that the major
•plluis of the renovation be placed
on safety features. To this end, some
71.. of the total construction costs
• • beta allocated to safety featares
•
u iDcrealed UptinJ at pedeltriq lMtJ. apliJiadal to aU uees, ad
· - aeltert widl flip Mat beDcbel
........ for alutaa. not sleeptna.
. . ..._._. wqnacy. Tbe maid_ . dollar Staet Scape contract
-.awll'ded to Sierra Plc:ifio Blecll'i·
'illqiMfrilll• a Rlweralde-bued
...... .,.. will aile be udlrtatiq
til Wilt fac o-iTIIM u well u 1M
...~ ef ale Sa block. ne

........ a ......... . , .

underway will certainly beautify suit what is available.
downtown, San Bernardino DownMs. Harris, who wu awarded first
town Main Street, Inc. is not a beau- place from 1he Southern California
tification program. Rather, the work Chapter of the American PlanninJ
falls within the Main Sueet goals of Association for her work on the Main
revitalizing downtown, improving S tree I Design Guidelines Manual
the economic and social environ- which was adopted into the city's
ment, and creating a safe, comfort- General Plan and development code,
able place in which to work, live, has also overseen many facade
shop, and invest. Also, while the improvements based on these guideStreet Scape design boasts a dis- lines.
While work on the Slreel Scape
tinctly historic theme, Ms. Harris
...,..;;....;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _...:::;.....,..J stresses that the work of Main proceeds, conatruction within the one
"Away Willi Tile Old" (left) ".. .And In WiLli Tile Sueet is not the recreation of down- million square foot Cenual City Mall,
New" (above). Comer rf FOfl/111 tllld "E" Streeu town as it once was. Rather, eco- which is within the Main Street proill SQII Bem~Udino, Ca.
nomic restructuring is the adapta- ject area, is also very evident. A one
tion of existing resources to mee1 million dollar upgrade is underway
way Ms. Harris has managed to bring modem day needs.
and Tuesday, November S, 1991, will
Main Street expertise and private
A good example of Ibis can be see lhe emergence of the new
enterprise together into a coordinated found in the recently completed con- "Carousel Mall." Construction
joint effort The Su11 Newspaper Com- struction of San Bernardino's Fourth includes upgrade to the interior of the
pany will conuibute 50':11 ot the cost Sueet Plaza. A project in which Main mall with a new color scheme,
of the Sueet Scape around their entire Sueet was heavily involved from the planters, new landscapinJ, aipaae to
block.
onset. A disused Soulhem California
While the average citizen and user Gas Company building in a prime
location adjacent to the historic California Theater has been transformed
into a modem retail/office facility utilizing Main Street's expertise and
economic restrucluring formula
together with the assistance of both
sign and facade arants from Main
SueeL Economic resuucturina adapts
existing resources to modern day
needs while at the same time stabilizes the exiJtinJ economic bue and the exterior, and, of COUH, a 38-seat
develops new markets. The Fourth carousel which will be piKecl iD S.Street Plaza project bas been an ris Co1U1. To date, lU reacdoa ,,_
excellent example of thiJ concept and mall teDIJill bu been
is soon to be ready for occupation.
At this time, oniJ oae of 1M J 00
of downtown will witnen a more
The key to restructurinJ is the StoreS iD the mall ia VICbt - U Ml·
attractive and appealing urban envi- adaptability to modem day needs. MI. standiat OCCIIJIIDCJ ratel
ronmenl emerge, the buic philosophy Barris, who bas privately rehabilitatIn the lut two lllCIIllbl COIIIIftCiiGD
behind the Sueet Scape is economic ed 17 bislorical properties, is fre- bas bepn oa a new Su Berurclino
revitalization. Ms. Harris is confident quently uked to see to the develop- County Central Credit Uaioa hildthat the Sueet Scape will provide an ment of properties which, in her opin- ina. Approval bas been obtaiaed for
added impetus to attractin& new ion. do not meet the adaptability cri- the construction of a new Aato Clu
investment to downtown San teria. While appreciating the fact that facility downtown, ud planalq is
Bernardino, thus reducin& her already certain buildinas listed as historical well underway for the creatioa of a
very impressive rrack record of mainsuper block between •n• aad •B•
tain in& one of the lowest vacancy
Streets. Plus for the demolillea of
rates in Southern California.
the old Blacbtone Buildiq acrou
This, despite the fact that many
from the County Cout 10 ICC DII n "
vacant buildinas included in the
date additional
for lbe Su Compay
statistics are UDiettable due to aae or
other considerations. In fact, a lbortJiVeD the JO allead. 0.
aae of quality space able to meet the
vilibilltr fill dill . . - - ·)
requirements of the 90s and beyond is
ICipia& Ia ..... , .. --~-1
currently bein& experieuced in downlJ.
town San Bernardino. What ML Barris now deaperately seeks is new
developnent to auJDllllt the inventory
of uable SpiCtlYiillble.
Sillce ill inceptiOD litde over tbree
,.... aao. MI. llarril bU ....... 10
fill or retaia over 234,000 square feet
of dowatow• Jl*l dau creatlq or
ftlliaiq almel& 700 . . Ia additiaa,
De llu me....... ecqaia Ia .....
fl!lallelf-milliaa doll~(~ Ia priYifl Ill·
tiDd ud coalri...... 10 ••••

ow........,.

.......................
JQih
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waiting for tbe market to stabilize
before making decisions about
where to move.
Tim D'Angelo and Guy Blum
of CB Commercial R.eal Estate,
broken for the 190-acre industrial
park located at Etiwanda AYe. and
Plliladelpbia Street in Mira Loma,
laicl dial all fiye b11ildings are now
bema offered at below builder's
coat, plas bayen also hne access
to R.innide County Redevelopment Agency financial incentives
and rebates.
D'Angelo says that land and
lot sales have been quite good at
Empire Business Center. "We're
SO., sold," he said, noting several posture of the partners when it have vacant adjacent land for stor......,c:.-illllir.ZAflll
small lot sales to a v.uiety of bu~i comes to responding realistically age yards or expansion.
ntsses plus two maJor deals wuh to market conditions. "To continue
For more information on lots
ira Loaa Ventues has Boise Cascade (27 acres) and our successful development pro- and buildings available at Empire
•~n~lll,re aarketin& Hawthorne Development Co. (37 gram, we feel that it's ~---
. .~MI--Med iDdu· acres).
appropriate to be
ahead of the market
by offering this
aggressive new pricing on the buildings," said Dowd.
Blum adds: .. We
see tbis as an excellent opportunity for
small and mid-sized
businesses, especially
atuactive because it's
so difficult now for a mid-sized
basine11 to get financing to construct a new buDding."
The fin buildinas
ranae in aize from
23,328 sq. ft. to
61,536 sq. ft. All
are zoned for
manufacturina,
hne access to
indaatrial sewer
linea, han fibreopdca capabilitiea
and are ready for
immediate occapancy. They alao

I

I· ir-.f \nnual H illl' Food &

Event Committee Seeks
ners, lrips and bonles of wine from
Raceway Memorabilia, Other privale collections will be parl of
Auction Items
an auction to supporl an OMS

T

•

he historic Ontario Motor
Speedway will be honored at the
Pint Annual Wine, Food cl All
TluJt Jan to be held at Plaza Continental Factory Stores mall at The
Oatario Center, Sunday, November
17, 1-4 p.m.
"Both domestic wines from Califoraia's principle grape growing

~ Orange National Bank

•I ,,., Cl11 •I
o.,.,,
•.
, c•• ,••• ,.,
rear, ••,,••, o••• ,,.
AI ,.,,

ll•t•r Speelrr•1 •••·
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•ralllla will te •• Ill·
aetaal rael•l relllcle1

,.,,.,••,.,,.. •I
Oatart••• lecale •I

••••, ,,.,,, Jr••
111•

. . . ud preaident of the l~tldlfll
S.,lre BIUIMII Jo,.Nil.
• A apecial viataae cabernet
la8Yipoa with a uaiqae label
CO-emoratial tile Speedway
will be anllable, u well," said
-..oay. National wiae columaiaa aad publisller Jerry Mead
: .aJio be Oil Mad 10 coadact I

will wrap arouad
IMpart.

IKIJ: It aouda
lib jut lboat u

•aiaed·8H·

yoacaa ...

~Yideacoadaaauaui

~P

7A I..Oinl: 7 to 25 y_. ..._
• 90% Filancing far ownerru.
com\llndustrial real81ta18
• Construction & Penna1ent loin
ALLIN ONE!

• lnveNoly & EcMxnant...a• Yatcq Clplal. Deblllfi

t•l'''

apprec:iatioa clemoastratioa

'l'lljJe-.idlil 'I Oluarlo C.ter'l

exhibil fund of the Ontario Museum of History and Art. Also benefining from the proceeds will be
Share the Dream Foundation whose
goal is lo usist the efforts of individual volunleers and smaller, nonprofit groups in the San Bernardino
and Riverside counties.
As an added bonus. attendees
will be able to late advantage of

Sherie, will attend 11 weJI 11
NASCAR stock car driver Hershel
McGriff. Parnelli Jones and Tom
McEwen, Prudhomme's arch-rival,
"The Monaoose" may attend. Bob
Bondurant will also be ia allendance.
The Plaza Continental mall ia
located off laland Empire Blvd.
just above the 1-10 Freeway at the
Haven Exit.Advaace tickell are
$25 per person, $40 per couple
($30/SSO on the day of the eYent).
For more iaformatioa, please contact Rosetta ·Baird at (714) 9805540.4

regions and a number of import-~=====================================-.
ed wines will be poured. We II
expect approximately 2S leading
wineries to be represented at the
eYeat," said Tom Merle, cochairman of the event and vice
president of marketing at The
Olltario Center.
ne wine will be complemented by cuisine from a variety of
the area's best restaurants and
caterers, according to William
Anthony, 1991 event co-chair-

. . . . . . willa IH aucdoa.
••,.,.. local jau .....blea

IDJ: Bow auy lloaea are ia TH Residential aaha

\II flwt .fa::

additional discounts offered for the
evenl by Plaza Continental's 16
stores. The enclosed retail cenler is
located adjacent to the I-10 Freeway at the Haven Avenue exit.
Wine, Food cl All Tltat Jazz is
co-sponsored by the Inlalfll Empire
BMsiness JoMrnal, and The Ontario
Center, a mixed use, masterplanned community being developed by Chevroa Land and Development Co.
A few of the special pests tbat
will be attendiag include Bobby
Unser and Sam Hanks, both Indy
winners. Roaer Ward and wife

ao lllelfleraooa't

104a...: . . . . . . . . . .

owner,.,_

• 90% Filancing far
com'Mndustrlal real lillie
• Ccntruc:tfan &Perm.- loin
AU .. ONEI

• FIXED RATE AVAI.A8LEI
• , . . . tD 12.5 ......
CcnlciJCMN EAfiWn'IDdlr •

(714)m.S131tDcllal._•

ORANGE tM'I'DW.. .,_ -

. . . . .WlUR .........
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Modera Slaopplna Malls Follow Aatieat Traditio& as Community Ceaters
city where outdoor temperatures
with local grade school children held yeuly in Palm Springs.
Disney themes have been pop- hover at 110-115 degrees throughand the Palm Springs Desert
ping up in the mall's promotions. out the summer.
alnce Zoa and Alley Oop Museum. Second graders went to
An unusual center, it houses
Mickey Mouse greeted children
lOt toaether once a year at the the museum for a program, then
Auto
On The Mall, which sells
over
Labor
Day
Weekend,
tradipeat rock to uade furs and sea came to the mall which is across
high-end
used, some new, exotic
tionally
a
major
shopping
time,
allella, martetina centers have the street. The children were
cars
from
their showroom inside.
and
the
mall
collaborated
with
the
beea an important community treated with a Santa visit and the
city of Palm Springs and the Palm Desert Medical Center has a
Teenage
Mutant
Ninja
Turtles
over
JeiCIIUCO. Mach more than the
Downtown
Business golf cart ambulance available in
retailiaa of merchandise and
Improvement District to case of minor emergency. Athena
Mnicea occurs.
host Disneyland Days, with Child Care also operates a facility,
The beat malls in the Inland
a parade and opening cere- complete with playground.
Empire also serve u networkCommunity
involvement
monies. Disney characters
ina centers, acting to bind the
visited Desert Hospital's reflects the large retired populacommunity together. Interacpediatrics and day care tion, with Check Up Express run
tloa with the community serves
by Eisenhower Medical Center
facilities.
tile clu1 pvpo1e of public relaDuring
Desert doing free heart rate and blood
tloaa uul direct promotion to
Shield, at Halloween of pressure screening for people on
poa.dal c.atomen. AI a JeD·
1991, the mall bad a the mall's indoor walking prooral nle, tile older and more
BYOB (Bring-Your-Own- gram. Cholesterol levels are also
eatabUabed the mall, the more
Blood) party to collect tested for a nominal fee. There is
it is la.,olYed in community
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_. blood to replenish local also Pearle Vision Express and
prop.... Tbe following ia a
with coloring books and supplies depleted when the Dental Connection.
MIDPbl of the many malls in the lunch,
The food court, upstairs overcandy canes. And you thought Marines at 29 Palms shipped out
...... Bmpke.
Santa bad elves! The kids loved and were no longer donating local- looking the skating rink, is going
it. Allo at Christmas, the mall ly. Technicians costumed as Drac- to be renovated with new store
D•erti'..... Plaa
fronts and vendors. A 20,000 sq.
ftll1ll Co1l8a. ..ating direc- coUecta toys for Tiempo del los u\a collected twice the anticipated ft. expansion is planned for the
Nlaoa, a propam run by Desert amount of blood.
aldie o..t Pubica Plaza in llolpltal.
Coming up is a book sale to May Co., and a 50,000 sq. ft.
Palm Sprlnp, say• 1M ia •.,ery
Allowing common space at the benefit Brandeis University and expansion of J.C. Penney will be
Ml oa comauitJ ilwolY. .ent."
done over the next two years. The
Tile ..U, wlllcll cloel aot bave a mall to be used for fund raisers for hosting of the Senior Olympics growth includes additional covfood covt, featarea Mula 'a de local non-profiu il a frequent hap- headquarters.
ered parking.
P"la Salle Botti and apacale paiq. Tbe Humane Society bad
Palm Desert Town Center
a cuiDo nipt earlier this yeu. A
...... Locllld - excluiYe Palm
The Mall of Victor Valley
Also in tbe desert resorts uea,
Caay. . Drin la tile laeart of •weat Side Story" theme party this
Further north in the desert is
mall
features
an
indoor
ice
waa lleld ia part of the under........ - .....UlJ projeoll groud parkiq guap to beaefit skating rink, Ice Capades Chalet, The Mall of Victor Valley located
lich4ed jolat adnntarea
is extremel
lar in a
tile
PibD Peatinl

E.,.

Mod.ern Shopping Malls Follow Ancient Tradition as Community Ceaters
COIIIIIUU!d From Page 34
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tion within the mall. Also avail- Empire which
able, at no charge to these groups, has kiosks that
is a stage, dressing room and pub- look like old
lie address system.
fa s h i on e d
All of the local high schools street vendor
have their proms and homecoming carts.
dances within the mall, which proAt this parvides a safe, alcohol and drug-free ticular mall,
cart
environment for the teenagers. An the
provider is
Sales Dynamics, Inc. out of
Cherry Hill,
N.J. The com-

*

VACANCY RATE-NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS

h

in Victorville, the ninth fastest t at. we~gh 250 lbs . each). This parade featuring more than 100
growing city in California in the s~agmg ts. loaned to the Opportuni- Special Olympians doing athletic
under-50,000 population category. ttes BuSiness Expo at t~e fair- demonstrations, such as gymnasVery involved with the communi- grounds every year, savmg that tics, inside the facility.
ty, the mall provides information group a considerable amount of
Before the holiday shopping
tables for non-profit groups at no money in stage rental fees .
season, the EDD has a job fair
charge and allows them to give out
The Mall of Victor Valley is one within the mall, setting up 1
information about their organiza- of the few malls in the Inland booth for people to make one

interesting feature of this facility
is tbe food court with its gazebo
and baby grand piano around
which many of these community
events are held. A pianist plays
favorites and takes requests during
shopping hours.
As well as holding job and
bealtlt fairs and hosting voter regisaration drives, tbe mall bu also
held a benefit for the March of
Dimea called ..Jail
IDd Bail" where
different business
people ia the mall
were "arrested"
IDd put in a ..jail"
Ia the mall, senteaced to raise
•aey in order to
lti released. The
Uaited Way also
llblda ita 1OK
Wllt/na at tile
...1, wltb 2000 nnaen entered at
"- lut one: after t1ae eveDl, a vicIOrJ puty aad award ceremoay
... Wd in tbt food cout.
. . . . . . of tlae miDJ eYenU at
1111 ..U, tbeJ laaYe their own profualoaal ataglag (4 X I pieces

r------------..

application
f or employment which is
good for all
stores in the
mall.
The
EDD does the
screening ... a
big time-saver
for
the
neighborhood mall witb an unusuemployers and al tenant mix that mates them a
employees. one-stop sboppinJ center.
There
have
The Rivenide Plaza tries to tie
been 10,000 into community events. During
Fire Prevention Week, they bad
pany provides · - - - - - - . - - - - -..... applications so
the carts and
far and the pro- puppet shows for the kids and hazgram will continue through the ardous materials demos at the
management of the vendors.
holidays.
mall. They host after-hours fund
Inland Center
raisers a few
An older facility in San The Festival at 11'!1!1!1!111111111!111111111111!1111!11
dmea a yeu.
Bemudino, this mall also features
Moreno Valley
In the past,
Newer malls,
the street vendor-style carts, as
they bave feaI LAMJII
kiosks, selling Disney memorabil- too, are aiming
tured
aemiia, World Book Encyclopedias toward community
anaual square
(they did very well), silk plants, involvement. Still
ctancea, flower
monogrammed robes, and gourmet under development
shows, Christpopcorn, among many others. of three planned
mas
carol
According to marketing director, phases, the newlyainJinJ, aad a
Terri Relf, they have 13 cuts and opened Festival
Chamber
of
baa already spona waiting list to rent them.
Comaerce
Inland Center's community sored a haunted
Baiaeal Bxpoinvolvement is very child-oriented bouse at Haladd to that, a
with attention given to anti-drug loween last year,
Kiwaaia flab
programs, child fingerprinting and the only one in
frJ aad a 4-H
tbe Salvation Army's angel tree, Moreno Valley, and gave the pro- livestock show (both oataide, of
where donors take the name of an ceeds to the local acboola. Over co~~r~el).
underprivileged child off of tbe the holidays, they will display
This ceater baa a nry baay
uee and buy that child a present. children's art on the windows of floor plu, allowing many •JaoleA suoller rental booth is conve- empty storefronu, perhaps paint- in-tbe-wall" abopa ud tiosb, u
niently located at inl marais on tbem u well.
this mall.
There are not enough puka
ia Moreao Valley, so the FesGalleria at
tival will bold a street fair
witb carnival atmosphere and
Tyler
Formerly the puticipation of their merthe Tyler Mall, cbanu- proceecll goiag to tbe
the aame bas parka and recreation deputbeen cbang1d to ment.
celebrate
the
Rivenlde Piau
major renovaBallt ia 1957 ill die opea
tions planned for
tbia older ceatet air style of tbe era, the ceauer
witll the fatare adclidoa of a sec- waa eacloaed in 1984/15.
ond floor and over 100 new or Management claims to eDjOJ
an iateasely lOJal followiq
refarbilbeCI store~.
Tile mall nartuea a YOIJ cloae witbia tile coaa. .tay, baill ap
relatioaabip witll tile Special ovu ita 34 ,ears of exlatence •
OIJ1DPiCI, boltiq a bllct·de f1llld Altboqb it is tile size of a rep•ralain1 1ala ia October aad a al ceater, it llaa tlae feel of a
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Business All-Stars

The 19911nland Empire
iU~IIblillwr'IIIIM.torJ

botft. we would like ., think
lbii\tODndllla • our fint IIIJIUI11991 BusiDeu All-Star
~J......

will it be my easier next year • we have a
in the next 10 years. Three wards chanctmze
. , , .••"6111111& u:•D& llld Obcyin&." Like a lreaS\R lunt. we
laqe busiDels ill the ~&ion. We discovered more talent dwl
were DOl jult well rapccud.. but sttona ~ in die ecofll,~~·,r ee 1aeca-.,118t if our cadul oblavmce of today's cboleD AD-Stan

is my

-~~-- ·••.u- Elllpile lila aaya. "'t's DOl oow bird you bit lbe boaom.Jt's

1118 .~lllnol. -....ow, lay, "Be proud" llld • JIIDCI Adlml once sUI.
• M c:MIII:e 10 pt lbeld, f~ oae's ldf or one's cbildrat.
l 1111 if-........ hid llways been refused die ~ardl of his

......

.,.,.,

Nominees,.,
and Winners

Nominees and Winners

'FINANCE
Sharp, San Bernardino County Central Oedit Union
•Bill Cnmer, Westtrn Community Bank
RoaaJd Wilson, Desert Community Bank
Michael Owen, Riverside County Economic Development Corp.

LEGAL SERVICES
OlristDpber Carpenter, Best. Best & Krieger
Victoria King, Best, Best & Krieger
John Marshall, Thompson & Colegate
Edward Hopson. Covington & Crowe
•Rict.d Rodl, Reid a: HeUyer

'"'" d•MI41. wUtMT

~

HEALTH CARE
Kem Seltman. Lorna LiDda Hean Institute
Keonetb Cohen. Riverside Gen. Hospital
~ Butene, Doctor's Hospitals of MontClair
•James Tayklr,lnter Valley Heallh Plan
George Kanaly, Riverside Medical Clinic

RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY
Bob Alberuoo,Jr., Presley of Southern Calif.
•N"~ J. Coossoul.is, Coussoulis Development
James Previti, F<ncmt Corp.
John Pavelak, Cenlllry Homes Communities

WOMAN ENTREPRENEUR
CaJen Myers, Myers Autoauctil & Consulting
April Manis, Associated Engineers
Ruby Simpeon, Si.mpeoo Good & Assoc.
•Rosemary Faust·Boyer, Faust Printin&

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY
David Prizio, Prizio & Prizio
Angus MacPherson, Breton Construction Inc.
Dan Flanigan, I D. Diffenbaugb Inc.
Jerry Tarrant, Terre Corp.
•Larry Wolff, Wolff/ Llmg/Cbrisqlber Architects Inc.

MANUFACTURING

,

....,.,................

,.,.,_,U3.,\ 1t

1 rlllllait:o

,

S..&ntardi.IIO COfllll)

'

SMjltJ Bruwn
willt
rite lflljJ az XCXC/KlJON. Slteilo was
1111 advertisiltf and public reloticM
award winner.

,

Won Sang Yoo, Ranpac

,

James Cbue, HMC Group
David Ariss. California Conunerte Centers
Robert KDtpaarick. Rancoo Fmaocial

HOTELS A MEETING PACILITIES
•Joseph Plevnd, s~Rlwriido HoteL

ADVERTISING AND PUBUC RELATIONS
Sc:au Killer, KCMJ
•sheila Brown, KCKCIKBON
Steve Vuissimo, KGOI FM1KMEN AM
CII'OI Uber, Uber Adwlti8ins & Desip
Steve Srepbea..1on, CrowD Broedcastina

John PiUS. Outrigger J...od&inl Servk:a
Mict.el Krouae. Holiday 11m
DaD StD. San Bc:mantino Conveotioo and Viliun Bureau
Sherry Cale, Olealer Oataio Visitcn aod ec.ventioo Barelll

,

scrtA.uoc., Inc., MW 1M wi1tNr ill 1M
iN/utriDJ rm/ UIDIC CtMgory.

'

'

,,

INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY
•Jim Davidson, J.P. Davidson Assoc. Inc.

•Barbara L. Crouch, Mercbanls & Mlaufacturers Association
H. T. BowJina, I...octheed Airaaft Service Co.
Cblrles Coggin, Glass Slr8Dd Inc.
Jdm 1bomton. Culbertaoo W'mcries

CDtiTal Crdil UrtUJII, t11Xepllllil
~ill tlw fiNmc• ctllqory.
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RETAIL MERCHANDISING
Heary Yu., Computtriand ia Upland
David Franklin, BMW G. Riverside

Hals GoeaiDt. CrowD l..eul
•JICOb Zeidnwl, PltiOil Sale& Carp.

P'VBUC SERVICE
• Ana Harris, Sail Bemantino Downtown Main S~~eet, lllc:.
JearJDO Guena Locban. friltetlendeoc:e Balk

.a.t.a C. RionJia. Supervilor • 3Jd Disllic&. S. Beouadiao
Terry L. Green. CoUep G.lbo Delen
TOIDIDie McDiniel, McDaniel Bnlelp'ilel •

f

'

,

*1/111

...

AM

~llllilaS...,htc.
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Norton Merry-go-round Turns to Treadmill

A.. s

the Journal went to
~press, bid proposals were
being distributed by the
Inland Valley Development Agency (Inland). However, the strange
thing about this scenario is that
San Bernardino Mayor Bob Holcomb, a pivotal factor in the selection process, continues to lean
toward Norton International Partners who have yet to deliver their
proposal in a timely fashion.
Holcomb's current position
has left Inland in the precarious
position of recycling a proposal

time. That is only when a final
proposal would not be forthcoming from Norton International
Partners.
If this treadmill of seeking
proposals continues until 1994,
when the agency is scheduled to
inherit the Norton site, eventual
development will be inhibited well
into the first two decades of the
21st century.
Since this project involves the
dedication of $5 billion to reach
fruition, it would appear that proposals from developers with substantial financial strength would

cle of a Lusk/Ariss/Lewis combination.
In order to avoid the delays of
getting a proper proposal on the
table, maybe it's time for Mayor
Bob Holcomb to reassess his position vis a vis Norton International
Partners and seek more viable
alternatives. At this point in time,
his position seems to be
intractable.
As this vital issue evolves, the
Journal will keep its readership
posted.

be in order.
Based upon this criteria alone,
a careful study of Mr. Benzeevi 's
past performance and financial
strength would be in order before
consideration of acceptance of any
new proposal. With financial
giants, Bechtel Group and Ray
Watt no longer in the Benzeevi
camp, it would appear that his
financial strength has waned considerably. Even with the continued alliance of George Lucas·
Lucas Film Ltd., it would appear by Dr. Stanley S. Reyburn
that Norton International Partners
would not have the financial mus-

fiomEddoB~ze~i.who~caGI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;

tel lacks the "punch" so obvious
in the initial proposal. Other
potential suitors watch by the
wayside ... hoping Holcomb will
reverse his position.
In an interview with Richard

Since this project
involves the dedication
of $5 billion to reach
fruition, it would
appear that proposals
from developers with
substantial financial
strength would be in
order.
Lewis of Lewis Homes, if a bid
were to be again undertaken, it
might constitute an alliance
with David Ariss (California
Commerce Centers) and the
Lusk Group. However, due to
the tremendous dedication of
time, money and effort to create
a proposal, even in a losing
effort, Lewis appears reluctant
to enter the fray.
Robert Mitchell, Inland's
executive director, was queried
on the possibility of the agency
submitting its own bid in this
matter. Mr. Mitchell indicated
that the agency had not, as yet,
entertained the possibility. He
did, however, indicate that if the
aaency submitted the bid, the
process would involve awarding
contracts to developers for the
various phases of the project,
and Inland itself would not
undenake the development project other than to be an overseer, allowing developers who
are awarded segments to implement the process based upon
their overall development plan.
It seems clear at this juncture, if tbe trend continues relative to the pursuit of proposals
IDd Mr. Benzetvi is again given
tbe nod by Inland, tbe agency
woald again face the possibility
of seeking proposals for a third

When you're dealing in commercial real estate, experience in the local area is critical. At CB Commercial, our seasoned professionals know this market inside and out.
What to look for. And what to look out for.
Our 791ocally based sales personnel know the Inland Empire-from Ontario to San
Bernardino.. from Riverside to Temecula. We know commercial real estate. And we have
access to the CB Commercial national network. That gives us knowledge of real estate
wherever our clients are.
The next time you need a commercial real estate expert, call on the Inland Empire
market specialists at CB Commercial. We'll share our knowledge s0 you can make an
intelligent decision. You'll be glad you called.

Larry Melin
Senior Vice President

David S. Burback
Senior Vice President
Riverside
7141788-0880

San Gabriel VaHey
714/986-2525

DCB
COMMERCIAL
FORMERLY COLDWEll

BANKER COMMERCIAL
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SBA Loans Demystified!
by Philip L Dlment
lniMd Empire

au--. Joumel
Ia u uclrui,. illkr-

•1"' •ill•

,.,.u

tlae
B..,V. Bllliltus Jar••1, Joa• Earlaart,

Pkt~of-

bti•r for Orur•

N-..But._,,_
. . . .~~~:laofdwCM

f•doa '""o••li•r

......

tla1 worU of SBA

IEBJ: How long have you been in the
business of making SBA loans?

revolves around businesses taking
advantage of the commercial real
estate "bargains" in the area. Many
businesses are obtaining 90 percent
real estate loans to purchase facilities
to house their operations. This SBA
program allows the borrower to put
down as little as 10 percent, retaining
funds for working capital necessary
for their businesses growth. Other
businesses are utilizing the SBA's
long-term business loan program to
expand their inventory lines or make
considerable equipment purchases,
where a 10-year term loan makes the
payments affordable.

York Prime, with quarterly fluctuations. Funding takes 30 to 60 days.
IEBJ: Why is this program popular?

Earhart: Using a 504 loan, a borrower can finance a project of about $2.5
million, depending on the first TD
lender's loan limits.

Earhart: It is the fastest, least IEBJ: Are there other programs?
expensive and most versatile. Other
programs are cut out for specific uses Earhart: We have Export Revolving
that are not as frequent. Some 90 per- Lines of Credit (ERLCs), a Contract
centage of all 7A loan usage relates to Loan Program, an International Trade
Program and Seasonal Lines of Credit.
commercial real estate financing.
IEBJ: Why just real estate?

IEBJ: In terms of specific industries,
who are your most common clients?

Earhart: I think many businesses
have restricted their normal borrowEarhart: I've been in the banking
ings because they're concerned about
industry for 18 years and have been IEBJ: Who are the owners of these the economy. With real estate,
involved with SBA loans for the past small businesses?
though, it's a buyer's market, and we
14 years.
see many people taking advantage of
Earhart: The majority of these busi- it.
IEBJ: Tell us a little about SBA nesses are still owned and operated by
loans.
men. While women-owned businesses IEBJ: What other common loan proare a growing number, their total rev- grams are there?
Earhart: SBA loans present a win- enues created are substantially less
win situation for all involved. The than what is generated by male-owned Earhart: The 504 program, for speSBA's guarantee allows a lender to businesses.
cialized real estate acquisition, is
mate a loan for a longer term than
most generally used by expanding
they normally would, since the guar- IEBJ: What about minority-owned businesses. The funding is split into
anteed portion can be sold into the businesses?
two loans: a lender makes a First
secondary market with no effect to the
Trust Deed loan for 50 percent of the
borrower.
Earhart: There are many minority- purchase price or project cost, at their
owned businesses today. However, own rates and terms (maturity must be
IEBJ: Who services the loan?
being a minority does not provide any at least 10 years). The SBA funds a
benefit when applying for an SBA second Trust Deed loan for up to 40
Earhart: The loan is still serviced by loan. In prior years, when the SBA percent of the project with terms of 20
the lender and they retain a percentage had direct funds available, there were years, fully amortized at a fixed interof it. When sold, the amount pur- pools of funds earmarked for minority est rate.
chased by the secondary market is groups. With budget cuts over the
returned to the lender so they can loan years, these programs have been delet- IEBJ: Why is this feature attractive?
it out again. This helps a lender to ed, and the only direct programs now
retain its liquidity, yet provides a way are for Vietnam veterans and handi- Earhart: The long term and fixedfor them to mate larger loans for a capped persons.
rate features are often not found in
longer period of time.
other commercial real estate loans.
IEBJ: Tell us a little about the 7A
IEIJ: What are the advantages?
loan program.
IEBJ: How much can a borrower
finance with a 504 loan?
Earhart: The investor is purchasing Earhart: This is our most common
an investment that is backed by the SBA loan. It is a term loan that is
full faith and credit of the United made by the lender and guaranteed up
States government. The return to the to 90 percent by the SBA. This is their
investor is far greater than if their "all-purpose loan program."
money was invested in a savings
account or money market account ... IEBJ: What can the funds be used
and the invcatment is transferable so for?
dley han access 10 their funds if neceuary. SBA loan tenU are unavail- Earhart: Ftlllds can be used to buy,
able lllir'Rp DOrllll HUiq clwmels. start-up or expand a business; mate
equipment, inventory or commercial
DIJ: TeD u a li&de UHt the small real estate purchases; or obtain workRsiDIII powdl Jot•we witncased ~a ina capital for uy reuoa.
die JBlaMIIapiR.
IEBJ: What ia most often used for
• Up to
collateral?
Earllart: Oenerally baainesa use&s
and personal real estate.
IBIJ: What are tbe llOIIDil tenu on
aht7Aiou7

Earbrt: t ... raqe from seven to
15 year• depeadina oa the aae of
fudl. Loal are .... fr• $50,000
10 abo11t St-,101, MMl rate~ CIIIDOt
esc... 2.15 perceat eYer low New

•
•
•

Earhart: Manufacturers and wholesalers tend to be our most frequent
customers; we also lend heavily to
service industries and professionals
like doctors and CPAs.
IEBJ: What key criteria does a business owner have to meet in order to
obtain an SBA loan?
Earhart: Management must be sound
(e.g. record of exercising good judgement); Must demonstrate ability to
repay and service proposed debt; The
loan debt to worth ratio typically
should not exceed 3.5 to 1, and new
businesses are often required to inject
a minimum of 30 percent of the project cost, with the SBA financing up
to 70 percent.
IEBJ: Who can people contact in the
Inland Empire for SBA loans?
Earhart: In San Bernardino, the
agency to contact is Enterprise Funding at 714-944-2532 ask for Nick Landis; Riverside County's agency is the
Riverside County Economic Development Corp. 714-788-9811 ask for
Mike Owen. ll

90% financing!

30 day funding/competitive rates
Fully amonized over 25 years
Loans up to $1.5 millloo

Judy Banacky
(800) 870-4043 (714) 748-7307

I n a recent study of real estate

If further testing needs to be
performed to analyze soil conditions, ground water or potential
hazardous materials on site, one
can count on this as a requirement of the lender which could
potentially delay the loans closing.
Until current laws are clarified
concerning who is liable for environmental cleanups, lenders will
be overly cautious and will elect
to minimize their exposure and

The culprit behind these
environmental concerns
is not hazardous waste or
the presence of asbestos
in a property. Instead,
the cause for this concern is the uncertainty
created by current rules
and regulations
governing environmental
conditions.

conservative, a posture which
only helps
environmental consultants. .:1
By Dora CIUti.r,
Vice Presilhltl,

CB C0f1111Yrcial

~==========================~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~================.;

executives,
of those II
questioned 57
sawpercent
environmental
constraints as a major problem
in today 's market.
Obtaining financing and
local economic conditions were
the only problems ranked higher.
In most cases, the culprit
behind these environmental
concerns is not hazardous
waste or the presence of
Presents
asbestos in a property. Instead,
the cause for this concern is the
uncertainty created by current
rules and regulations governing
environmental conditions.
The comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act was created by the federal government
On December 28, 1991, the Inland Empire Business Journal will publish its second annual Book of
in 1980. It was established to
most popular saved pages in one comprehensive volume. All of the Inland Empire's major industries
identify parties responsible for
sectors will be represented. This is your opportunity to present your COrfl>any's image to more than 1
environmental cleanup.
ness persons in a reference volume used by more executives than many other business publications.
As a result of several court
cases, the concept of liability
has been expanded to the point
where most lenders feel threatOver 45 Industries
Each Inland Empire city
ened with environmental liabilfeatured, ranking the top
focused•..lncludlng a
ity as a result of doing nothing
Inland Empire companies,
detailed human resource
more than making a loan on a
key executive, company
reference (I.e. mayor,
property.
profile, etc.
council
members, etc.)
Despite
environmental
indemnification clauses making
the borrower personally liable
for hazardous waste issues.
Over 45 pages of Industry
most commercial real estate
related editorial
lenders are very uncomfortable
With what their potential liability might be.
Borrowers recognize these
lenders' concerns, and have a
reaching over 126,000 business
comprehensive environmental
executives
site assessment performed upfront. A "Phase I" assessment
The defliiltlve source of Information
will be required at some point,
and by having it accomplished
about Inland Empire companies and the people who run ....._,...
Prior to approaching your
lender, borrowers will clearly
show their concern with this
issue.
It is most important that the
"Phase I" is provided by a
Credible group and that the recommendation made in the conclusion is that "no further test"No one covera Inland Empire buslneu like The Buslnea Journal"
ina need be done."

The

1992 Book of Lists
126,000 REASONS TO ADVERTISE

(714) 391-1015
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amal1 commaDity-coau are leu. By
aovin& o•t of a bi& city, our auto
iDnraDce ratea weDt down. Bi& Bear
la a close community. Becauae they
kDow their neipbora, staff membera
have ID euier time baDdliDJ babysitWhether tiD& aDd aettina their children to the
comill& ., for doctor." Ferauaon deac:ribea their inia weekend or tial concern aboot the remoteness of
ru•rnia& Bi& Beu. •we have many overseas
ho. . froa a cutomen, and we feared it woald be
trip .dowD dle harder to aet up and down the hill.
hill, • viiiton Bat. with the airport bere, we simply
. . . . .ideatlenjoy Oy down. A cbaner to LA Internationcrlap, clear, piae- al Airport ia very inexpensive and
••••• air ad 1M lhllllin& via•al oaly tatu 40 lllinutu."
..._, of lbe lab, Rtcroppinaa of
Staff aad maDaaement at tbe city
..,._ '"ldera, aad uee-conred pride themselves in tbeir customer
llillaldea. Located 35
aormeaat of Su
Rlrllllrdll~et·, lhe cttJ of
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(1.5) freeways.

I~ e a I ~= s t a t e

Prito Lay Inc., a sublidilry m Pun:bue,
N.Y.-bued Pepsico IDe.. is in tbe filst ma
five-year, $3 million lease. Tbe Telubued SIIICk food mamfacturer IDd dislributor moved its Los An&eJea regional warebouse facility to the Inland Distribution
Centtr from Sanla Fe Springs in JIDUIIY. ~

Focus ~

-.Jar ._. . .

........

··~!!!!'~~
··~---......
Ia the

who attend tbe five scboola within the
Bear Valley Unified School District
c:onaiatently score above the county
aDd ltate averaae on tbe California
Alaeument Proaram. Bi& Bear Hip
School is kDown for ita academic: atU!
athletic: success. The recreational
environment, for stadenu and adults

arts activities and community events.
Every year, over 3 million visitors
c:ome to Bi& Bear Late to enjoy the
serene environment and special events
that Bi& Bear offers. One of Big
Bear's moat famous events is Oktoberfest durin& every September and October. Other events include Old Miners'
Days, the Scottish Hi&bland
Games, trout fisbin& classics,
competitive and celebrity
aaow skiing, mountain bike
racin& events, and rodeos.
Witb 330 days of sunshine and
ID avera&e daytime temperatare of 72 deareea, Bi& Bear
Late is tbe perfect place to
play, relax, and wort. Also,
Bi& Bear offen euy ac:ceu to
the lnliDd Empire and otber
Soalhem California c:ommanitiu via three well-maintained,
year-roaad state bi&bways
(and via its modem, aeneral
aviation airport). For more
information aboat the city's economic
development activitiea, call Economic
Developlleat Spec:ialiat Bruce Daniela
witb the city of Bi& Bear Late at
(714) 866-S831. Por lod&ina. special
neata IDd other touiat information,
call (714) M6-7000. 6

Furniture Wood Product, Inc., a furniture manufacturer, has leased approximate-

CclH hu relocated its operations from
Irwindale in an expansioo move. The new
facility will serve u a distribution caller
for the large variety of industrial products
(owr 25,000 items in its catalog) the fum
IIIDdlea.

C cl H Distributors, Inc., founded in
1937, is~ in Milwaukee, W'JJC,
IDd bas 11 brmch warehoules tiJrou&bou1
lbe umrec1 State~. 1t joins a IIIJIIbcr mcurra RaDcon Ca1lre Ontario 1a111111 inc:ludID& BBC l'rllllporatioo. lnlemational EZ-

UP IDd Trader Publisbina· ~

ly 32,500 square feet of space at 1420 S.
Balboa Ave., in Ontario for relocatioa of
its headquarters and manufac:twin& facility
fnm I..oog Beach.
The five-year 1eue, signed with Arthur
Kazarian of Irvine, wu negoliared by Don
Kazanjian, Bob Wines IDd Tim Reynolds
of Cuslunan cl Wakefield's Ontario offJCC.
who rqRSCII.ed both pa1iea.

~

project wilb &arden style laDdlcapinJ IDd
convenient. leCUrity-&lled partiDa." uid
Storauli. "It is ideally mired for profalicmlmd beet-office rawa."

~

Tri· Cit7 Reaches 92 PerHal
OccupaacJ·New" StofJ Build·
Tri-City Corporare , - - - - Centre in San
Bernardino is the
uception to the
office market VICIDC)'
rate in the Inland
having
Empire,
reached 92 percent
occupancy of the
existing 545,172 sq.
ft. in 9 buildings on
the 153-acre site.
Tri-City Corporate Centre alone
accounted for a full 66 percau ol all office
space absorption in the San Bernardino
market area in 1990.
Reapoodina to conrinuina imaat from
new teDIDII, CXIIISUUCtioo will bqiD wilbiD
60 days on a new 4-lklly omce buiJdin& at
Tri-City, accordiq to SteveD J. Palmer,
director of marketiq for Rmcon Really

PuDdl. Tri-City's dewJoper.

it illo an indoor miai~ wbidl will
in October. 1be mini-malJ will provide the oppor111Dity for sboppen 10 parcbue biJb~ly. diJc:ount merc:biDdiJe.
Food and cmenainmeat will allo be avail111m

laa ADBOuaeed-~--.....,.

opeD

able.

~

Cheryl

Potts-.-----..

Dealoo has joined CB

Commercial Real
Eswe Group u director of martetin&
reaearc:h for its InliDd
Empire offica loc:ated in Riverside and
Oty ol Indallry.

Her appointmeat
by David S. Barbact,
ltJlior vice paideat IDd - - .......
off'ac:cr mthe c:ompaay's Riwaide oftkle.
Wll IDDOliDCecl

where PCIIII-Delloa ""m;... ._ omce.

~

~

Southwest is
pleased
to
announce that
Martin T. Czemialt bas joined Jbe

fmn as manqer

mlbe new lnJaDd
Empire Office at

Calscnlction bas beea compleled ODibe
lint of two plaDnecl office baildin&• for
Cllru Pllk. 'lbe 1.5 milJioD, 38.0IS Lf. 2...., 1laiJdiq is J.oc:atecl Oil 1.9 ac:rea at
1owa and Mtrtboroa&b Ave. mille c:ilJ
livenicle. 1be projec:t wu deliped bJ
...._ llld Allocialel, lllc.. An:11i11c:t1ue
. . ,..... TramiDell Crow CaalpiDJ•
. . .lide illbe developer and Bnfal COil-

m

. . . . . . . . . . . . . CDIIIIII*Ir. ~

con asset manaaemcat divilion.

1430 Eut Cooley'?~lf:;:i:muk';~
TuckermaD overOeaaal Eleclric Complay, Jlridaepon.
Drive, Colton, C
He will
staff tbia oftice to sappcn praea~IDd new CT. bu leued approximately 90,700 _. met IIIII JII1IIMIIJ ......... - squre feet ol wareboue sp1c:1 at 1950 liclll for ltaDcoa's Temec:IIIHRI ~EMCON projects in lbe area.
Mr. Czmilt brinp 10 BMCON IDd ill Vinlqe Ave. ill Olllrio for reloc:adclll ol ciaJ properties u well u lee mns.,.
clients a solid enJineeriniiDIDIIement ID iDIIIIIII'illl8cilily Ina ....... ialbe propen~e~a..._ v...,, ~ ...
c:bo
Oc
'It .......
blctpluDd. Be 11a1 owr 20 yan mc~wr c:ilJ.
The c:ompuy plus to ue die new
aifiecl experieDce eacompllliDa eavinlamental CIJiiDeerial. civil ~ IDd .... far . . . . . . dillriblliOD oiCbriii- .n-:Jalpdu•e. . . .
llllllllislndcl- ............ ...
teclmica1 raean:h. and u c:outnction IDII ....... pndlciL ~
....... illlbe bea¥y COIIIIIIICiioa iadulrJ.
•Mila kJip
fl a
,,
He ilrep.ed u a p:ofm'IIDII ...._
In Califomia. He bu .............
aJaimilliaD.4ol pajecllllld .........
emrqeDCJ pmjei:IL 4
properliu ........... - ....,. . .
......... 4

It:.

car:-..,_.
ICdvidll.......a
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Title
IN ACTION

BUS/If~ PARK CENTER ill 7~muula. ~"Signt•d byaward-K-inning archa.-cts IJQn:.ue/oiR,.-rson/DujJ. is a
·'</UilU foot illdustnal park locat.-d in T~mt"('U/o ·s most sucussful tkv.-loP""'nt, tlw
~Ito Ca/ifomw Bu.unn;' Park. Th.- 196 ucr.- mu.•tn plann.-d park by W-H Industrial Associa"s is itkally
~for light manufartunng. R&D and war~ltoust" o~rations. 1M .-xt.-nsiv.- Slf'l'tctfrontag.- visibility ofw
13 buildmg._ 154:549

s"' allows for null.-nt corporut.- id.-nzuy m a lushly land.Jcilf"'d u//mg ,.·ith outstanding functionality.
CONDct Don GoldMrg and Charli.- Blact of WtcStmar C~mmucia/Broknag' (714} 676-7177.
Chicago Tal, R.-p: lt"/fGal·iu

lESS RANCH IN APPLE VAU£Y OFFERSACTIVEADULTS CAREFREE. DISTINCJ7vE UFESTl'LE. l~n
"-:II is California ·s larg,st mastu·p~dcDnllflllllityforocliwaduiiS 55 plus. H01rWbu)¥rscan clrocn~from
~. townhotrws and MIIJclwd patio ""'-•· priud from tlw high S60.000s to tlw mid $/OO,OOOs.
Wll4indwU-Itour801"·guankdcOfnlfUUiity,rrcf'l'atiotlalopportlllritksabowtdwithwalkilrgandbikingptU/as,
frn/1 - r trowfishing ponds, a c/ubltous, with pool and spa. and a golfl'OfA~ c:urrrnzly lllllkr COfiS1TIICtiotL
U}IOII ctllrtpktion. tlw J.-ss Ranch MarK..tplac, will off.-r ,.n,nsiw, conwnintl shopping. Ralph's SII(Nrmarkdr. Ttupt and Pay/'ss Drug Stof'l's how all uprrsud illt.-rrst ill b«oming rntJjor , _ oftlw c"""r.
Chicago 7itl~ R~p: HOtWJrd Zola

THE ROUJVICK COMPANY s~ciDlius in tlw ocquisiticn of ">'0111<'-adtkd" shoppinx c~..uroppo111111iMs.
At IM ,;,., tlw Uni~rsity C~nzu was acqllirrdfrom a Sovinxs and Loan it ltDd Sllb.rumtioii'DCancy and_,
in nud ofa cos,.,tir rrrllwation. Within lHit' ~ar, 1M Rollnick Company rrnoWII~d. kaud and Sllbseqwlll/y
SOld IN MW/y stabi/iz~d C~NU IO Q prim, UrWS/Or. line/tor "nanJJ ill the /6 Slorr corrrpla iltciMtJe ~n,
Baskin Robbins and Virion Prinzinx. Acqui.ritionfin<mcing on the 22.063 Jq~~Qr~ foot cou~r-.. prrwilkt/ by
Sonwa BanJc. N""'f'frt &ach. 1M Rot/nick Company conJinllt's to suk similar oppo~'t~Utilks.
Chicaxo 7itk R'f': Erin Grwlwr-BoMxw
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Inland Etnpire's 'l'op

·---------------------------------+

r.lllhl'd II\
c-paDyN.Adcl.aty, State, Zip

\

ProdlldU..

Vidtwd) lilt. MID..._

l...iDcola.
MCQII'1.

I. 10440 c.tnl Ava.

Maalt:llk, CA 91763
...... oiiUYenlde

2.

1i

THE
CENTRE
OF
ATTENTION
o

to

Yean•
IDiudE.pln

31~ Adams

Ave.
Riverside. CA ~

....... Moas...
2016& ~-s.
w. Curiu. 91191

........ CllemlltfGee
S. 1110 Allbaa Aw.
PluaMotGn
6. 290 N.lndim C111yon Dr.

.Muda929
Laua

2

Macedei-Biaz

10

Palm Sprinp, CA 92262

.........

4'7,1CM,2'n

8
27

36,000,000

DuO......

10

30,928,666

D.ltolllrt~

10
60

30,000,000

w.... I~~U

2S

25,287,000

Men:edei-Benz

26

eo.-a.......,.

10

c.sm.c. Oldlmobile.

S3

6
S4

19,953,245

.bdnwT......, Sr.

BMW

15

6
38

16,977,885

DaYid A. c..,w CGrp.

8

1S,OOO,OOO

.,.. erm.r

10

13.000.000

SoWA:AIIad Itt

4
2S

7,504,210

a-yMce..

5

HIA

TMIIIIII .......

6
3S

N/A

PdlrS.....,Jr.

12

WHD

s

WND

......... Jr.

20
90

WND

a.rt. "· ..... Jr.

89

'· ?UO....._A..._
llwnidt. CA 92504
Crmer~ OldL, Sllban A
2683 W
w Rd.
Corona, CA 91720

r.u.Hyundli. Olcbmobile,

3

Sublru, lzuzu

s

~ McCM blported Motar Can

1.-.
Sub

23

O.ealllltAcwa

Aan

2IDOIIIbl

BMW,Infinili

s

Min

s

IDfillili

2

c..inoReal
S.Be.•diuu. CA 924011
II. 2!1072 edlmda Blvd.
l..cma Lind-. CA 923S4

:Q. 401 a...aaatC.. Dr.

MCQ~~J.
v~

a..aoar. CA 91711

S.ftPBMW
12. 1301 Auto C.. Dr.
Olllario, CA 91761

.......

40

UacHI.

~U..,MirarJ, Volb

so

22

30

CA92S04
20

14. 1151 AUIO CeiiMr Dr.
o.rio, CA 91761

2J

KE

OwMr

14

59

GMCTruck

BMWollhw...

..............

-,,Ill''

, Salnpe..- G.,_Salel
Total Employ- SAJaout
Oct. M-Sept. 91

26

, . . _ , CA92m

0

:.!1"11'>'>

Auto J)ealers

S4

Willen Allto Salle
4. 3210 Adams SL
Rivenide, CA ~

L

Luxur~·

12
41

Tap I.Aal blclldft
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Weeke1zd Ti1ne Oz1t

Executive Suites
a Resorts

Lobby

If this sounds enticing to you, call for fur-

ther information at (212) 7 55-5900. The Hotel
Inter-Continental New York: is located at 111
East 48th St. (just east of Park: Ave.) in midtown Manhattan.

together. The phenomenal growth in this field
has prompted the dealers to form their own
Mountain Resorts Antique Guild. This organization is fast gaining a national reputation with
many collectors coming from as far afield as
the East Coast to take advantage of the affordable pieces available in the village.
Crestline also offers several excellent, yet
reasonably-priced restaurants and a wide variety of moderately-priced lodging ranging from
fully-equipped, all suite cabins tucked away in
the trees, to lake view motel rooms. To enjoy
the autumn wonders of nature, take advantage
of the special mid-week: packages many of the
lodges and motels have to offer-but don't
delay as autumn's visit is but a short one.

wn

ntario

A Mote 1n a Cass by heF I

STILL TIME TO VIEW
FALL'S GOLDEN DAYSLOCALLY!

"B

FrDifl Bltlrtll'tCc

CREATIVE PROMOTIONAL
PLAN ENTICES TRAVELERS
TO NEW YORK

T

ack: to a simpler time." This is the
theme chosen by the Crestline Chamber of
Commerce, Promotional Committee after careful assessment of the potential of this charming, yet little known village. A mere fifteen
miles from San Bernardino, Crestline offers
For more information, contact Colin
the traveler a total escape from the routine sur- Strange, Crestline Chamber of Commerce
roundings of Southern California and trans- Tourism Sub Committee, phone (714) 381porta the visitor into a world of refreshing 5037. 11
pines, sparkling mountain lakes, c:lear blue
sties, and crisp mountain air.
The theme reflects , - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the charm of Crestline,
which
has
evolved naturally over
the years into a quaint
mountain village with
a windins main street
We'll do whatever it takes
packed with little
restaurants, craft, and
to juice up your meetings.
antique shops.
When they said it couldn t be done, the first navel orange tn.•t•s
With November,
were planted in Riverside, creating the California citrus industry.
comes a crisp mornin1
c:hUilD abe air, a wisp
That"s the same attitude we'll take when it comes to helping you

he very beat time for viaitins the "Bil
Apple• il riJhl aow. Tbe excitement of holiday llaoppiq, willl all the hustle and bustle
dial Joel aiODJ with it, is upliftins and invisoratbaJ. If yoa are plannins such a trip and
really wish that you could afford to stay at a
lint- clua hotel, bat do not have the necessary
fiuDcel foe such a treat, well, the Inter-Contineatal Hotel bas just the solution for you.
Coavenieatly located in mid-town Manbattaa with Fifth Avenue sboppins. museums,
Broadway theatres aDd Central Part nearby,
1M IDter-Coaliaental Hotel is a "very laxariou hotel• accocdiq to Tile B•ll of N.w Yorl
by Oaalt MUlaa. It tau all the ameaides of a
1uuy llotel, ._....... a newly-coastracted,
Jt1~•1M•~ ,_._.. foot ualtll
u4 Of RhiDD milt. 111DDY
........ . . . . . . . . . freD warm days, and the
eajoJDlent of a cractliDJ eveniDJ fire.
With autumn too
arrives a little known
phenomena in the rest
of Southern California-the spectacular
fan triDiformatioa of
miDJ 1D011Dtaia trees.
Brilliaat oats resplendea ill oranp, Yibraat
red maples, and yellow upena co•er the
moaatalaaide in a
•IYI6 display of fall's
Jlary.
CreltliDe offers yet
aaOIIIer treuare from
a alapler time, more

cl•-

.......... tUathe
011 of 1M aoaatala

plan your next meeting. The experienced meeting planning
professionals at the Riverside Convention Center and the nearby
Riverside hotels know how to make your event a success. The
R1verside Convention Center oUers 50,000 sq. ft. of convention
floor space. The Sheraton Riverside Hotel. adjacent to the
Convention Center, offers affordable luxury, as well as
meeting space of its own.

So next time you·re planning a function for 10 to 2,000,
let Riverside make it a sweet success.

~

IUVII:IlSIDl
VISITOilS lr

COftYUI1'IOft

C!Uinll

®
Sheraton

Riverside
H 0 T E L
(714)~

300 stunning guest rooms and suites. Three
restaurants and a lobby bar. Athletic Club
with racquetball. tennis, basketball court.
heated pool and spa, sauna, steamroom
and Nautilus equipment. Our state-of-the-art

Executive Conference Center is unsurpassed
with facilities up to 900. Banquet rooms to
meet your every need from a poolside party
for four to a business meeting for six hundred.
Ontario's Most Beautiful Hotel.

ONTARIO
AIRPORT

~'.,\\amott.."'..

2200 EAST HOlT BOULEVARD. ONrARIO. c:AlF()RtM 9176t

(714) 986-8811
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Be honest, loyal, and

lloll·l E:xccuthes in the Inland l':mpire

I

~~~~:;:;;;::;;;;:;~;;;~;;;;.;;,;;~;;;;:;~~!!!!!!!!!!~F~~;;r,~~;:;.;=;T.=;;;;';'j
~
· Larry Fnorite artist: YacobAgam
Name/Posit ion:
Scheerer,

general

.man
. ager, The Westin
MJSsJOn Hills Resort

I

Fnorite sons: Theme from the "MtsSJOO.~

Beginnings: Born 111

1 Advise for young utcuthH: Twn the
raised in Kansas City,
career progreSSIOn

Synacuse. Saaned as 1

organizational chan ups1de down and
remember you an: only as good as your

.~anUa~~~.en~-~~m~:

worst employee.

began with an enU')'
leveJ )X)Sition as a catering clerk at 'The Best thin& about the hotel business:
Westin Crown Center in Kansas City in (people and salisfying them) and the
1973.
development of employees.

years ago.
Favorite event: Waach.ing a dinner function m my ballroom for 600 go without a

hiiCh
Fnolite activity: Time with the family
and hmuing and fishing.

Haodling complaints: Listen and react
quickly.

Favorite food: Everything Italian.

Favorite food: Well-prepared goose.

Handling pressure: One problem at a
ume. ..set up priaines and assign respon-

Favorite song: "'I Will Always Love
vou· by Dolly Parton

Fuoritt artisl: Of the masters, Monet

sibiJities..

mtt:grity.

Best tblna about the hotel bu$lness:

There's r-.'EVER a dull day and you get 10
for free.

eal

Memories: While I was managmg a

hotel in Atlamic City, Ivana Trump
would ny, in a helicopter, by my 8th

noor dining room on her way home to
Manhanan. I would wave to her, and
Donald Trump called lO inform me that
Ivana always waved back.

Rtt:ommtnd ont good book:
tics" by Ron L. Hubbard.

~oianec

Handlina pressurt: Go for a shon walk
and. putung immcdiaLe problem in10 perspective into today's world, will then
beoome \'CI)' small.

udofamtem~~.HeknScNUer·~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==l
I

Gartia.

Advise for youa1 o:ecuthn: Maina ~ between your personal
life and your business '""""""'""u 1
and never compromise your principles..

Ontario International Airport

tain

1991 YEAR-END REPORT
• Passenger Terminal Operating at 200% Capacity
• Parking Lots Operating at 95% Capacity

The leadership of the Chino
Hills incorporation effort state
that '"This election is our one
chance, to decide for ourselves. the future of this cooununity." Furtherm<re. a city council cml.idate, stated, "On Nov.
s, 1991, the citizens or Chino Hills will be afforded a one
time oppMUnity to v<U f<r cityhood. U this incorpor~tion
efTM fails, then the following month we shall be annexed
with the city of Otino." lnc:orp<ntioo leaders advance !.he
false argument that if we don't incorporate now, we will
oever be able lO control the destiny of our community.
Thcst Are: Just Sare: Tactics! - When pressed on this
"one-time" opportunity issue, a different response was
received from JUn:n Bristow, the !Cider nfthe incorporation
efTcn. Ms. Bristow states that. "We'~ saying that 10 drive
bcme the point as to what a massive uOOen.aki.ng it is.." In
other words, this incorporation campaign was such a big
umiertaking that ioc<rp<ntioo supponc:rs will use any tactic
!hey can to assure their own succr.u.
The facts are simple: In November, we vote on becom·
inganewcity. Period. lfyouv<U"No,"weremainaswe
are todsy, unincorporated. Doo't be distncted. by their lielies, get the facts. Ooo't be misled by the false argument
that inc<rp<ntioo is "now or oever." Numerous cooununities have bad incorpontioo proposals on the ballot !eVeral
times before actually becoming a city, waiting for the riglu
lime.

• Projected Passengers 1991: 6,000,000
• Projected Cargo 1991: 275,000 Tons
• Projected Economic Benefit 1991: $4 Billion
Geod book: ·Ase or Unreason,·
Ollrloa lllady.

(No Local, State or Federal Taxes are Used to Operate
Onrario International Airport)

ONTARIO AIRPORT 1991 HOLIDAYTRAVEL TIPS
~:H.

-

• Have Someone Drop You Off

Rou Ju.aXe, muOiiJoldimclor,lbe
HdtoD ia Late

• Use a Commercial Shuttle

A ttJt•dt: .. Very
FWilive.. ill .DOllbe

• Get to the Airport 90 Minutes Early

(See Air Transportation in the Yellow Pages)

best of times• for

bolols.

• Parking Will Be First-Come, First Served
$3/day in Lor A

$8/Day in Main Lor

a+

0:-tT ARlO lf'II"TER...._.-A TIONAL AIRPORT

C..to-.Abililytobe
IDd Dalto belicYe oae's OMI P.R.

...........

Plmlritelll:tl'flty: OfJ-sbo<c power

food. - Prieadly-..nry

ra.a
/,,_,,.
..
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al manager, RiYer·

side. Holiday lM

m Rancho MUa&e.
Bqianiap: Born and

Allen Wallace. gener-
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di~play

.tlRPORT {l'f1'RAJiiSn'JO."f

.......:~J!...!!!, A~

I:J This Public Str\Jict Announcement Sponsored by The Los Angeles Department of Airports

This emotionally charged issue, as advanced by the
inc:orporltioo elTon leaders, has becane the maj<r motivatioo for cityhood. lt has procluded a reasonable discussion
or the facts, issues and concerns over becoming a city.
Puaing this emotiooa.l argumc:ot aside, allows us, the vottn
of 01iDo Hills lO ask two very aitical questions before making thiJ impon.an1 decisioo at the polls in November.
I. Ale we ready to become a city?
2. Is this the right lime to become a city?
The No on ln<orporation Committft believa: that the
answer to these two questims is "'NO." We offer the following reuoos and facts 10 support our positkn
Higher Tua - What bappcru when government Deeds
mooey? Taxes are increased. Incorporation supponers
would like you to believe that t.ues cannot be raised afler
becoming a city. However, in vinually every cue, taxes
have been increased in every new city fooned this decade.
At the discret.ioo of the City CcluK:il, many new t.ues such
as utility taXes, lighting and landscape assessments, COfmiUnity facilities district assessments and more can be imposed
·most even without the vote or the people.
The Poor Economy - The curreot recession is n«
the proper time to coosidrr adding IDOlhtt layer of government. Take a look at the surrounding cities, such as
Poroooa, M<rttlfl Valley and Montclair, all having difficulty
ballllcing their budgets. ~ II lhe state and f>:dcrll bud·
geu. Both have experienced record deficits because reveilles have dropped due to the weak oconcmy. Local govenment is not recessioo proof.
No Signifkant Increase in Strvk:ts • J.ncorpcntion proJ)Oiel an inaease in services in ooly ooe area - law enf<nemenl. - by adding one or two more cars 10 existing patrol.
lncuporaUoo means no funding ((I" parb and recreation •
unlea you pay. Incorporation supporte-rs cootinually lOUt
lbe need to keep our t.u dollm here at heme even though
IDilCh of these revenues wiO be used 10 provide for the additional ltyer of government • not providing significant new
JCrVicea. Why incorporate withwt substantial increases in
law enforcement, senior citizens programs, community
development programs and many Olhen?
nn.dal Responsibility- If we become a city, we will
auwne huge liabilities. The city can be sued for road
da:ian defects, wbicb canleld to astrooomical. claims if an
ICCidau occura. 1be coumy bu bad to pay muhi-millioo
P-.Sa Pap68

PaiL/ J. MaN:Jney
Praidull of Pa.J MaJ.onq As.w
ciala Advertising aNi Public
Rf!latioluo{Riverside

You've spent plenty of time. effort and money lO creale
a creative message. It was the creative message you could
use in all of your advertising, public relations and sa.les
campaigns. Your sales should have increased by now. But
you'~notgettingrcsults. You'refrustraled.
Today, many CEOs, marketing direciOf'S, and tl"W"keting
cooununicalions rmns in the Inland Empire are putting less
trq~ha.sis on planning. They've beeD too eager 10 advoca.te
!.he creative rne5SI&e as the calcll-all e<merstone 10 a succr.uful marketing effort And although there is no excuse
for anything but a thought-provoking message to capture
your luditnee's attention, the other half or the tqUJ.ti(ll is

ofu:n'""'garoed.
The most important factor in advertising. public relations or sales campaigns is consisten:y. The ccmpany who
conunits to research, creatioo of !.he right message, mi !.he
determination to see the message through 10 its mi resuh
will be the company that benefits from its marketing plan.
Those who bail out baJf.way through marketing campaigns ~ver see the results they wanL Too often, they say.
"We haven't bcc:n getting the results we expected Let's try
another approach." Unfortunately this statement reflects
the fe&rofan uncertain future.
Yet, no successful marlceting progrun is an ovcmight
success. Those who are serious about providing a secure
future ((I" their company must start planning their marketing:
strategies today lO see loog·term. stable results. To accomplish thiJ, they must give their audience one message at a
time, over a period or time, in order to improve product
identification and knowledge, company i.mJ.ge, and sales.
Research has proven that a coosistent avenge-quality
message will usually produce beuer results than an outst.anding message beard just a few times. Therefore, you
must ~inforce the message c:omta.ntly 10 achieve a g:reate:r
return on your marketing investment. All it takes is
wil.lpowa to stick to your message.
A limited marketing budget is also no excuse. If you
want to run a full·page ad in the San Btf711JfdiM SIUI every
week throughout the year, but you·~ budget doesD't allow
for it, size-down your ad. Don't give up consistency by
running a full-page ad every four weeks or so. Your audience is likely lO fcr-get your IlUSage in that timespan.
To prove my point. like this mini-ttst. Try to rwne the
product or company associated wilh the following messages:
I. "Ob what a feeling"
2. "It keeps going, and going, and going. .. "
3. "Everything else ojUSt alight"
4...Just do it"
5. "You've got the right one, baby"
Charx:es are, most or these were easy for yw.. One nf the
reascm yoo coold identify them was that they were efToc.
live, creative ~ages. But the ultimate fact« in the success of these messages was consiste.Jr;y.
Yoo've probably seen (I" heard enough commercials f<r
Toyou, Ev.,.Ready's Energizer, Bud light, Nike and PqJsi
(the answers to the five test questions) Lhat you could
remember their messages in your sleep. Believe it <r n«. all
of them had limiled marketing budgets to work with. So
instead of running a11 60-second spots on televisioo, like
they might have wanted to, lhey probably ran twice as many
30-socood spots, and slill got three times the resuiL
In my experience, I've hid less--crealive ads produce an
award-winn.in3 respoose, and award-winning ads less-successful in terms of response, just because of their ccmislency- or lack d iL It's time for one companies in the Inland
Empire and «her rqioos to realize !hal winnina an award
((I" an ad <rpublicrelatioosc~gn is nice, but unless it's
bmdkd in 1 consistent fubiol, it woo't pay the bills. A

ManMw K . Fortf, M£mbt!r
SltJt£ Boord of EquoliZOI~

On Monday, October 7,
1991, the United States
Supreme Court agreed to bear the Nordlinger
case, a frontal assault on Proposition 13. lf the
Court declares Prop. 13 unconstitutional, California will be thrown instantly back: into the ta:xing
and spending chasm of the 1970s.
Wisdom says: Tltou who ignore hisrory art
bound to rtptat it Now is !Itt umt for Californians to rtmtmbu our faxing and spending ltisrory
of tltt 1970s ond 10 rtdoublt our dttt,unaiJon
never to rtptot 11
By the mid-1970s, property owners were see·
ing their tax bills double or triple year after year
At the same time, other state taxes, including
income taxes, were rapidly increasing. The total
tax burden on California individuals and businesses was nearing the breaking point.
Efforts by the people to obtain tax and spending relief from the Legislature and Governor
Jerry Brown fell on deaf ears. Government steadfastly resisted all attempts at substantial spending
reductions. The people were forced to tak.e mat·
ters into their own hands. Prop. 13 was placed on
the ballot, passed with a landslide of voter support, and was later fully upheld by the California
Supreme Court. In the years following, property
taxes fell by more than SO~. saving California
taxpayers over SIOO billion in the decade of tbe
1980s. Local governments were forced to find
ways to operate more efficiently, and most did.
ln the high-tax years prior to passage of Prop.
13, Californians knew only one certainty, taxes
were increasing asuonomically- but, bow high no
one could predict. Only the sky seemed tbe limit.
ln those days, a person's property tax liability
was wholly dependent on wild swings of the
volatile real estate market.
Today, under the steadying influence of Prop.
13, tax liability depends on property value at a
certain date - the date of purchase - with increases in assessed value and maximum rate strictly
limited for as long as a person continues to own
the property. The amount of today's property tax
bill depends largely on decisions over which the
taxpayer now bas conuol when to buy and when
to sell. Taxpayers today have more control over a
vital part of their lives, their homes-the largest
investment most make in a lifetime.
Prop. 13 has been attacked by some who claim
it is unfair. The Nordlinger case seeks to eradi·
cate Prop. 13 and, in the name of fairness, to
return to the old system of spiraling property
taxes hinged to volatile real estate markets. How
soon some forget the unpalatable unfairness and
inherent injustice that prompted the taxpayers'
revolt of the 1970s!
The ultimate end of the Nordlinger attack on
Prop. 13 is not tax equity as some might claim.
The most likely outcome, if Nordlinger prevails.
is tax increases and lost jobs. Many Californians
will be taxed out of their homes, or have no job to
pay the mortgage. The Legislature in Sacramento
is already discussing the possibility of imposing a
'split roll' property tax system on the state, which
will force businesses to pay substantially higher
property taxes. The temptation to enact a split
roll may prove politically irresistible for the Legislature in the absence of Prop. 13 resuaints. In
PlflwSeePqc6B
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at leu& oae of the ve~cltl.
Co.n doc'81Denu show that 11M
capper was quoted as telliDI u
undercover investiaator that he
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osemary Faust-Boyer is
i:o-founder and president of Faust printing in
R.ancho Cucamonga, serving its
clients since 1962.
Rosemary's averaae work day
bepnsat 6 a.m. with depanmen, _... to die PartiDa lot. wlaere
tal meetin&s to discuu the suat1M ......ted driver was illllnct·
e&Y of work in proaress and to
. . . . call iD . . accidelll. eitMr 10
outline the day's aaenda. RoseIIIII qea& or to 11ae
C<Dmary interacts with the sales
department
about senicin&
Tile driver was told exactly
existin&
customers
and prospect..... to .., to abe iDnnDc:e c:oaina
for
new
clientele.
She then
...., ad Wll PY• abe IWMI of
meets
with
manaaement
on criti- - - - - - - - - - - - Ilia •injvecl p11seaaer1" (whom
cal
day
to
day
business
decillllu..,Faut-Boyer
M bad aever met, ••less it waa
sions. The remainder of her day
pricing of today."
is spent servicing customers and
Orowin& up with the Inland
callina on perspective customers. In Empire for the lut 29 years bu been
the office. u well u in the field, the a pleasure. It has afforded Faust the
demands of her position continue opportunity to grow from a single
antil the work day ends around 10:30 preu in the garaae operation into a
j~_,
p.m.
multimillion dollar printing facility.
Faust wu ODe of the rust printers
Rosemary resides in Hesperia
to produce 400 to 600 line screen with her husband, Paul Boyer. She
(Hi&h
Resolution
Printin&). hu five accomplished children, four
•11aroap this ldY&nced technoloay. boys who work with her in the fami·
1t
aot likely tllat lle would we are able to provide our clients 1Y bus1neu,
and a dauahter (who b-..
~.~•·:~..·• .-c1ca1 liceaae revoked, with a more exactina color reproduc- worked in the business until a year
tion and detail than ever before,"
'*llfllr~rtlic.U.IIl1 wulliiCIIIt offeue.
aao). She is the arandmother of four.
•·-J
says Faust.
Aa for abe attorney's iawolved,
three boys and one girl. Ms. Faull
~.....- The
-The customer remains the foc:us enjoys campina and travelling, and
•....
- were of every one of oar professional per- hu spent fiJve years smging
·
· h the
_. ,.a-a..-.~ driY
wJt
___..
-.,-aonnel, and toaether oar arowina s
Adel'
.....
•or
weet
mea. ma. Faust's commu__.__ .. of i•---e
- ..-.......
--•'
family
at Paast display dleir dedica- nity involvements include member--..
ti
·- --- ----on to excellence,• says Faust. •o.r
.......-aliou were lhlt IIlia peatell claalleap is to provide oar shfipcin Rancho Cucamonga Chamber
........_•• ---•·•~ ••._iaa....a
. Ia It
Ia
o
ommerce, Corporate 2,000
~-:--- - · - - - - - --- cutomer wu t e tee nolon of c
'I f
!td!
.
.
.
.
•.J.._.._,
..
-~
lra•-••aa
-•-1u
-u
oanc1
o San Antonio Hospital and
,
,_,
-..
,..._1
ao.orntw yel Ouer 1t It u&Ordable th
1
oL wldela .,... pehl ltJ alae t-::.........:----------1~•-'_n_•u_d_Em_.:pue_·
_A_d_Cl_u_b._A
__

..,.

was not worried about aoin& to
jail, "as it would take them years
to convict me aad rd only spend a
year or less in jail." It seems be
foand the risk involved worthwhile, compared to the financial
1ain afforded by his activities.
ID 1919, the doctor wu convicted on two counts of mail and
iuaranc:e fnud aad wu sentenced
to six months in federal prison
with probation. In 1990, be wu
back at his clinic coadactin1 basiMil u anal.
We contacted the Board of Medical Qaality Asnrance and
learned that the only action beina
taken aaainst the doctor at the
time of our inquiry wu a bearin1,
the date of which had not been set.
When we asked wllat sort of
diacipliDary action woald be taken
bJ the Medical Board, we were
informed that the doctor would
moat likely have his license suspnded for a period of time and
.._ 111 woald be pat on probation.
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THE CHANGING FACE
OF THE TEAMSTERS
UNION
Female Candidates and Good
01' Boy Politics Square Off

A

Chdlllf wllll tile leadtr of tlte
JHitk, we dlscortred tllll litis""
IIDI 'pichi liu, but a de•outrotio11. We lttul st••bled 1p01
o• i11ttr. .l bottl1 witlli• 1111 J.ttr·
111tio•al Brotlltrltood of Tealftstlrs
- tltost 011 tlte o1tside uprtuillf
tlteir dispiiiSITI witlt till policiu
of tltose 011 tlte illside of tlte
llotll's tOIIrllllio• tlllltr, tlte
dlletatu 10 tlte Westtrll

fox bas been put in charge of the benbouse. Because of this court order
mandating elections, explained
Aquino, "an investigation's office was
put together inside the Teamsters to
investigate wrongdoing. Riley pled
guilty to three counts of misuse of
union funds, and for some reason the
judge that presides over this trusteeship allowed him to make restitution
of approximately $40,000. Based on
that restitution and pleading guilty, he
is still allowed to run an election. To
put it bluntly, members think that is
complete malarky. Anyone else in the
same position would be blown out and
be should not even be allowed to be a
candidate."

Mike Riley is runnina on a slate
with a character by the name of R. V.
Durham, the leading candidate for the
Teamsters presidency. Mr. Durham
doesn't seem to think that women can
handle Teamster politics. Well, bell,
most Southern governors would be too
feeble for Teamster politics, never
mind a woman. Right?
"The two women who are running
are tokens, women hive to be educateel and brought along; Durham said.
Relating it to baseball, be explained
that women have to be trained at the
farm-team level.
"Durham doesn't have any women
on his slate at all," said Aquino.
"There are four positions in each
Pwuu•Pa,c55

picket line of 100 people in
front of a major Palm Springs Hotel is
an attention-getter in this desert
enclave--famous for low wages and
Collftrute CoiiPIIIIiDI.
few labor problems. It was October
IS, and the temperature was soaring
over 100 degrees. What could be so upset about that. The members here
darned important to bring people to want to see him out," said Aquino.
mucbing in a line that snaked around
But, there's more. It seems that the
two sides of the hotel in that beat?
Without bats, no less! These peo- ~------------...:.--------.=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-:o
pie luut to be from out of town. No
self-respecting desert rat would
venture out on a picket line JGIU
clt4ptaM and broil his brains.
Checking with the leader of the
pack, we discovered that this was
not a picket line, but a demonstration. We had stumbled upon an
internal battle within the International Brotherhood of Teamsters those on the outside expressina
their displeasure with the policies
of those on the inside of the hotel's
convention center, the delegates to
the Western Conference Convention.
Robert Aquino, the president of
Teamsters Local 63, explained that
the demonstrating Teamsters felt
stronaly enough about the issues to
take off a day's work and drive,
some of them, over 100 miles to
Palm Springs to express their displeuure about two buic iuues. It
seems that the Teamsters are bsvin&
their first-ever, court-mandated
popular election of officers by the
membership.
Historically, appointed delegates
would vote every five years for a
new aeneral executive board, which
abut the rank-and-file completely
Oil Of the process or selectin&
union officers. The new system
means that candidates must cam17
Cities in
to meet
paian in factories and job sites
and vacation needs.
across the United States and Canada, in Guam and Pueno Rico. The
l.S million Teamster membership
IDikes this election taraer than 26
Senate races.
To
United
London's Heathrow &
Aqaino's aroup wu supportiq a
Gatwick
Airports;
Manchester,
J:Z....Iand· Glasanw
slate run by Walter Shea and Dan
Scotland.
~
'
•- '
Liprotis. They were also mskin&
it abandantly clear to those inside
the convention center that they
were down on another candidate
lllllled Mike Riley.
To Western ~: Paris, France; Fraaldurt,
•One or tbe reuons is that this
Germany; MlJ!Uch, Germany; Duesseldorf, ~;
Jear the rest of the Teamsters in the
Bmssels,
Belgrum; Stockholm, Sweden; Zurich,
COUUJ lOt I new pension IJrCC·
Switzerland;
Milan, Italy; MMrid, Spaia; 11M1 ........
_ . that enables them to retire at
Hungary.
•
'30 yean of service at any aae. It is
Illite a booD u far u pension trultl
10. The only individuals in the
See your travel agent or call American Airliaes.
'l'lamsters thaL didn't aet it are the
1l'tstern Caaference members, who
- . repreaeaaed bJ Mite Riley in

___. . . ;.;.: ;,:.:.:.:.:.,: :.; ,:____

American Airlines
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Ontario and PaJm Springs
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C•"••tf1 1111 SCAQMD II "workslaoppl11g tltdr RtguliJtio• 15 apd11tt, wlticla •ow will afftct companits with at ltast 50 (as oppostd to
100) ••pl01111. If• b1Ul11111 /tdlJ to sub•it 11 RtgultlliDII 15 Trip Rtduction Pl1111, tlttJ could f•c• fints up to $25,000 pu day. Wltat
llrt

JOUr /ttllllfl 011 RtgUllltiOII 15111 tltt AQMD pusltillg too lttJrd1

I

and the Southern California Asso- if small businesses, as well as
don't
ciation of Governments (SCAG) large businesses, are forced to
when in their 1991 Air Quality leave California because it is not
believe that in
Management Plan they de-empha- feasible to continually comply
this
basin,
sized efforts to seek a regional with still more regulation?
where we have
And, to add insult to injury, the
jobs/housing balance in favor of a
the
most
reduction in vehicle miles trav- SCAQMD has mandated fines
unhealthy air in
eled.
which are exorbitant and totally
the
United
I feel it is necessary to refine unreasonable. The imposition of
States, that any- S•••tor Robert
and augment the existing program these types of fines will only run
one can push
Pr11l•1
before reducing the employer more small businesses out of Cali•too bard" to
fix the problem. However, we worksite threshold to 50 employ- fornia at a faster pace!
It seems to me the members of
must balance clean air and jobs, ees. Specifically, SCAQMD
and I think increasingly this is should be focusing on large multi- the SCAQMD need to take a closbein& done. We know that vehicle ple-employer office and commer- er look at their proposals and the
emissions account for approxi- cial sites, which may include reality which will result from their
mately 60 percent of the smog we thousands of employees in the implementation. If these types of
breathe every day. Hence, ride- aggregate, but only an occasional regulations continue to be foisted
sharing certainly makes sense. It business employer 100 or more. on businesses in California, we
brings home to the point that citi- Additional efforts should focus on are going to see the unemployzens and businesses alike must successfully implementing Regu- ment figures grow and the state's
join toaetber and do their fair lation XV programs at the hun- tax base deteriorate . What we
share to solve this problem. And it dreds of secondary schools, com- would rather see is more businessreally isn't such a burden. This munity colleges and universities es moving into California, with a
program helps people arrive at in the region. Major legislative result of lower unemployment figwort and return home less efforts should also be initiated to ures and an overall better econostressed.
Also,
businesses eliminate biases in our taxation my - for everyone! 6
acknowledae that it helps their system which favor employer probottom line because the work viding free parking over rideshardo not
force is more puoc:tual and calls in ing and uansit. There should also
believe
the
be
a
recognition
that
employer
tax
sick less often.
AQMD
has
credit
programs
do
not
address
the
As to fines, yes, there have
given adequate
been some . But, aenerally, they need to provide financial support
consideration to
are levied in cases where compa- for the public sector Regulation
the small businies haven't made a real effort to XV programs.
nesses of the
As
a
difficult
and
costly
as
the
comply. Even then, settlements
Senator
South
Coast
current
Regulation
XV
programs
have not begun to approach the
Bill Leonard Basin, and I
leaal limit of $25,000 a day. In are, the oft-cited alternatives are
many cases, AQMD works with growth control and indirect source believe that Regulation 15 will
companies in suucturing an agree- regulation will certainly be more hurt these businesses and their
ment where the penalty dollars are controversial, costly, and more employees . The fines involved
used to facilitate compliance. For difficult to implement. There is no with Regulation 15 are excessive
example, several companies have easy alternative to uip-reduction and do not fit the .. crime". I am
converted their vehicle fleets to proarams if we are to both clean concerned thll money of such
cleaa fuels. lD such cases, every- the air and reduce bi&bway con- large amounts can be paid off to
an agency which has no directly
aestioo. A
OM willa. AQMD'a Replation XV
elected officials accountable to
ia a IBOdel of how iDoonlion and
the voters. The AQMD'S entire
cooperaliOD caa brio& u to clean
approach to the air-quality issue
be
South
. . . ,., c!Wldeadl to buiaellillustrates the bureaucratic and
Coast Air Qual• 11114 ctm.a aloq alae way. A
unsuccessful approach governity Manaaement
ment
takes to most problems.
Diauict is totalInstead of seeking cost-effective
ly
out
of
touch
e1alation
incentives to reducing ambient air
XV, reqairin& with reality!
quality, the AQMD pursues puniBusinesses
are
employers to
tive policy that will, ultimately,
d e v e l o p movin& out of Alle•tiJ•a
California in D••W G. Kelle1 fail. Regulation 1 S needs to be
employee
seriously reworked so that small
and
rideabare plana droves,
buineuu are encourage to
specifically
out
of
Southern
Cali.__~-.--.. with meaninafornia, because of reauictiooa aad reduce uaffic congestion and polBrkB.J.eJ
ful incentives,
reaulatiooa placed on them by var- lution. 4
is absolutely
ioaa aovernment entities. Now,
critical to aucAIIMIM•~
the SCAQMD wanu to expand on
ceaafally combe AQMD likes to use proxtheir already ridicaloua ReaulabatiDI mobile
tion 1S Trip Reduction Plan to ies, lite businesses, to do hard
.-rca air pollatioa ud redaclnl ioclade baaineaaea with ap to SO wort, lite reducina driving and
ldJIIway CODIMdOB. Tile ceatral or more employees! Will the dia- Uaffic conaeation. It lites to levy
..,.,..ace of trip-redaction
uict be happy wbea there are no ita penalties indirectly, for exam••tsaill wu receatlJ affinDed aare baaioeuel in Soathem Cali- ple upon businesses, which preCout Air QaalltJ
vents citizens from aeein& those
Mwar•r• Dlltrict (SCAQMD) fOI'Dla'l
WJaa& will oar economy be lite penalties. People pay tbem aay-

I

T

R

·-.,,.,.n,.
o.,.,..,.,.,,

_,die .....

T

way . The y j ust
do not know.
Regulation
15 imposes burdens on bus iness to regulate
how
their
employees get
to work . They
actually have
LarrJ P. Ar1111 little power in
Pr~sident
the
matter.
Tlte Clar~mont Small businesslllstltute
es , with 50 to
100 employees.
will find it a strain to take this on.
They will not likely be particularly effective at the job.
A better way would be to attack
tailpipe emissions more directly.
Studies show that it would be
much more efficient to charge
tolls for use of the roads . This
would teach the citizens themselves the need to conserve space
on the roads, especially at peak
times, which would relieve congestion.
Moreover, the Senate Office of
Research estimates that 50 percent
of the pollution comes from only
seven percent of the cars . Why
does not AQMD develop meansthey are available- to find the
cars that are the worst offenders
and penalize them?
If anything is clear, i t is that
direct regulations and market
incentives work best. Regulation
15 is a dinosaur policy. 6

P

acific Bell
fully supports
the SCAQMD's
effort to develop suategies to
improve Southern California's air quality, but the •.-MF.O.IPrllte,.
hdfk••• ......
strategies must
Vkd•rnillntl
be flexible,
puticularly for small businesses.
Flexibility and an entrepreneurial
spirit is what got many small businesses started, and it is what will
keep them going as the pressures
of global competition and the need
to .. touch" customers become
stronger.
At Pacific Bell, we have been
able to absorb moat of the heavy
administrative burdens and coats
in complyina with AQMD'a mandate. Small businesses may not be
able to, and if doin& business in
California under these types of
re&ulatiODI becomes tOO COstly
and too laborious, it may force
,.,._._,..,. SJ
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companies to leave California for to reduce air pollution, and will
easier to swallow.
other markets , then everybody continue to do so. We believe that
Tbe AQMD'a fines have
s the South
loses.
the economic consequences should
Coast Air Basin received a lot more publicity than
If AQMD believes it must be assessed in devising new reguhas the worst the resources which are available
involve companies with 50 lations. Would a voluntary proair pollution to assist employers on complying
employees in the Reg XV man- gram be successful? What's the
problem in the with Regulation XV. Tbe Riverdate, then let small businesses cost to business in terms of effinuion, it has side Transit Aaency, along with
develop their own roadmap to get ciency and keeping valued
unfortunately our counterparts, offers a myriad
there. A
employees? Would Reg. XV be
reached
the of services to assist in compliS11sa11 Hafller
the catalyst causing businesses to
ance.
stage
where
I111S.Hobln
Ge11eral
move elsewhere? Let's be sure we
RTA specifically offers .....
time
is
of
the
Alllltul CU, Ma- T h e Victor
Manager
know all of the implications
•
Exact bus route/ schedule
essence
and
,_r, Vlelorvi& Valley is not
RlverJide
before we dive in over our heads.
information
for work sites.
something
must
now, nor do we
Tra111ll AtllltJ
Let's try to clean up our air
•
Computerized
itineraries for
be
done.
Our
desire, to become part of SQAMD. without destroying our economic
growing population (of both cars employees to ride public transTbe proposed Regulation 1 S base. 4
and people) compound the situa- portation to wort.
affecting companies with at least
• Complimentary test ride fare
tion
to mate it even more critical.
SO employees is but another reapasses.
This
area
is
long
passed
the
stages
son as to the need for reconsideraY e s I believe of being lackadaisical about
• Posten and flyers touting the
tion of environmental and ecothe SQAMD is improving the air quality and the benefit of public uanaportation.
nomic issues within Southern Calpushing too hard implementation of Regulation XV
• Outreach speakers at employifornia.
when they target is reflective of all of the above ee meetings.
The comm i tment of major
the employer with factors.
Is it too soon to be implementindusuies to California is eroding
SO
employees.
ing
Reaulation XV into small
of
companies
in
As
the
majority
more quickly than SQAMD can .__ _ _ __.They will not be
businesses?
It is my belief that it
100
employees,
the
area
are
under
adopt new rules. The need for
Irene R.
able to survive this group will be an integral part is never too soon to assist in
aovemment to better prepare and
Herllallder., those horrendous of the success of the program. improving the air quality of which
respond to our changing environC.F.O.
fines . They will Regulation XV does require we breuhe. There are many
mental time is paramount. Fines,
Aurora
be driven out of change in our personal commuting resources available to help us all
in the past, have not worked.
Modular
business .
So patterns; however with education travel down the road to a better
Fines of $25,000 for companies
lndllrtrler much for the Free and incentives, the bus riding/ environment and to comply with
not meeting rule IS only forces
Enterprise system. ridesharing pill begins to become Regulation XV. 4
more indusuies to abandon SouthCompanies with SO employees
ern California as an industrial
are not likely to have 50 cars in
location. A
the parking lot - so trip reducTile CbanaJaa Face of tbe Tea•sters UaJoa
tion is going to be very minute,
unless perhaps, they need the
S peaking as
fines for revenue enhancement.
president of the
After several years of operaAsaociated
tions
at the end of the runway at
General ConMarch Air Force Base, I have
tracton of Calibecome aware of the fact that jet
fornia, I queaplanes
dump excess fuel wei&bt
tioa the validity
before
comina in for landings.
of Regulation
Commercial airlines are the greatH•wleJ,
XV. Wortina
with the Con- Prelltle11t, AIIO· est offenders. Ia this not considatnction Indus- el•t•ll G•••r•l ered air pollution?
Mexico City has the worst poltry Air Quality Co•tr•ctorJ of
Coalition C_,Uor•l• a•ll lution problem in the world.
(CIAQC), some Vlee Prerl4,•t, Every private citizen must find an
alternative to drivina his car one
K•rler
3,900 businessday per week or be subject to a
es have taken a Corporatlo•,
pro-active role S•• Ber••rdt•o fine equivalent to $200. They
have 7000 buses and are in the
to develop repprocess of replacing them now.
lations which will balance clean
They have closed down the
air without destroying the local
biagell petroleum refinery as a
economy.
measure to conuol pollution.
Before the SCAQMD imposes
Electrical energy in France is
lteptation XV on companies with
almou all produced by atomic
le11 than 100 employees, we
ener&J. Our country needs tore•oald lite to see confirmed
question itself reaarding atomic
lllearcb since the rule was adoptenergy.
In cuttinJ back on nucleu
ed Ia December 1987. What
power we are JOinJ 10 increase air
PI'Opua baa been made? Ia this
pollution by leaps and bounds.
ted•ction step in line with tbe
Even tboaJh there is an element
lllle plan adopted by the FederaL
of daaaer (and it uiata everyClear .Air .Act? Tbia should
where) in the use of atomic ener*••de not only data from tbe
IY· it is more economical and
MD, bat also from a aouce
environmentally cleaner.
~ the diatrjct.
I am definitely opposed to
Tie CODitractloa lndaatry baa
aoiq
after the leut reailtaDL 4
Ia aeuvu dulped

A
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l\1IL1kit1g tl1e Most of Your Space

America's Future: Too Important to Leave on Hold?

quate work surface area on two or
three sides of an individual with
vertical storage space creates
more comfortable work areas in
less square footage. Commercial
furniture manufacturers are
answering the needs of business
by providiDg a wide variety of
eraonomic options. Adjustability
today'a iDcreuiqly competi- is importaat iD allowing the worktive ..Ut place. aac:ceuful busi- er to adjust the workstation to
uaaea reqaire an edae over the their own comfort level. This can
competltiaa. Manaaen are contin- increase productivity and decrease
ullJ tryiq to determine ways to sick time. Workstations of tbe
iacreue employee productivity future will have more equipment
aad decreaae company overhead. meeting automation and telecomThe office workspace is an inte- munication needs. We will see
continually increased computer
usaae, 11 well as more stringent
VDT regulations. Currently 10
,.,., tiN latll•li••l workstates and four cities, including
SaD Francisco and Los Angeles
worter, 11orbt.tioa
reaulate business VDT use. The
P.• • .,, h eoaslarei.
SaD Francisco and Los Angeles
ordiDances requires adjustable
workltatioa components, bihourly
ani . .• ID tlaia problem.
0.. DJ to office pmactivity real breab and eraonomic health
Till fOld Is to CTIGII Gil
WOibplce. 'I'M ftilt traiDiD&.
Gllllllticall1·PIIasilll llll'i·
_ , 1110 dnelap a I(MIC8 plan. A
Ill additiOD to planaiDg lD effiNtlltCJ
aaM .... p1aa will wazhplM die cielll omce layout. the work eovirolllflllll wlaicla allows till
ScaTbrOfllll
ualale apace and ~niaiai&e tile I'ODIIMDl can impact employee pro(left) tllld
1mploy11 to j1d comjortoverall aqaue footap. reaultiD& dactivity. The goal is to create an
LuA1111
abll, but at th1 ,,,., tim1,
ia lower reat paymeDll. Other aesthetically-pleasing environment
Si.r.wft
(riglll) of
....... of rnacin& tile square which allows the employee to feel
rt/lltts th1 comp11111
ScaTbrot~~ll &
WOIIId .,. to 8lili&e off-aite comfortable, bat at the same time,
Sisfof& Duip
me _. record storaae at lower reflecta the COIDpiDY image. A
A.uoc.
..... •
10 lUre CO'DWOD coafer- plu aay be laid oat so that tile
. . . . wltla otlaer teaaatl iD aeldoa ued w...k areu, sacll u ~----------::==~===============-
receptioD areaa and coafenace
Ill ti;AGf"• a 1JN1C8 plan. tbe rooms, will be located OD the iDte.....,...... worker. wortatatioa rior, while employee work areas
....-now ..at be coaaiclerecl. are placed oa the glau creatina a
~ ..._. mall lie acldreaMcl. warm, opeD eDvironment which
RCil 11: wllallJPel of Wb il the caD be eajoyed by more employFor only $18, you caa't afford not to receive a full
WOibt ,tafcnaill&. il tbe equip- eel. The direction in colors is
year's wortkof tbe be~t business news in the
leaaiDg
to
jewel
colon
such
as
..... .aec1 ia cloee proximiInland Empire.
black and biswarbr ave adeqaaae
cait. Bat wllal·
Also, 1M BIUiluss Journal wUl pro.U. you
••• iaaerior
with sophisticot•d, authoriltltiH, collci.s•
injomullion to Mlp you o,.riW 10111' company
t~lSIIIfc, . . . . . . il
mor• •JJ•ctively and profitably -1ou wUl H
:biMt o.apleupdlll•d and injonn•d on n•w strt~Ugi•s to
:•~-~~ die COlD·
-..-,._.,••• characdeal with old problems.
ter. Attention
1D deWl iD fill.
illlel, llptiDJ
ad caaewort
will uliaa ha
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If you doubt that America's standWith Minitel, the French make
bill by Sen. Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.)
that would correct these unintended their own plane reservations, translate ing in telecommunications is at risk,
consequences of the original ban. A languages, look up electronic yellow uk if our auto industry wu at risk 20
similar bill- H.R. 1527 by Rep. Slat- pages and browse job banks. And years ago? Our steel induary? Our
tery - would let the regional Bell Minitel is nothing more than a small consumer electronic:~ industry? We
companies manufacture telecommuni- terminal connected to a residential were the leaden in eacb of tbele. We
cations equipment. The bill includea phone line. Some information ser- thought American superiority could
stringent safeguards to protect con- vices are available in America today, never be overcome.
Now we know the dan&er sipals u
but not widely. We could bring these
sumers and competitors.
OPINION
Why let the Bell companies manu- services to more people, more afford- markets begin to erode. Tbey're
sounding off in tbe telecommunicaably.
facture telecom equipment?
For many years, America enjoyed
Third, we don't spend as much on tiona industry.
The so-called "manufacturing" ban
tbe world's best telecommunications actually prohibits much more than research and development u we might
In the last nine yean, tbe U.S.
IJII.em. But we risk losing that edge simple assembly-line fabrication of because we're not likely to get much trade balance in communications
- and our overall economic competiequipment slid from a suplu of men
of a return on our investment.
tiveness - unless some significant
But what's more insidious is the than $800 million to a defiCit of more
Willa Mi11itll, till Fre11.cla
policy changes are made now.
way the ban stifles innotban $700 million.
In the last several months, the U.S.
mall their ow11 pla11e
vation. The legal boundThat's a $1.' bWloa lbift
Roue of Representatives has been
in lea tban a decade.
aries between research
r1Jervatio11s, tra118l.te
considering whether seven of AmeriFortunately,
the
activities that are permitruag11, look up el•ctroale
ca's largest telecommunications comDepartmeDt
of
JUitice,
ted
and
those
that
are
1111ow pa11• aai brow••
panies should be allowed to design
the Federal Commuicabanned are complex and
job b1111ks. Ani Jllalt•lls
and make telecommunications equipambiguous. The criminal
tioos Commiuion and
ltOIIJiiiJ •ort 1111111 • 1•/lll
ment Today, they can't.
penalties for error are
our larae labor uion all
,,,.;,, co1111ecui to •
When the Bell system broke up in
believe tbat llftin& tlle
aoberiDJ.
1984, the seven regional companies
r~side11tial phoa ""'·
The bottom line is that
manufachJriDI ban would
spun off from ATclT - including
our scientists and engibe wise.
Pacific Telesis, the parent company of telephone sets. It also forbids design neers cannot afford to
Coqreu lbollld pua
Pacific Bell - were prohibited from and development of network switches, gueu wrong about what's
H.R. U27. Couamera,
providing long-distant service, creal- which are basically giant computers allowed and what isn't.
entrepreoeurial buiaeu·
iDa information services and "manu- that generate dial tone and route calls. The result: a chilling
es IDd the coaar, 11 a
fiCblring."
The manufacturing ban keeps us effect on innovation. A
wbole wo•ld beaefit if
While the prohibitions may have from working closely witb smaller Pacific Bell engineer
tile Bell COIIIp..... wn
lllmed reasonable when ATclT and companies to design or develop prod- with a bright idea for a
allowed to put tllelr
die Jutice Depanment agreed to them ucts or services. Nor can we provide new piece of equipment can't eYen expertise to wort. 4
.arly a decade ago, the manufactur- significant capital funding for those draw a blueprint for it. An AT.tT
ia& ban clearly doesn't make sense companies' activities.
engineer could j1llllp on it.
today. Even the Justice Department
So what happens? First, it means
aow agrees.
some long delays in giving our cusThe ban has deprived customers of tomers what they want and need
Mw products and services. It has sti- because we can't modify oar own
Ded innovation and hampered the equipment software. We -and our
111111 entrepreneurial companies it customen - must wait for tbe manuwu 111pposed to help.
facturer to do the job for u.
On the other hand, it's helped
Second, people in foreip coanlriea
AT.tT and a few large foreign bave greater access to more informatelecommunications manufacturers. tion services than AmeriCIDI do.
1M regional Bell companies still are
The Freocb Minitel Ia tbe world's
captive customers of AT.tT - and bell informatioa service nc:c:.a llGrJ.
ATAT obviously wants to keep it that Lut year, five million people uaed
12,000 Minitel servicea 1.2 billion
The U.S. Senate recently puled a times.
We're
here in the
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<)uill ('orporation
The predecessor of the ubiquitous
Quill Catalo& wu a penny post card
promotina five items and mailed to
156 companies Jack and his brother
Harvey had called on. "That's when
the phone in the chicken store came
in bandy: says Miller. By operatina
without the overhead of many office
supply stores, he found he was able to
offer laraer discounts. And, he found
that customers enjoyed the convenience of orderin& by phone or mail.
"'We had no intention of going into
mail order, but soon we were staying
in more and more to take phone
orden generated by the mailings,''
Miller explained, "and gradually it
evolved.• It soon dawned on Jack,
Ha"ey and Arnold that they could
sell their products from coast to
COIIL Tile only difference wu a few
. . . . . . . lbippiq time.
,.,. of powth. dle Millen Meanwhile, Quill's product line bu
also expuded to meet the needs of
l 'IMM,~'411lf111d weatwanl to speed
today'a offices. In addition to the
Gl die aoctiel peu lllCl peacill tllat atarted the buaiaesa rolUDJ, tlae company offers a
;
:~
Wide vtrletJ of omce teclmolo&J,
......... f1l1l llDe of peraoaal
.,.,.... llllllllfac:tured UDder
QaUl'a Q-'hdllabel.
Althouah experts have predicted for years that computers
would render paper obsolete,
Quill reports that paper producu remain the cornerstone of
their business. Of the top 12
items Quill sells, nine are
paper products, iDcludin& various copy papers, computer
papers and self-stick aotea.
'"The differeace,• MiUer notes,
•ts that now people want to
taow if they are recycled, •
addlna tlt.at Quill offers the
waut aelectlon of recycled office

..............
.. --
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Beyond equipment, the compotential," says DuVal King of
Crestline Communications. "Per- plete mobile office includes a full
A.Ultlti••R1, f•ll"""
sonally, my own mobile office complement of special services
...,. ,.,. ,,. dlllq
helps me get the maximum amount tailored to mobile executives.
Ill lllettll• ••••••, • •
With the recently expauded serof productivity out of my day."
IINlr "llulu Jllul••
Although the equipment can be vice coverage in the Inland
quite varied, the basic elements Empire, traveling professionals
••tl
lttr•••crlkll
that make up the modern mobile can use their mobile office to send
••tlfa•tl
I•
office are a cellular phone, a com- or receive information from virtually anywhere in the reaion,
puter and a fax machine.
At the heart of every mobile including mountain areas and outoffice is the cellular phone. But lying deserts as far away as the sage via their cellular phone and
have it transc:ribed and fued anyselecting the best equipment for Arizona and Nevada borders.
where in the world. Other aervic:a
For executives on the go your needs can be a challenge
offer private mea111e
given the various choices avail- particularly those c:onreception and retrieval
able today. There are three basic duc:tinJ business interto avoid miued calla,
cellular phone options available nationally -a mobile
traffic: information and
- mobile, portable and trans- office affords them the
flexibility to circumreroutinJ to avoid trafportable.
fie jams, cellular yel·
Mobile phones, or those vent the sometimes
low paJel to locate
installed in vehicles, are often inconvenient nature of
busineuea and aerpreferred for use in outlying areas working among multivices, and call aortinJ
because they offer the maximum ple time zones.
Newer
services
or ac:c:ountin& for comthree watts of power. Most mobile
panies that re-c:har1e
phones now feature conveniences offered by cellular serc:uentaror expeaaea.
like bands-free operation and vice providers round
Aa the Inland
speed dialing and a few can be out the mobile office
by providing all the K.M.,i.....,tf--.s. Empire continuea to
dialed with voice commands.
Portable, or handheld, phones comforts of a tradition- ~.f-rLA. JI'OW at a record pece,
are popular for city use because of al office phone, aucb ~r.,.,_~ more and more bali·
the freedom they afford their own- as call waitinJ, call . - , _ - _ , , , . , . , ....., wiD ~ •
ers, who can take them from brief- forwardina aud confer- LA. C..S...,..itS. INk tile ......,.. o1
. ,• . _
.....,.,...... dlelr lllft'l
eaa dwl 10 years ago, mobile cue to car to meetina. Newer ence c:alliaa.
oellalu pboaea were still on the portable models are 11 litht as
Additionally, cell•lar aaen widl80bile oftice lilellaoloiJ. 4
clrawin& boards and drive time wu eight oucea and are amall encNP have the ability to cliccaae a ....
down time. Today, cellular pbODes
to fit into a shirt pocket. Trans- t-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
IN iD the banda of basiDeaapeople portable
•baa'" phones are larJer,l
of all types from preaidenta to heavier and more powerful than
aaleapeople to service peraonael ponablea, offerinl the freedca of
wlao, by complementinJ their a portable aad the power of a
•llonea with otller mobile elec- mobile pllODe.
troaica, can tate lbeir officea OD
To complement the cellular
road and maximize productlvi- plloae ud enlluce proclactivity,
IJ.
most
mobile
AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
The technoloti·
offices include
-mformatlon Managemen~
cal advances Ia
ODe of t1ae amallelectronic: produc:u
er laptOp c:oapat·
Dr. Ken Cooper, Din:c:tor of Information Serviclll for
era oa the aaraad cellular aerDillributionServic:eiUmiled(DSL)wDibelhe~lpellrer
teL Some of tU
'icea, timed with (~t+ IJ~M
aTrmllportalioaTnadaud'ht .... Tri r'
DSL.
newell laptop•
increaainaly
bMed iD Lol AnaeJea, ila....,..
a111pr
,__..,••• the and
.... aold willa eel·
lllddilbibulor.III•diiPIIecl~b
lulu-ready, bUll·
andiaa basireal time tackinJ of IOCR 1111n
,_..,~
climate, baa
iD modems.
COUDiriea.

II•'•

••1•1t•r•
,,•••,u.

mandate."
The mandatory thrust of Quill's
aoals gained new imponance in the
late '80s, when superstore chains
invaded the office products industry,
undenellin& everyone. As a result,
dlouands of traditional dealers have
lOili out of buaiDeas, with more fail·
ina every day. Accordin& to Miller,
•It's the areatest cballenae we've
ever faced."
•Jn February of 1990, we took a
biaaamble," be continued, "and lowered our prices by 18 percent. This
cut our profits in half. As a result,
we bad to cut our costs - dramatical·
ly. We aot everyone involved in a
company-wide c:ampaian to slash
coats - and we did it - without
muaive layoffs. It was exc:itina to
watch employees at all levels arab
bold and make thin&• happen. We
found literally hundreds of ways to
uve and intereatinaly, service levels
went up ll the wne time."
Mlller reports that profits are now
up 50 pen:eat - atlll below two yean
aao. but aainina fast. •ne free
enterprise ayatem worts - ud It
worka nry well,• lie aaya. •Eftlcl•·
c:y, aenice and inaenitJ bria& nc·
ceaa, while couumera ue the bil
winnen - with better quality _.
lower pricu and far better aenice

........,....

L

TRANSPORTATION TRENDS

ra.e

i;?j·l lfgl

illfemllical...,._I'••

so

- ...----- ba1laeaa owaer,
1alea force willa

- ....... adaceUaJ•

................

_18. ....,... retpired to

tso.._.,.,
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WAR TRIGGERS TELECONFERENCING •••

Now IT CATCHES ON!

Con1panies Find Success OnLine

Industry -wide, business spends $300 million a year on video teleconferencing
and the market is expected to grow 10 percent annually through 1995.
moting a new film release to law
firms conducting depositions,
video teleconfer-

S

uccess in today's business
environment depends as much on
speed as on quality products and
service. Companies that can deliver products and services quickly
and respond at once to changing
business dynamics enjoy a tremendous edge on their competitors.
To meet the demands for faster
service delivery and increased
flexibility, more and more organizations are turning to online computer systems for a wide variety of
applications. Their numbers will
continue to grow as online transaction processing, or OLTP,
increasingly offers bottom-line
advantages.
OLTP systems now represent an
annual worldwide market of
almost $53 billion, according to
InfoCorp, a Santa Clara-based A fn1WUtr ,._,_ o{compDIIiu .-e reaping bM.fUtu.t beM{II:rfrom online c:ompMIO :ry:rtems tJsat lle/p them improv« CILStomo service, boost bK.Ji.
technology consulting firm. Inforwu ~~. tlllll aetlle UW~~~~e·ll!ftei'Giinr .rYicu. Sltowra above i.r Strtll!U Contilulou Procusillr Sy:rtems. wllicla •e designed to :rt4J
online 24 /tow 11 day, :reven day:r 11 wuk.
Corp expects this figure to reach
$85.4 billion in 1996.
freight management, the new net- order size by accepting debit and ability to do business and satisfy
Improved technology partly work will also offer DSL a way to credit cards at the checkout for customers, the need to keep these
explains OLTP's populuity. Better eliminate pounds of daily paper- immediate electronic processing.
systems continuously up and runnetworking of desktop machines work through real-time electronic
ning becomes equally important.
and central processing units, for information processing. DSL
• Retailers are refining their To ensure that online systems stay
example, bas made it easier for believes OLTP will provide a criti- marketing efforts with online fre- online, companies should consider
quent shopper programs modeled systems expressly designed for
organizations to develop and sup- cal competitive edge.
port OLTP environments. TechniNorm Thompson Outfitters of after airline frequent flier pro- continuous availability. Among the
cal advances have also lowered the Portland, Ore., uses OLTP technol- grams.
features offered by such systems
relative cost of computing, making ogy to keep the merchandise floware duplicate components, to elim• Telephone companies are gen- inate downtime from system faults
OLTP affordable for a greater ing to as many as 90,000 cusnumber of companies.
tomers who call its 24 hour order erating additional revenue through that impair or shut down other
Bat the most compelling expla- line each week. With five special- new online services such as voice systems; online system administranation for the growth of OLTP is ty catalogs ranging from men's mail and automatic caller identifi- tion, whether for routine maintecation.
nance or more complicated proceiU ability to benefit a wide variety
of businesses. From traditional
dures such as backups, upgrades
To meet tile dema•ds for
• Manufacturers are creating or system reconfiguration; and
ues in airline and hotel reservafaster renice deli.,ery
efficient, flexible "just-in-time" advanced service capabilities that
tloa aystems, aatomated teller
business environments through allow for automatic detection and
aachinea, lloct brokerage and
••d i•creared flexibiliiJ,
computer-to-computer links with operator notification of faults and
odaer finaacial ae"icea applica•ore ,,., more orga•izations, OLTP has spread to retailtheir customers and suppliers.
easy customer replacement of
lio•r are lur•i•g lo
baa. manafactUing, telecommaniequipment.
cadoaa, inlurance, bealtb cue and
OLTP is also serving new funcOnline systems can be the key
o•li•• co•puler IJIIems
oilier bMhalriea.
tions for traditional users sach as to success in the competitive globfor • wide .,,,., of
Tllere are many ways in which
financial services firms and air- al business environment of the
companies •ae OLTP to improve
lines. Banks and brokerages, for 1990s. To maximize their advanapplicalio••·
buineaa efficiency, provide better
example, now use OLTP to pro- tage from an online system, comcutoaaer service, create additional
vide services such as loan balance panies shoald put as much thought
reweaae aoucea and respond more and women's apparel to gourmet inquiries, mortgage rate informa- into selecting system technology
cpictly to changing b•sineaa and foods, Norm Thompson uses tion and mutual fand transactions as they do in developing their
competltin dynamics. As eum- online information to gain an edge directly to customers through a business strategy. If they choose a
plea ill•atrate, OLTP ia becoming in the mail-order retail business by computer terminal or toacb-tone system desianed for continuous
iacreaaiDIIJ integral to the way keeping ita customers happy and phone. And airlines have ased operation, they can be sure they'll
cqanizadolll of aU typea coaduct iu operations nanning smoothly.
OLTP to develop sophisticated be open for business, whenever
dleir daily buiaeaa.
global cargo management systems and wherever it beckons. 4
DSL. a Solldl Oaae-bued interOther organizations enjoy dif- which mate it euier for shippers
to aae their aenicea and 1peed the
allioeel lldppiq c a fUY· is ere- fereat t.enefiU from OLTP:
. . . . . I 110.11 ae&wort IIBODI
flow of cargo.
As oaliae IJilema become
CliP_, ..... ladle U.l. aad die
• Sapenurteta ue iacreaaiaa
P• But to ealluce UHkiBI of ~· ~eDieace ad neraae increaaiaJiy vital to a COIIpaaJ'I

..........................

Almost any ordinary conference
room can become a video conference room. Vir-

encing is fast
Inland Empire com- tually any comear of terrorist attacks during becoming
as ponies saw the value 0~ pany can find
essential to busiOperation Desert Storm and
·d
1
.~
· 'J vital uses for
ness as the fax VI eo te econJerenCJng video teleconthe fierce need to save money in
the wake of a national recession, machine.
firsthand earlier this ferencing. With
combined forces this year to keep
Inland Empire
month, when AT&T
today's tecbnolheld it~ QUEST
ogy, you can do
business travelers out of the sky companies saw the
and put them into video telecon- value of video National Client Sympo- almost everyterence rooms across the country. teleconferencing
sium in Indian Wells. thing except
While the double whammy of war firsthand earlier
shake a person's
this
month,
when
hand.
and a faltering economy drove
business travelers to video tele- AT&T held its QUEST National
"The applications for video
conferencing, recent technological Client Symposium in Indian Wells. teleconferencing are rich," says
advancements and significant cost The gathering of telecommunica- Debora Tesch, corporate director
reductions are holding them there. tions managers came face-to-face of telecommunications for FHP,

l

says Jaris Waide, manager of FHP
telecommunications applications.
"It's finally cost effective for us."
FHP's initial half-million dollar
investment is expected to reap a
long-term savings in travel, time
and money. FHP estimates it will
save $425,000 a year.
Renting a public video teleconference room is another option.
AT&T has access to more than
2,000 public rooms worldwide .
Generally, public rooms rent for
$100 per half hour plus call transmission costs.
While business travel is still a
must for most companies, video
teleconferencing is increasingly

Video teleconferencing through with top AT&T marketing execu- -.~...,..""""'---------'------------~---.
the AT&T Worldwide Intelligent lives in New Jersey, downtown
Network increased almost a bun- Los Angeles, Phoenix and San
...------------~-----......, Francisco, without ever leaving
the comfort of
the StoufferEsmeralda
Resort. A special live demonstration showed
customers how
a toxic waste
disposal problem could be
solved
by
experts in five
parts of the
country via the
video teleconference link.
Transmit- 9119191 Video te/«011{~ linkinf Los Afllelu &. Tok.yo. Tlw f'rorr- ~ trtMk issMU
ting a video was titiBJ"Poc:ijic"Passage-WittltUq ill U.SJJapt~~~ Mlll"lzls. (L toR) Steve Clemotu. EucMli-H
call used to Director oflt1fH111 "-riaJ SocWI,; Ruxl HaNU&. CEO o{SIIIfkilt Growen; Jiro lsltiztlluJ.
: C~ oftlw B-d o{Urrioft/J«tt;,· Fomwr Gowrrttw o{CalifonU, GeorJe DabltejiDA.
cost $400 an
hour, because
AT&T'sVideoTelecOf(erencing
you
bad
to Inc., one of the top 10 health becoming the alternative of
reserve time on the long distance maintenance organizations in the choice. From boosting business
dred percent during the Persian
network and the equipment needed country. "The speed with which productivity to reducina company
Gulf war and activity remains viga T-1 connection - the equivalent business issues can be addressed, expenses, video teleconferencing
orous. (Industry-wide, business
of 24 voice lines. Newer equip- the opportunities for training and offers a wealth of advantages. 4
lpends $300 million a year on ment can now send sharp video the facilitation of business deciYideo teleconferencing and the signals over much smaller circuits sion-making, will allow us to be
market is expected to grow 10 per- and AT&T's unique Switched Dig- more responsive to our members
cent annually through 1995. )
ital Services allow you to dial-up and result in our ever-improving
From Hollywood studios pro- a video conference as simply as the quality of our health care
you would dial your borne phone. delivery."
You pay only for the time you are
Fountain Valley-based FHP
on the line. These innovations began installing video conferenchave cut transmission costs to as ing units in eight of its 80 facililow as $30 an hour for a coast-to- ties last month. The new capabilicoast call.
ty will be used to conduct physiMeanwbile, costs for installing ciao training, recruitment interan in-bouse system are coming views, advertisina reviews and
down. A video conference room pharmacists' development meetthat cost $300,000 before 1988 ings.
can be equipped for as little as
"We've been looking at video
$20,000 today.
teleconferencing for five years,"

,:
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T.U C:OlUUI il wrillt11 for tlat of soy sauce being secretly smuglluluu ptriH wllo Jllub trt111el a &led in from the ocean. Pure spec-

Gtll
TOP 0' THE COVE
Elegant Continental CMisine
Most Romantic Dining'84-'91
Best Continental •88-'91
Golden Bacchus Award forWine
'87-'91
1216 Prospect Street
La Jolla
454-7779 •• Valet

••••••••••••••••••••

NOVEMBER 1991
DOlSON'S
French Cuisine
Belt Continental '87-'91
Sll•er Fork Award '84-'88, '91
Belt Business Lunch '88-'91
956 Broadway Circle
Downtown
231 6771 •
•••••••••••••••••
~111111

,....,_iotuStrorttiJR~

R_,.;,ed

All.u,w-J&J.IJIProdlll:tioruPrOIIIOiiott
.,_,S..DiqoMt~~aziMA-ds

--------------1

•••••••••••••••••

II••

San
Diego's
Award
Winning
Restaurants

v..... c' · -

• ••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••

Tlaere are those who malce tlte
COaiMmption of wine a cullilll
11//Gir, more concerned witlt bein1
•r11111" titan having fun: am I
tlrU.A:ing tlte "right" wine, witlt tlte
•r111tt" food, at the "right" temperGiwe, in the "right" glass?
I lhinA: everyone wlto knows
wi&Gitlaey lilce and wlttJJ tltey don't
ll lllready e:xpert enough. Tlte followl•l list of new releases is
tl//uetl for botIt you and I to ltGve
.,,,,. fu. Enjoy!

•••••••••••••••••

•••
•••••••••••••••••

-•t

CBBSTNUT HILL
Zlllla•del Sa• Lail Obispo 1988
Pnity and lively, with lots of
faailiar Zinfandel flavorsllerriea, pepper and flowers-and a
Ira texture, bat balanced toward
a.ootlmess, with plenty of flavor.
Drbltable DOW.
3.000 cues made.
$6

•••••••••••••••••

....,.,.

CIUTEAU STE. MICHELLE
. . .ntraal•er Coln•bla
Brlpt, fraity and slightly sweet,
a nice tenaion between the
ud peach flavcn ad a
,...._, floral note, A llroad-tex·

...,.it
*

7 , "llbltc Nove.bc:r 30. 1991. &15 p.a.. CllbJa 'lh::ltft:
...UC. oldie Dltllllllivcr-.7 elY. A. Mo.t"a cte.IJI. tllla ClOIIOell wl hble two
ollill . . bc:bed ~ tile Ollilet Coaoc:rto lid Qcquiea ... Clta. <llrllc:t
~,.... :

a. ac

Cddca ~c. ec.ac.t

~ u. &15 p.a.. c.&b1lil 'lh::ltft:. "- &n.tlao
Weber. Qlea o.a.. ~ Doltie Coaoclto ilr Violn e Cclo
~ ....., lo. ., ..... ltadl:cac:lllt-.....
WcMt

""*'

~ow- Mini 14.1992. &15p.a.. ~ 'l'llc:lbe

:lla:::.:...=::~de~~c::;1~c:!:=*~

tured wine, with plenty of flavor wouldn't hurt.
3,000 cues made.
$12.50
to enjoy.
$6.50
•• ••••••••••••• ••
18,000 cases made.
ST, FRANCIS
SILVERADO
Cabernet Sauvl1non Sonoma
Chardonnay Napa Valley
County1988
Limited Reserve 1987
Loaded with ripe, rich fruit and an
Rich, deep and complex, a deli- array of herbal scents, and also
cious mouthful of Chardonnay, lavishly oaked. Layers of plum,
with layers of smoky fig, pear, currant, black cherry and spice
honey and apricot that come off notes all combine for a complex
intense and lively. The flavors wine that has persistence and
stick witb you, echoing fruit and length. One of the more exciting
'88s we've seen. Drink in 1994 to
oak. Drink DOW to 1995.
1,392 cases made.
$30
2000.
I ,3SO cases made .
A. RAFANELLI
Cabernet Sauvi1non Dr1
MARKHAM
Creek Valley Unfiltered 1988
Cabernet Sauvi1non Napa
A great value. Firm, concentrated ValleJ1987
and deep, with nice tension Offers a solid core of ripe, rich
between the cherry and plum fla- cherry, currant, plum and mint flavors and shades of vanilla- and vors and a slap of oak, too. The
chocolate-scented oak. Supple, tannins are rich and firm, but tbe
with great charm and balance. fruit fights through on the finish.
Almost drinkable now, but Like many '87s that are rough and
cellaring until 1993 to '95 tough. Hold until 1996.
SIS

•••••••••••••••••

•• •• ....,_iotu
Reqllired
' C«<l

uc:a1U,, a well a for tlaole wlao ulation, but with reason, as there RAINWATER'S

bellne tlaal ••"•• •
aul must be 600 Asian restauranu TratlitioMI A~Mrican Cltopho~&se
within tbis uea. 1be real secret il Best Steakhouse '86-'91
" ' ' " (I ••rJ ,,.,,•• , ... , •• ,, •
that they are all aood ... the best Wine Spectator Award '88-'91
reYIR oflr#Wtl W eYt11 lift,
Bad aoalla we 1laall c:oa~~~eat restaurants being Seafood Puadise Best Business Lunch '88-'91
oa tlifJereat reiiGKraall. ia tlae and Dynasty.
1202 Kettner Boulevard
varioiU cilie1 lUI, I belitYt, are
Downtown
aDII O/tt11 Yilitttl by btuiMII per233-57 S7 • Valet
10111 from tlae Inland Empire.
Tlaeu rtiiGI&FG1111 are claoun
CAFE PACIFICA
11rlc:11J oa merit. All reiiGI&FG1111
Fresh Seafood Clli1iM
were ptriHGIIJ vuited. I plaa to
Best Seafood '84-'91
ofler JOI& briefl~&r~tyl, in liel& of
Best of the Best '89
l011f rtYitwl.
Epicurean '88-'91
2414 San Diego Avenue
Cynthia Brown recently wrote
Old Town
lD "Pood .t Wine" magazine, "Din291-6666 • Valet
1111 ia Welt.• Not anymcn. DinGEORGE'S AT THE COVE
lal today, Ia Southem California
CretJJive
RegioMI C•isine
atleut, il But meeta Weat faaioa, The following are "don't
Gold
Medallion
Award '86-'91
..,.olally Ia WeaUDinater/Ouden
Grove area of Oranae County miss" recommendations: Best of the Best '86-'91
Best Seafood '91
bowa u Little Saiaon. Just how
12SO Prospect Street
many more Chlneae, Korean, Cam- MAiliUS
La Jolla
bodian, Vietnamese, and, yea, Freacla ProYtiiCGl CMiliM
454-4244 • Valet
evea Tllai reataaranll can open Silver Fork Awud '89-'91
lftMiad daia area between Bolaa Beat Hotel Restaurant '89-'91
SALVATORE'S
Av••• &1141 Weablillater Avenae Beat French '90, '91
Al&llaenlic ltalia Cl&uine
'lad ncceufally bep dilblag up 2000 Second Street
Gold Medallion Awud '90-'91
peat food il begiulng to aeem Le Meridien Hotel
Beat Italian '88-'91
pro111•tdc, 'l'llere aut be a aat- Coronado
Moat Romantic Dining '91
uad• poiat wlaerelD aoutaina 435-3000 • Valet
750 Front Street
of rice t.gla to diaplace ..... of
Downtown
...weect. TMn
be taaten
544-1865.
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~In!fiuites'
""""'''

"'"r.n

iiiiiiilii

Romantic Suite Retreat Special $59

Now's the ume for that romanuc getaway you promised yoursel\es
ago. Plan a naght away in a Lu.uuious Suite at the new lnnSuites
Ontario Airpon Hotel.
At lnnSuites each suite mclude:
, Complimentary Deluxe Continental Breakf:ast
• Complimentary Social Hour
• Wet Bar
• Refrigerotor
• :VIicrowave
• Coffee Maker
• Inn Room Juice. Coffee & Popcorn
month~

2 Room Executive Suite $69
or

2 Room Presidential Suite $79
1inch~<k• boltlc of ch:l~cnc'

A Great Getaway for Lunch,
Dinner and Cocktails

~In:fin~.t!!
Orlwr /1111Su11~ i..unltullfs:

• ~:::!'"ontario

PHOE.'IIX I Y~IA I TE.\IPE I TUCSO:W SC01TSOAL£

RESERVATIONS: l--.a4Z-424l

CORPORATE
IDEtmTY & SALES
ORIENTAnON
VIDEOS

FULL COLOR
FULL SOUND
5-7 MINUTES
$1995
HIGHEST QUALITY

LOWEST PRICE
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so much overtime,

rm 50000 tired and

stressed out and you
can't even get my pay
check to me on time!!!

1• u uellllhrf II 1M1 - -B.,W Bui-

.. .it got here three
weeks late, I've only
had it two days
and it's already
falling apart!!!!

Having the right values requires
having discipline; having discipline
requires having character.
One of the sports teams with which
I work has a large sign in the locker
room: We're Not Looking For Players
ur society is running over with Who are Characters; We're Looking
stories of unethical behavior in all For Players Who Have Character.
That says it all.
areu of life. Accounts range from the
Watergate Scandal of the '70s to the
bank frauda, political deals, athletes'
Ad Rather Than React
wrong doings and religious leaden'
A friend of mine and founder of the
sexual adventures. From immorality National Speakers Auoc:iation, Cavett
and dn&a in our schools to insider R.oben, told about a situation that had
a tremendous positive influence on his
life. As a small boy, he and his grandToo ••ell reutio11 1111tl too father were walking down the aidewalk in a little Mississippi town when
little IJCtiOII CIJII kill ,ou i•
a woman came from the other direction. The grandfather stepped aside,
, , elltleavors. Wh,.
took off his hat and said, "Good day,
Ma'am."
are •ol i• co•lrol, the•
The boy was puzzled. Even he
knew this was the woman that mothers
people, circ•••ta•cts ••d
warned their daughters not to be like.
lltuatio111 co•lrol ,ou.
So he asked, "Grandpa, why did you
do that?"
"Boy," he answered, "I was polite
tradin& schemes on Wall Street, to her not because of who she is, but
Unp~rietieaabo~
because of who I am."
Today, in the Inland Empire, the
There are a lot of things we have no
need has never been areller for the control over: the weather, our height,
wisdom and the knowled&e of what ia the color of our skin, our parents and
ri&ht and what ia wrong and the every how othera treat us. But we do have
day practice of doin& what ia right in control over how we act towards othour buaineaa and profesaional lives, ers. We do have control over what we
home lives and personal lives. When choose to initiate.
a peraon adheres to a act system of
values, tllia peraoa, more often than
laportant To Be In
not, will cliacoYer more proclactivity,
Control
It's important to be in control of
lwmolly, C.lflU..t IDd profitability
yoanelf and of liblatiODI iD all area
iD Ill area of Hfe.
..,J..,.,~

...... c.rt

11..,., 1/fm""
M/1114,..,,..,1,_
.,._B..,_

0

,o.

What do you mean 30,000 more????
We don't have enough room to
manufacture an additional 30,000!!!

I'm an attorney representing
Hanson's Suppliers. If you fail
to pay the amount you owe for
past shipments of supplies,we
will have to take some rather
unpleasant actions!!!!

of life: athletics, business, family or
whatever.
I was involved in a conference of
chief executives of the fastest growing
private fmns in America. On the program was Robert Donnelly, author of
Tltt Guidtbooi of Plullillg. He

Bo,, I

was

polite to htr

not becaust of who she
is, but becaust of

who I a•.

for changes in customers, products
and competitors. The plans should
lead to action, not simply reaction.
Too much reaction and too little
action can kill you in all endeavors.
When you are not in control, then people, circumstances and situations control you. Rather than making decisions, decisions are made for you.
Rather than clarifying your values,
your values might become vague.

Thermostat Or
Thermometer
When you clarify your values, you
act rather than react. You become a
thermostat rather than a thermometer.
A thermostat sets the temperature. A
thermometer only measures the temperature that's present. A thermostat
is someone who makes things happen.
It is someone who shoulders responsibility. But a thermometer just watches

claimed that when a company is growing like gang-busters, the CEO spends
most of the time reacting. He said
that a measly five percent of the
CEO's time goes into planning how to
cope with growth, and the result is:
"Things go a little wacky."
According to Donnelly, customers
Having the right values
begin complaining about delivery and
quality, employees complain about
requires havi•g
"burning-out," and suppliers complain
about not getting paid. To top it off,
discipline; having
there's usually a lack of office and
production space. All these things are
discipline requires
signa that a company is growing too
having character.
fast and the CEO is having to spend
time reacting rather than acting.
Companies sometimes JI'OW so fut
that they self-destruct. "Too much and records what happens. You are
reaction and not eaouah action or probably already aware of the three
plannin& takes them UDder. DoDDelly types of people in our society. First
advised the CEO. DOt to thillk of their of all, there's the person who makes
buaineu plana merely as financial thin&s happen. I put a sian above the
doc:UlCDtl Deeded to Jet baDk loans. light switch In my son's room with the
Buiaeu plana ahould help yoa plan

P,__s..P,..M

How to
Succeed as a
Paid Speaker

Price of Greatness is Responsibility."
person who can. If a customer asks
The business world is hungry for you a question you can't answer, don't
That's like a thermostat. If you go in people who can excel under pressure. say "I don't know." Instead, reply, "I
the right direction, you get the credit. It is not just military personnel who will put you in contact with someone
1. Be professional from the
If you go in the wrong direction, you are held in high esteem in keeping who can answer that." Then do it, and
first contact.
get the blame.
their heads and performing beyond follow up.
Then there's the person who watch- themselves when bullets are in the air.
Last month, I was in a hotel ball2. Be warm and cordial with
es things happen. That's like being a Cool-under-fire managers are worth room preparing for a speaking engageall contacts on all levels.
human thermometer. The third type their weight in gold.
ment. Checking out the sound system,
just asks, "What happened?" He is
If you build a reputation as a "take I discovered the volume to be too low
3. Be prompt and concise
neither a thermostat nor a thermome- charge" person, you have a much bet- and I could find no way to adjust it.
ter. He neither acts nor reacts. He ter than average chance to go far in The only person around was a lady
with needs, schedules, conjust exists, content to breath, eat and any endeavor. Workers are motivated cleaning the room. I told her of my
tracts, travel arrangements,
sleep. As the old saying goes, "Good when they feel they have a fair but problem. She replied, "I'll get someetc.
things may come to those who wait, decisive manager who is in command one from the audio-visual departbut only the things that are left by of the situation at
ment."
those who hustle."
••••••••••
A few minutes later
hand.
In working with
Good things may
she returned and said, "No
Which kind of person are you? It's
not an easy task to accept responsibil- people in customer
one was in the office. I'll
come to those who
ity.
relations seminars, I
go to the front desk and
emphasize to highhave one of the men
wait, but only the
If it is to Be,
contact employees
paged."
Shortly, she
it is Up to Me!
the importance of
things that are left returned again and said,
A good football team I work with being responsible.
"Someone will be here
has this sign in their locker room: If For example, if a
by those who
within five minutes."
it is to Be, it is Up to Me.
representative from
Four minutes later someThis means that when crunch time the electric company
hustle.
one did arrive to address
comes, I'm not going to hope that goes to a home to
the problem. I thanked
Professional Speaker
someone else takes up the slack. read a meter, somethe lady, then joined the
When we need a big play or need to one may come out of the house to tell audio-visual representative . We
make a major decision, I'm not going the representative about a problem. resolved the volume deficiency.
I turned to thank the lady again, but
to look to someone else to make it. The representative could say, "That's
4. Be the same person before,
The responsibility is on my shoulders. not my responsibility, you 'II have to she was gone. I noticed that she had
during
and after your presencall
the
company."
Or,
he
could
say,
not
finished
her
work
as
I
continued
to
Winston Churchill's motto was "The
tation.
prepare
for
my
presentation.
Then,
--------------L-------, "I'm sorry you're
having this prob- she returned. Talking with her I dis5. Be thankful for the opporlem. Let me pass covered she had left the room to
tunity to apeak; let them
along this informa- punch-out on the time clock, but had
know you are thankful.
tion to the proper come back to finish her work in the
department. Some- room before going home. You can
one will be back in find excellence on all levels(
6. Present what is expected
touch with you
Vince Lombardi said, "The quality
in a) c:ontent, b) style, c:)
tomorrow morning of a person's life is in direct proporlength.
before 10:00."
tion to his commitment to excellence,
Then,
the regardless of his chosen field of
7. Promise much and deliver
meter representa- endeavor." And when all the people
more.
tive shares the in a business organization or all memproblem with the bers of a sports team say, "If it is to
8. Never consider paddlna
department and be, it is up to me," You will have a
expenses; pull no surprises.
tells of his com- winning group.
mitment to the cusWe all make a choice as to the role
9. Go out of your way to belp
THERE ARE
tomer. The next
the client get the best deal for
time he goes to the
his money.
house to read the
The quality of a person's
meter, he makes it
10. Consider flying firstlife is in direct propora point to followclass
on frequent nyer points
IN YOUR PHONE SYSTEM!
up, asking the cusor
small
payment while stiiJ
tion
to
his
commitment
to
tomer if the probbillina
c:Uent
for c:oac:h fare,
lem
has
been
taken
AND ... WE CAN HELP YOU
txctllence, regardless of
and let c:lient know.
care
of.
FIND THEM!
If you work
his chostnfitld of
These tu hints form the
for an organization
CREATIVE
MARKETING
basta
of a value system for a
and a customer
endeavor.
• • • "ON-HOLD" • • •
professional speaker which,
comes to you with
In the long run, will result In
a problem, don't
Custom designed, professionally recorded
information for the 'on·hold' feature
success. ID and out, "zap'em
say, "That's not my we 'II play in the group. We either
of your telephone system
when you can" prima donas
responsibility, see join it as an actively participating and
We'll help you cash in those
won't get the job done In pro·
someone else." caring member, or, we go through the
ffiDDEN DOLLARS ... and ... at the same time ...
fes•lonal •peaking or In any·
You make it your motions from the sidelines. &
help create the image your company deserves!
thlna else. A
responsibility. If
Adapttd jr0111 A Str.tlf1 /" Wi,..illl
you can't handle it
(o-;M SootJN,.. CtUifo....U.)
(800) 747-2562
directly, get in (Lincobt·Bradle], New York, $21.95) b] Carl
contact with the Ma]S.

L------' Responsibility ."

Timely Tips for Fine-Tuning Your Business

You make me work

words,
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From Ontario to Palm Springs ••• J.A. Fever
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FLOW can be yours by
calling the
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PROFESSIONALS
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positive manner. Furthermore,
emember the many of these job applicants
organization that don't even realize how important
lelped high school students put these skills are to the business
and their own
101ether a compafuture as wage
ay using business
•Advisors"
to
Business owners through- earners!
out
tht countrJ have reportEnter Junior
allow them how to
Achievement
aate and market
ed that ont of tht most
and the voluna product? The
compelling problems they
teer "business
at•dents actually
ran their own fact today is tht "worlcforct consu lt ant ! "
Consultants
company. They
readiness" of high school
f rom
local
sold stock, held
graduates applying for jobs businesses
offices on the
with their companJ.
volunteer to
board of directors,
take one class
. . . all abe major
business decisions and finally liq- period a week for 10 to 12 weeks
uidated the company... all in IS in a school close by where they
weeks! This OrJanization, Junior live or work. The buaineaa conAchievement, is alive and well in sultant becomes a role-model for
the students, working with Junior
lbe Inland Empire!
From Ontario to Palm Desert Achievement lessons and the
ad from Temecula to Victorville, classroom teacher to give them an
Janior Achievement programs are understanding about the business
Real life situations
catching on! Ever since Junior world.
Acllievement expanded its pro- become the background for
lessons about supply and
demand, market ing and
production . The term
"economics" comes alive
for students under the
guidance of the business
consultant! Furthermore,
students learn that their

.__. . . ___. R
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SERVING THE INLAND EIIPIRE

Caplldliea
CALL

(818) 968-055&

TABLE FOR TWO!
catch 30 minutes of the best Inland Empire
restaurant reviews three times a week on

..,______
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to include students from
and junior hilh
educatora have been situp and takiDJ notice! Of
interest to teachers is
t eap:buia dlal Juaior Achieve-

_ _..

job/career choices can
inc:lade much more than
the traditional ..doctor,
lawyer, policeman" categories.
A recent article in

the lt~IUptlltUIII Bui11•11 11•1•·
du quotes John Sloan Jr., preai-

dent and CBO of the National
Federation of Independent Basineu (NFIB) as aayiDJ, .. If yoa
look a few yean down the road,
you can see that JA buliMia caeaaltanta can have a real effect on
the caliber of people
Tiley sold
they'll eveatully be
biriaJ." Tbia ~e
stock, lleld
is echoed by De••J
omces o• tile Farrell, vice ...,..._
beard of dine· of AOS Poodl Ia Cal•

ton, made all
tile •aJor Jt•ll·
Dell declsiOBI

••• n..n,ttg•ldatedtll•
eo.paay...allla

--fiUliiW{·

u weebt

port system for the
work Junior Achievement is doing in our
local schools I These
dynamic programs will
not survive if we are
unable to find both valunteer and financial
assistance," be states.
Denny will be meeting
wi th local business
leaders
throughout
August to form the
Advisory Council and
would appreciate talklttPtw!'-l.~tlilw, S~N-...,_C....,_
ing to anyone who is T-#ifiNIMiUf_,•--ttblull{wyliiiiO'--·
.
.
. .
ltlled, t/W ~. Slw~DtuftJrSII/III1.
Interested m ass•sung
this effort. He may be reached at
1-800-426-6479.
Recently, one of the Junior
Achievement consultanu received
a note from a student in hi1 junior
high school class. It read,
"Thank you for showing me bow
life would be if someone would
drop out of school. I appreciate it
a lot! With all the information
you gave me, I helped one of my
friends. So she decided not to
drop out. Without your help, I
couldn't have done that." For
most of Junior Achievement 'a
volunteer•. that's all the encoaraJementthey need to return to the
progrUD year after yearl A

1-------------'----------"--
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to4ay'a ecoaomic eavironment erty owners tbe same amount for
wlaere tu iacreuu oa businessea aovernment services. Owners of
Cl8llOt euily be pauecl on to con- bieber valued homes paid more
. . _ . . . . .b price iacreases, the taxes for tbe same level of service
iae-.itable reaalt illoat jobs. Tbe provided to their neighbors in lower
11rea11 of baaiaeaiU ud jobs now valued homes. Today, the date of
lea•iq Califonia will tum into a purchase plays a role in the amount
fioo4, ud compaaiea who cannot of tax. Acquisition value (a oneafford to move will be forced to time, set amount) is tbe determining
doae ap lbop ud let tHir employ- factor rather than the ever-chancing,
MilO.
never certain market value of propSlaonly after Prop. 13 paued, the erty. Tbe trade-offs plainly favor
Supreme Court of Califoraia Prop. 13, especially wben compared
affirmed tbe law with aeu uDUimi- to the old system.
lJ. Jutico Ricbudaoa wrote for tbe
Proposition 13 may not be perCourt: • •••u acquisitioa value sys- fect, but it is vutly superior to any
tem [Proposition 13)...may operate system yet devised by the Legislaon a faiul. basis than a current ture. It provides certainty and
value approach [the old system]. • equality not available to taxpayers
(Bapbuia 14de4.) Prop. 13 retams in other states. It protecll homes,
c:ertaia&J, pNdictabililJ ... a MOd- and it avea jobs.
We have ao control over bow the
eel ...... of coatnJllllck 10 tupay. . ID . . . , C. clelemiM tMir OW1l Uaited Swes Supreme Court rules
Mldalel . . . tUa uvial dleir ia tile Norcllillcer cue. We do, bow, _ ......... far tllea bJ tu ev•, llave tbe power to develop the Oeeupation: Riverside County
10 upn4iclable real political will to iuure that no iadi- Supervisor - representing the
vidaal or businesa in California middle part of the county from
-.-bll.
AI . - uy tu .,.._, Prop. 13 experiencea a property tax increase San Diego to San Bernardino
lau trlde-offa. Tile o.e perceat ia the wake of a possible adverse County lines.
- - - ... U.l& .... pmper\J Supreme Court decision. The
taua low far •••,_., .._,owa- apward spiral of taxation must end. Bio1raphy: Bachelor's Degree
en -s bai 111 lllb. '11111 filet tMt GcweniHilt must be forced to oper- and Master's Degree in adminisaei1bbon pay 4Uferea& uaon11 of ate more efficiendy and spend more tration from University of Califortu il warda tlae lnde-olf of nuon- respoaaibly. Tllat is my commit- nia Riverside, 1977 and 1979.
able tua ud a auia- raae liait •eat. ud I wee all Califomius to Worked as a planner in the 1970.
far all. ProfertJ taxa. evn aader joia iD iL A
and served on National Forest
... aid.,..., .... clllrpd propSystem Advisory Committee to
the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture:
on Recional Water Quality Control Board; and on the County
Planninc Commission. Elected to
IUdl of die adire JIIOir&ID) from lbeir
the Board of Supervisors in 1980.
paeral fuad.. Tbe foreculed bud&et
from iDcolpoalioa Jalden ._NO naealkll ,..... WIMn do IIIey apect 10 Family: Married since 1958 to
Blair Ceniceros, a collece teacher:
..._.. Orwll
Cllillo Hill three adult children and two
il.ayt.IIMilL BydlleMofdll paadcllildrea.
......_. 'Slpll3,100._.wll
....... -n.•rf II • .,....,...,._ · Bobltla: Tlleatre, writilla. bik-

' ... u.w

&ad.__,.,

c.-. -

... .,.,........ . . . ....,. -to--.
...........

.................
.........,...........
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of Governments; Executive Committee of County Supervisors
Association; and delegate to Californians for Consensus on Growtb
Management.
Major Accomplishments:
Led successful efforts to develop
a Growth Management Plan for
Riverside County; initiated efforts
to provide highway emergency
call boxes; founded a successful
task force on government services; elected president by peers
of the California County Supervisors Association (1987), the
Southern California Association
of Governments (1985), and the
Riverside County Transportation
Commission ( 1980-81 ), elected
chair of the Board of Supervisors
(1982, 1983 and 1987).
Personal Accomplishments:
A great marriage and three wonderful children.
Best Thing About the Inland
Empire: Geographic diversity
and friendly people.
Greatest Concern:
Druc
abuse, especially amonc the
YOUDJ.

......, . . . . . . . . oM ...... .,il
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Gonzalez Lawn Maintenance Ramon Gon·
zalez, Jr. 22295 Mountain Ave., Perris
92370
Gonzalez Trucking Jaime Gonzalez 12296
Riparian Way, Moreno Valley 92557
Good Heart Dairy Mark Dohahoe 21951
Webster Ave., Perris 92370
Grand Resorts Tony Barra 511 Calle Santa
Barbara, San Dimas 91773
Graphic Engineering Co. Gary Davis 175
Cottonwood Ave., Riverside 92506
Greater Haven Lena Leak 25959 Cariander Court, Moreno Valley 92553
Green Art Studio Kwang Pari 9990 Indiana Ave. N13, Riverside 92503
Green Thumb Oriental Landscaping Sr
Alex Yoo 33 Cone Madera, Lake Elsinore
92532
Greentree Inspection Services Teri Madden 4679 W. Wilson, Banning 92220
Gymboree Corp. Gymboree Store, The
577 Airport Blvd. 1400, Burlingame 94010

Inland Empire Travel Bureau Teresa Bennett 2234 S. Euclid Ave., Ontario 91762
Inland Valley Cabln·ision Advertis Cable
Networks, Inc. 119 S. State St., Hemet
92543
Inspirations Perrorming Arts Center
Julie Rhoton 23750 Alessandro Blvd.,
Moreno Valley 92553
Isla Azul Travel Manuel Armendariz 9414
Magnolia Ave., Riverside 92503
J It B Deli Jamal Maaliii 1690 W. Sixth
St., Corona 91720
J It J Designs Joni Rick 39864 Calicia
Court, Murrieta 92562
J It K Marketing John Meade 18791 Van
Buren Blvd. IC, Riverside 92508
J It L Enterprises James Hurley 17153
Alameda Drive, Perris 92570
J & L Medical Billing Lovella Smitb
17401 Peeler Ave., Lake Elsinore 92530
J & L Services Joseph Willette 27522 Jon
Christian Place, Temecula 92591

CUSTOM
From $289,990
Custom qua!Jty. It"s everywhere you took at
The Estates. Here. four luxurious fioorp!a.ns
measure up to 3400 square feet and offer incom·
parable destgn features Spaoous gounnet
k1tchens With 1sland cooktops. Three fin:placcs
in every. home. Formal living and dinmg rooms

(i

Exteriors • Interiors • Engines
Autos, boats, motomomes,

Favorite Sport: Tenais.

etc.
n. ChGndon Plan. Plmr :n..

Fa-.orlte Rutaurant: Aleju-

Prlor Caner(a): Mommy aad 4ro'a, Hemet; Oaatrodome, Idylllaaer, plaluliq.
wUd.

that rival the most elegant resuiences. Over·
sized master smtes with beautiful baths and an
abundance of closet spare Charming breakfast
nooks. Three-ar garages. I.ot SLZeS that aver·
~ more than one quarter of an acre. And an
unparalleled location m Rancho Cucamonga"s
newest planned commumty. at the base of the
mountams and within reach of nearby freeways.
The Estates at Et1wanda North. The look 1s
custom The feeling 1s custom. The value IS
apparent. We invite you to tour the model
homes at The Estates today But hurry. -only
62 homes will be built m this extraordinary
neighborhood.
FnJm

.,....... .....
..•TYNOFa.__
..........
• ..,._ DIILIVaMLII
• START DATD

'289,990

14184 Fn>ot Dr. RADcbo ~ CA 91739
(7141~3

CentuJ,Y- American
W.71Filrdlbh ntBal~

S

Center 19560 Magnolia Ave., Lakeview
92567
Lamb's Fold Preschool Darrel Me Call
19560 Magnolia Ave., Lakeview 92567
Las Vegas Discount Golr It Tennis Lou It
Mickey Brown Ent. I 40365 Murrieta Hot
Springs Road, Murrieta 92362
Lasierra Shell Vas Arora 11090 Magnolia
Ave., Riverside 92505
Launderland Simmons Investment Corp
3529 W. Ramsey, Banning 92220
Lawn Care 2000 Thomas Chaffee 232 N.
Western Ave., Hemet 92543
Lido Palms Spa Jerry D. Cederstrom
12801 Tamar Drive, Desert Hot Springs
92240
Limonite Automotive Repair Van Buren
Portwood 10565 Limonite Ave., Mira Lorna
91752
Limonite Complete Automotive Repair
Van B. Portwood I 0565 Limonite Ave.,
Mira Lorna 91752
Link Secarity Jonathan Lint 4291 Pedley
Ave., Norco 91760
Linton Rupriatory Senicu Carl Linton
352 Oleander Drive, San Jacinto 92583
Listeners . An Ear For Yoa Denise Me
Clain 9400 Garfield St., Riverside 92503
Littlt Allgtlet David Lee 3900 Tyler Ave.
IE2, Riverside 92503
Low Voltage Expert• Robert Warner
37024 Bamstaple Court, Hemet 92545
Laminary Produdioaa Tbomu Pettepieu
26601 Saunders Meadow Road, Idyllwild
92549
Laacb Express William Baillie 2002 Iowa
Ave., Riverside 92507
Lyn'a Secretarial Services Lynelte Dent
24970 Carucbo Road, Temecala 92590

We come to you
Complete Professional
Detailing

Last Vacation: Eicbt days in
British Columbia.

• .., ........ ·rr~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;:::;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;:;;;:::;;
E:a:perts See Slow, Spotty Reeovei'J For Area Eeonomy

........ ciiiPW-.w•'t-.a

Equine Marketing Images Eileen Coronado 23805 Gunther Road, Romoland 92585
Ernie B's Worlds Greatest Hoagies Ralph
Terheggen 27452 Jefferson Ave., Temecula
92590
Eucunote Inc. Execunote Inc. 31566
Railroad Canyon Road, Canyon Lake 92587
Extended Express Walter Bearden 3231
Hamner Ave. 14, Norco 91760
F C I Constructors Flatiron Structures Co.
12707 High Bluff Drive N135, San Diego
92130
Fabric Folks Monica Luchini 35152
Momat Ave., Wildomar 92595
Farm House Restaurant, The David
Totoro 6261 W. 5th Street, Banning 92220
Father and Son Printing Ramona Husbands 11192 58th Street, Mira Lorna 91752
Fedit-Fioncial-First Choice Mgt. Oscar
Harper 3185 Chicago Ave., Riverside
92507

L I S 1"' I N

Favorite Drink: Orance juice

Laat Mo-.le Seen: "Daacea
AMIIatloaa: Califoniau for with Wolvea.•
Better Trulportatioa; member of
,.,..,_._,..., ............ of Local AJaey Ponwioa CCIIIUilil·
Raldeace: Ulliacorporated area
................... _
. . . of....., aioa, Weatera Riverside Coaacil
east of HemeL A
MlJII..
..... I .... to lhrJ. 71, M well •

:;:!:!:."C-:...-:!

B U S I N E S S

Last Book Read: Tom Powers:
Ma1UJgi111 Cluw1.
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Margit House Publishing Co. Richard
Stafford 41230 Johnston Ave., Hemet
92544
Mark's Service Boguslaw Gawronski
14630 Parkwood, Moreno Valley 92553
Markim Services Marc Nelson 28638
Northport Lane, Menifee Valley 92584
Marriott Carpets and Drapes Davood
Kavandi 24475 Sunnymead Blvd. IH,
Moreno Valley 92388
Maverick Realty & Investments Michael
Geiger 9251 Shamouti Lane, Riverside
92508
Mayer Homes A H M Homes, Inc. 3409
Avenida Hacienda, Escondido 92029
Media Specialties Aubra Fishel 27474
Bolandra Court, Temecula 92591
Medical Protection Plus Greg Anderson
27475 Ynez. Road #407, Temecula 92591
Medical Restorative Services A K Weide-

man and Associat 4350 Via Dolce 1211,
Marina del Rey 90292
Mediscribe West David Tyson 2390 E.
Florida 1205, Hemet 92544
Meditronics of Palm Springs Robert
Kramer 441 S. Calle Encilia, Palm Springs
92262
Mega Ttavel Inc. Mega Travel, Inc. 1530B Consumer Circle, Corona 91720
Menifee Construction & Landscaping
Ricky Jorgic 9815 Carmenita II, Whittier
90651
Menifee Florist Steve Critchfeild 31702
Railroad Canyon Road, Canyon Lake
92587
Micro Technology Shahab Khan 420 Me
Kinley 11111-375, Corona 91719
Mimosa Hair & Nail Salon Tri Doan 5337
Arlington Ave., Rivemde 92504
Mobele Office Machine Service Mulugeta

Bankruptcies
Michael T. Moran and Cathy E. Moran,
fdba Sierra Pacific Design, a general
partnership, 40708 Via Diamente, Murrieta; debts: $956,193.88, assets:
$376,188.30; Chapter 7.
Fred Lee Newman, Raeleen Charlotte
Newman, fdba Raeleen Newman Customs Broker, a sole proprietorship, 18082
Palm Drive, hesperia; debts: $280,888,
assets: $227,897; Chapter 7.
Moi T. Nguyen, Kim C. Nguyen, fdba
96¢ Suer, 18650 Catalina, P.O. Box
7787, Victorville, 92392; debts $304,500,
assets: $148,500; Chapter 7.
Jady Perez, aw Joseph Perez Jr. & Judy
Perez:, a partnership, 6578 Brissac Place,
Alta Lorna; debts: $203,948. assets:
$195,350; Chapter?.
Duid Leroy Powell, aka David L. Powell, and Jeanne Irene Powell, aka Jeanne I.
Powell, fdba Inland Pacific Beverage,
1396 Ukiah Way, Upland; debts:
$569,017,assets: $9,516; Chapter?.
Senice Truck Bodies, Inc., dba Tire
Oatpost, dba E.T.M. Trucking, 2451 S.
Euclid Ave., Ontario; debts: $400,000,
assets: $175,000; Chapter 11.
T & S Associates 11, a California general
partnership, 5225 Canyon Crest Dr., Bldg.
100, Suite 150, Rivenide; debt and asset
schedules not available; Chapter 11.
Virginia F. Waites, dba Mike Earnst
Foods, 73819 Homestead Dr., Twentynine
Palms; debts: $211,339.14, assets: $150;
Chapter 7.
Randy Carl Burns, fdba R. C. Burns
Strawberry Farm, 1831 S. Euclid Ave.,
Ontario; debts: $210,428, assets:
$129,700; Chapter?.
Cor-Ttans, Inc., a California Corporation, dba Alliance Transmissions, fdba
Family Auto Care Center, fdba The Radiator Shop, fdba E &. S Automotive, 133-B
Washburn Circle, Corona; debts:
$214,644, assets: $13,231; Chapter 11.
Michael R. Ramirez:, dba Quality
Amusement, Inc., 6741 Pine Springs
Ave., Twentynine Palms; debts: $203,635,
assets: $88,550; Chapter 13.
Timothy Sallivan and Nancy Sullivan,
fdha Sulliun Electric & Construction,
7640 Marilyn Dr., Corona; debts:
$169,948, assets: $249,300; Chapter 7.
HB Rancbes, Int., 85 E. Ramona
Expressway, P.O. Box 1774, Perris,
92572: debu: $10,000,000, assets:
$2,800,000; Chapter 7.

LISTINGS

Negose 1528 Apple Creek, Perris 92370
Mona's Beauty Salon and Supply Santiago Rodriguez 3310 Mary St., Riverside
92506
Mondi Mondi International 73-100 El
Paseo fA, Palm Desert 92260
Money Mart, The Jauert Enterprise Inc.
6934 Magnolia, Riverside 92506
Moneyplus Systems Co. Pat Mazzotta
2222 Kansas St. IIJ, Riverside 92507
Montego Bay Pool Service Victor Hunsaken, Sr. 1419\ Montego Bay Drive, Moreno
Valley 92553
Moreno Med Care & Chiropractic Elihs
Rached, D C 23846 Sunnymead Blvd. 114,
Moreno Valley 92553
Moreno Valley Master Chorale Moreno
Valley Chorale 25797 Sweetleaf St.,
Moreno Valley 92388
Moreno Valley Motoring Accessories W C

N R Corp. 14161 Elsworth St. IH, Moreno
Valley 925 53
Moreno Valley Podiatry Group Robert
Parker, D P M 22940 Alessandro, Moreno
Valley 92388
Morris Enterprise Nora Morris 763 E.
Lake St., Lake Elsinore 92530
Mortgage Partner Jack Coupens 30285
Calle Belcanto, Menifee 92584
Motorcycle Electrical Specialties William
Zahler 2834 Hammer Av.E 11123, Norco
91760
Mountain Air Construction Geo
Nordquist 4201 W. Ramsey St., Banning
92220
Mr Dryclean Paul Lee 2621 Green River
Road 1102, Corona 91720
Mug Factory, The Michael Serll 3903
Everest St., Riverside 92503

The purpose of this ad
is to increase business.
Yours ... and Ours
To show you how,
we'll give you
2 MONTHS FREE RENT*.

The fact is we are here to help your
business grow and succeed. This is proven
by the fact that we are able to reduce
our average client's operational overhead
by 40% to 60% compared to conventional office space.
We could just tell you we have the finest
Executive Suite facilities, the best
secretarial staff, the friendliest operators,
the nicest receptionists, and the most
technologically advanced Telecommunications
system in the industry, which can all help
increase your business, but we would like the
opportunity to prove these to you.
To take advantage of the opportunity, give us a call ... today.
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That's Faust Printing. Because success today results from never being satisfied with success yesterday.
You can never be too committed.
Faust Pnnting. In-house capabilities of one to six color pnntmg, fodmg, embossmg and dtc cutting.
8656 Utica Avenue, Sutte 100; Rancho Cucamonga, Caltfomta 91730 (714) 980-1577 FAX (714) 989-9716

ONTARIO COMM CENTER
3535 Inland Empire Blvd
Ontario California 91764
714 941-0333 FAX 714 941-2547

•With a typica\12 month service agreement

PRINTING

TENANT
RECRUITMENT
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PROMOTIONS
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FlEXIBLE
INCENTIVES

Main Street

,

Shaping the Future of

Downtown San Bernardino
Ann Harris, Executive Director
Main Street, Inc.
290 North "D" Street, Suite 602
San Bernardino, CA 92401-1706
(714) 381·5037 • Fax (714) 888-2576

